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Abstract
This dissertation explores an intervention in a start-up software development
company. The action research approach was based in constructivist
philosophy, and addressed the identification and resolution of intractable
problems by challenging the participants to iteratively formulate tasks, enact
those tasks, and reflect upon the outcomes.

The intervention demonstrated that an action learning process could only
succeed while the group was open to learning, and that powerful team
members were able to undermine the group's learning when they felt
uncomfortable with the directions in which that learning took them.
Even when the entrepreneurs were open to learning, the pressures inherent
in starting a new business, together with their preconceptions, made it
difficult for them to learn and particularly to 'learn to learn'.

The ability or otherwise of participants to learn was explored using constructs
of change, power dynamics, process consulting, action learning, and group
behaviour

The reflective process had demonstrable value to add, even in the highpressure environment of a high-tech start-up. Participants in a high-tech
start-up could not however afford to focus on learning as an end. Their
constraints on time and money drove them to focus on commercial goals,
using whatever knowledge would assist in achieving those goals.

The intervention generated local theory which led repeatedly back to four
related notions:
The bias of entrepreneurs is a significant factor in defining the
direction of a new business.
When entrepreneurs retain effective control of the business, they
retain the power to enforce their bias.

3. When entrepreneurs are under extreme pressure, and new
information conflicts with their biases, they are likely to use their power
to ensure that contrary information finds no voice.
The idiosyncratic perspective of the entrepreneur provides both a start-up's
greatest asset (innovation) and greatest risk factor (obstinacy).

Context
This section;
• introduces the research project,
• lays out the philosophy underpinning the research approach, to
provide a theoretical context for the research, and
•

describes the context of the action research project within the software
development company. As action research assumes a unique social
context to exist, it is important that this background be exposed
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1.

Introduction

Overview
This dissertation discusses an intervention' in a start-up software
development company. The intervention provided a rare opportunity for a
researcher to gain insights into a high-tech company during its most turbulent
start-up period, as its initial product was prepared for market and its business
model was established. It also provided the opportunity for the entrepreneurs
to challenge their thinking at a time when the business was not apparently
committed to particular technical and commercial directions.

The action research approach which was used in the intervention was based
in constructivist philosophy, and addressed the identification and resolution of
intractable problems by challenging the participants to iteratively formulate
tasks, enact those tasks, and reflect upon the outcomes. Action research
was chosen because the high-tech start-up was resource-constrained, and
the participants would only cooperate in research which they perceived as
bringing rapid commercial benefits as well as strengthening their team.

This dissertation describes the experiences of the action research group in
addressing the company's issues. But it also sheds significant light on the
behaviour of entrepreneurs in a start-up situation as they seek new solutions,
yet cling to their biases.

As this research was undertaken in a small group, and the researcher's
confrontive role became a significant feature of the intervention, the
interactions between the consultant/researcher and the company's principals
became a major factor in the research. This dissertation therefore discusses
the researcher's role, experiences, and interactions in some depth. The

1

This research was an intervention' because it was conducted during an active engagement

with the subjects in addressing intractable problems in their company.
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action research approach recognizes the researcher's position as subjective
and the researcher's interaction with the client/subjects as a factor to be
managed rather than avoided (since objectivity is impossible). This thesis
does not therefore attempt to objectify the researcher, and uses the first
person ("I") throughout to recognise the researcher's subjectivity and
complicity in the research.

Before the intervention commenced the researcher's expectations of the
likely areas of emergent theory were mapped (Appendix 1) to capture his
preconceptions about what constructs were relevant.

As this research has many components, the introduction to each chapter
includes a diagram showing the progression of issues being addressed, and
the key questions arising, in that chapter

Working with entrepreneurs
Scattschneider's (1960) statement that "organization is the mobilization of
bias" encapsulates the difficulty faced in trying to understand the
development of a high-tech start-up company. For a consultant, it is easy to
dismiss the values and beliefs of the members of the organization, and to
focus instead solely upon the extent to which the organization follows
accepted practices and processes as it becomes established.

Bias2 in an established organization can be examined by a variety of
methods, including an analysis of past decisions and actions, and may even
be seen only in terms of the deviation of the current activity from past
practice.

For the start-up, comparing its development path with that of other
organizations is a convenience for researchers, and a guide for consultants;

2

'Bias' refers to the individua' inclinations, predispositions, and prejudices which are part of

the human condition, and which are brought to each situation by each participant.
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and deviations may signal that the business has a problem. But, by definition,
the high-tech start-up is trying to do something new. The entrepreneurs are
explicitly biased, and are relying on that bias to create competitive advantage
through a novel product, business model, or both. Bias may lead therefore to
creating a unique business position, or to self-destruction.

Alvareza and Busenitz (2001) say that "entrepreneurship is about cognition,
discovery, pursuing market opportunities, and coordinating knowledge that
lead to heterogeneous outputs." Any intervention by a consultant, though
ostensibly problem-focused, must deal with underlying issues concerning
knowledge (creation, management, and sharing). The bias of the
participants in the company will constrain and guide the types of knowledge
which can be created.

A consultant is typically engaged by start-ups to assist them, amongst other
tasks, to filter out undesired bias. The consultant is presumed to be
disinterested, unbiased, and expert. These assumptions give the consultant
power, which is presumably used to benefit the client. But the consultant is
not likely to be disinterested. He/she may be hoping for future work, and may
focus the consultancy towards that goal. The consultant cannot be unbiased
because his/her experience will have created a world view which guides
his/her actions. Even the consultant's expertise is questionable. If the hightech start-up is really attempting something new, the consultant is likely to
want to change the novelty to conform to successful models with which
he/she is familiar.

Thus, the XYZ consultancy is an exercise in which an un-objective, biased
consultant has attempted to assist un-objective, biased clients while exposing
his perspective, and theirs, to their scrutiny. The aim was to allow the XYZ
group to advance their interests in ways, and at a pace, which suited them,
while challenging them to consider new ideas when they chose to.
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Empowering the clients
This dissertation also sheds light on the researcher/consultant's role in
empowering the clients, particularly highlighting the need for the researcher
to understand the extent of his/her prerogative to seek academically valuable
outputs when the client is interested mainly in problem resolution.

Revans (1982) and Schein (1988) both emphasize that the
consultant/researcher's primary role must be to help the clients to achieve
outputs which they desire. I conveyed my commitment to that position to the
clients in a proposal letter (Appendix II).

The primary objective for the XYZ group was to get their business operating
successfully, and there was a danger that, in pursuing academic interests, I
would compromise that goal. The approach taken was for me to assist with
the mechanics of establishing the business, to offset the time committed by
the XYZ team to the learning process. Thus, if the XYZ group chose to not
learn (as was their prerogative) their project would not be compromised. If
they chose to learn, the business development process might be enhanced,
but certainly would not be compromised.

The names of the participants in this research, of their project and company,
and of their major investor, have been changed (at the clients' request) to
preserve their privacy.

Action learning and action research
This dissertation refers to both action learning and action research, which
were intertwined throughout the intervention.

Action learning is used to describe those reflected-upon experiences, both
mine and the clients, which led us to develop new ways to understand what
we were experiencing.
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Action research refers to the specific approach we adopted in seeking
solutions to the business problems, and includes both the opportunity for the
participants to enjoy action learning and for the organization to use the
iterative process of action and reflection to solve intractable problems.

Although the action research approach provided an environment in which
action learning could occur, the clients were committed only to the action
research process as a problem-solving approach, and considered their
personal learning to be a secondary benefit of the process.

The research pathway
This dissertation reflects the pathway taken in undertaking the research, and
can be divided into four broad groupings:

Context
The philosophy underpinning the research approach is laid out to
provide a theoretical context for the research.
.

The context of the action research project within the software
development company is described. As action research assumes a
unique social context to exist, it is important that this be exposed.

Action research process
The methodology is described. As the project relied entirely on
qualitative data, and small data sets, it was important that the
methodology allowed the outputs to be examined from many points of
view, to verify them.
.

The section titled 'The action research cycle in XYZ' describes the
experience of working in the action research group. This discussion is
critical to understanding the behaviours of individuals, and the group
dynamic.

Emergent Theory
Theory emerging from the project is discussed in some depth, and is
related to the findings of other researchers. This section captures the
significant learnings which came from reflecting on the intervention as
it occurred, and afterwards.
Page 6

Evaluation and Conclusions
• The section titled 'Evaluating the intervention' provides a summary of
the value to the XYZ group (as they saw it), to me as a researcher (in
terms of useful research outputs), and to me personally. It also allows
me to comment on the extent to which I consider the intervention will
improve XYZ's chances of ultimate commercial success.
•

Conclusions are drawn which focus on the major themes emerging
from the research. These conclusions extend the themes in a more
general way.

• Further potential research to extend the knowledge created in this
intervention is identified.

rage

i

The philosophy underpinning action research

2.

Introduction
This chapter describes the philosophical basis of the research. It
differentiates action research from the dominant positivist science and
explores the subjective/constructivist underpinnings of action research. It
then describes the principles for intervening which guide action research.

The chapter ends with a discussion of issues related to reconciling academic
interests with those of a commercial organization. This final section leads to
the discussion of methodology in the next chapter.

Philosophical
underpinnings
of action
research

What is the fundamental
perspective taken in
action research?
Subjective/
constructivist
nature of action
research
,-"

What philosophical
tradition does action
research come
from?

Action research
principles

How is action research constrained?

Taking action
research into a
commercial
organization

How is action research taken into an organization?

Ii
To context of the
intervention
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Action research versus positivist science
Action research finding a voice
Although action research is grounded in theory which has a pedigree
thousands of years old, it stands uncomfortably alongside positivist science
against which it is likely to be seen by positivists as a dichotomous
alternative.

Unlike the physical sciences, which are exemplars of positivist methodology,
the social sciences have had difficulty in acclimating to positivist
methodology. The complex behaviours of people have been statistically
analysed, and many predictions can be made about behaviours. But it is
impossible to produce genuinely identical situations with which to experiment.
An approach was needed which recognized that each situation is unique, and
that general theory therefore cannot be applied, a-priori. Action research
does so.

The modern emergence of local theory, in guises such as 'grounded theory'
and 'action research' coincided with attempts during the 20th Century, by
positivist scientists, to apply scientific management techniques to workers.
Those efforts were successful in generating huge productivity improvements
in the workplace, but they also ignited debate about the dehumanising nature
of modern work.

Although general theory could explain human behaviour in statistically valid
terms, it failed to deal with the complexity of the behaviour of individual
groups of people in specific situations. In the late 20th Century, as
management research became more focused on the finer details of
organizational life, the tools of positivist science became less useful. Action
research finally gained an academic voice, building on the work of people
such as Lewin, Dewey, Kuhn, Revans and Kolb.
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Dealing with positivist 'objectivity'
Bernard d'Espagnat (1983), in his comments on Einstein's objections to the
philosophy of experience, exposed the difficulties that physical science has
with the concept of knowing reality. The perspective of the observer cannot
be ignored (d'Espagnat's garden example). So, the scientist's preoccupation
with objectivity (which must be achieved if a complete understanding of, for
example, quantum physics is to be gained), is ultimately pointless because,
as Protagoras said, 'man is the measure of all things'.

Positivist science's inability to demonstrate objectivity when dealing with
human subjects allowed critics to question both the concept of objective
research, and the methodologies which relied upon objectivity.

Popper contributed situational analysis to the process of de-objectifying
science (Bichlbauer, 1998). Although Popper de-emphasised human factors
in favour of analysing the social setting, he did recognize that action could
not be understood outside of its context.

Benvenuto (1995, pp107-1 14) says that:
positivism and Popperianism highlighted only the relation between
individuals and environment. What remains occluded is Feyerabends radical
stance focusing on the theory-theory relation, i.e., the 'individuals' ability to
compete in seducing and reproducing. When Feyerabend described
Galileo's "propaganda,"[13] i.e., his rhetorical ability to convince his
contemporaries of the superiority of the Copernican theory over the
Aristotelian on the basis of uncertain and partly refuted data, he emphasized
the crucial role of seduction in the scientific enterprise.
Feyerabend thus challenged our rationalization of scientific theory, and
demanded recognition of the role played by the protagonists in the
acceptance or otherwise of their theories. In this way, Feyerabend helped to
open the door to the research community's accepting the notion that the
researcher cannot be objective, which acceptance is a key principle of action
research.
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I prefer the approach of Susman and Evered (1978), who claim that action
research has its own philosophical legitimacy, and need not apologise to
positivism for refusing its rules. Therefore, this theoretical discussion will
focus less on justifying action research as an alternative to the dominant
positivist science (which justification is thoroughly argued in many action
research texts), but rather on exposing theory which underlies the action
research philosophy.

The later discussion of "Theory emerging from the project" covers theory
which emerged as important as the project progressed, and which was
specifically relevant to the issues facing XYZ.

Constructivist underpinnings of action research
Action research is based on a constructivist epistemology, and identifies the
reality in which people live as a creation of their own minds. The social
reality of the organization is thus created by contributions from the unique
realities of its individual members.

This approach immediately disenfranchises concepts such as researcher
objectivity, a-priori hypotheses, and scientific management. The action
researcher recognises the situation as subjective, hypotheses as an
outcome, and management as a contingent process.

The subjective nature of the action research approach can be traced through
Burrell and Morgan's (1979) paradigmatic classification, in terms of which
action research may be seen as 'located' within either the interpretive or the
radical humanist paradigm. By this I mean that a researcher whose
philosophy stems from either perspective is likely to find action research to
be a compatible approach.
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Interpretive paradigm
Burrell and Morgan say of the interpretive paradigm:
While its intellectual roots can be traced back to the work of the early
German idealists, the interpretive paradigm has been most decisively
shaped and influenced by the works of Dilthey, Husserl, and Weber. For the
most part, therefore, it can be regarded as a twentieth-century phenomenon
(p. 234)

Husserl's (Burrell and Morgan, 1979, pp 232-234) phenomenological
movement contributed a great deal to the development of the philosophy
underlying action research. The philosophical ancestry of action research
can particularly be seen in the existential phenomenology of Schutz, as
described by Burrell and Morgan (1979):
Schutz argues that consciousness is fundamentally an unbroken stream of
lived experiences which have no meaning in themselves. Meaning is
dependent upon reflexivity

-

the process of turning back on oneself and

looking at what has been going on. Meaning is attached to actions
retrospectively.., (p. 244)
and,
Genuine understanding means the intentional grasping of the experience of
the other... It reflects the true comprehension of subjective meaning....
Genuine understanding is possible in face-to-face we-relations; It depends
upon direct exchange and interaction.... Knowledge of everyday life is thus
socially ordered. (p.245)

Phenomenological symbolic interactionists3, and even ethnomethodologists4
have also contributed to the foundations of action research because:
Theorists of all schools of thought within the interpretive paradigm tend to
share a common perspective, in that their primary concern is to understand
the subjective experience of individuals.... They view social reality as an
emergent process.... Ontologically, theories characteristic of the interpretive

Phenomenological symbolic interactionists focus on the way individuals create and sustain
their definitions of the world through negotiations in a social context.
Ethnomethodologists are concerned with the way people develop methods for dealing with
each other which provide a social accountability for their actions and, by implication, a
'

shared reality.
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paradigm are indisputably nominalist; with regard to human nature, they are
essentially voluntarist.
Burrell and Morgan (1979, P. 253)

The voluntaristic philosophy has led action researchers to challenge their
right to influence the client's direction. I will not trace the role of JudeoChristian mythology and humanism in creating modern ethics, as these are
major religious and philosophical paths in their own right. But they have led
to a commonly shared belief that it is wrong for an individual to undermine
the free choices of another. Modern action researchers accept this ethic, and
strive to leave the clients in control of their direction.

From an interpretive perspective therefore, researchers are likely to approach
an action research project with a desire to assist the clients to achieve their
goals, and to gain understanding of the process, and the clients, as they do
so. The researchers will not be particularly concerned with any 'need' for the
process to free the client from imprisoning ideology.

Radical Humanist paradigm
The radical humanist perspective differs from the interpretive perspective in
that:
The interpretive and radical humanist paradigms are both founded upon the
notion that the individual creates the world in which he lives. But, whereas
the interpretive theorists are content to understand the nature of this
process, the radical humanists subject it to critique, focusing upon what they
regard as the essentially alienated state of man.
Burrell and Morgan (1979, p. 279)

An intervention by a researcher operating from within a radical humanist
paradigm is likely to have a significantly different agenda to that of an
interpretive researcher. The radical humanist approach is exemplified in the
use of Participatory Action Research (PAR) by researchers such as FalsBorda and Rahman (1991) who explicitly seek to emancipate others.

age 1i

The radical humanist action researcher is concerned with more than task
accomplishment and academic understanding. The researcher is likely to
demand more of the client, who must be encouraged to become aware that
he/she is disenfranchised so that he/she can cooperate in his/her
emancipation (To achieve the emancipation without the client's consent
would be contrary to the principles of action research).

Conscientizing the client thus adds an educative dimension to the radical
humanist's agenda, which requires a higher level of commitment to the
transformational aspects of the process than is likely to be needed by a
researcher from an interpretive perspective.

The radical humanist perspective is subjective and thus identifies reality as
being created by the individual. The task of changing that reality lies
therefore with the client, who must learn to see/create a new reality. From
the radical humanist perspective, the double-loop learning opportunities
stimulated by an action research approach provide a way for the client to
challenge the 'governing variables' by which that reality was created.

The exception to this process might occur when radical humanist researchers
intervene with clients who are already aware of the need to challenge their
reality, and are committed to the process. In this case, the radical humanists
may be freed from their paradigmatic obligation to seek to educate their
clients for liberation, and may focus on task accomplishment.

The principles underpinning action research
The action research approach adheres to a number of principles:
Getting the job done (focus on action on real problems)
Contingent approach to methodology (do what works)
Focusing on client benefit (client benefit has priority over researcher
benefit)
Values exposing (recognizing researcher and client values explicitly)
Knowledge-creating (knowledge is created, not discovered)
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Knowledge is local (knowledge is specific to the organization)
Working collaboratively (a group activity)
Learning through action and reflection

Getting the lob done
Action research is about finding out what to do, rather than finding out what
to know.
Revans (1982, p. 554) notes that:
We do properly only that which we want to do properly, and unless our shopfloor studies are concerned not only with the tasks but with getting the tasks
done there is no reason why the research worker should expect those who
do these tasks to help him.

This point underlies the relevance of action research

-

it bridges the gap

between theory and practice, by drawing theory from specific action relevant
to the organization's members.

Action research is an approach which often underlies process consultation.
Schein (1988, p.11) defines process consultation (PC) as:
PC is a set of activities on the part of the consultant that help the client to
perceive, understand, and act upon the process events that occur in the
client's environment in order to improve the situation as defined by the client.

The focus is on improvement in the client's terms, rather than the
consultant's.

But Schein does not assume that just because the clients define the
outcomes they want, the consultant should not control the intervention.
Schein (1987, pp 48-49) suggests:
The most important criterion for deciding what to observe and where to
intervene is your perception of what the primary task of the group is.
And,
For the outside consultant overt concern for what the client is trying to
accomplish 1) signals interest in helping, 2) elicits data that are needed in
order to decide how to help, and, most important, 3) is already a critical
Page 15

intervention, forcing clients to articulate what they are trying to accomplish.
Often this turns out to be helpful in that it starts the client thinking about
goals. The contract that may arise is a by-product, not the primary goal.

The action researcher's primary role therefore is to assist the client to
achieve their goals, and this often includes helping the client to express and
clarify those goals

Contingent approach to methodology
20th

Century theorists, such as Popper, attempted to resolve the

methodological problems experienced as the social sciences grew. Although
he argued for a unity of method between natural science and social science,
Popper's own arguments assisted in clarifying the distinctions between the
two, and ultimately assisted action researchers to determine that they must
develop their own approaches to methodology.

Kuhn further allowed space for new ways to build knowledge (by such as
Brock and Durlauf, 1999, and Polsby, 1998), by identifying the
incommensurability of different scientific systems. Instead of having to justify
itself by relying on the arguments of positivist science (eg: repeatability),
action research was liberated to find its own bases, more useful to social
science (eg: triangulation).

Feyerbend contributed to the development of action research by his
challenge to entrenched views on what constitutes valid methodology, and by
his support for the notion of incommensurability.

Feyerabend became the infamous philosophical advocate of 'anything goes'.
In fact, he did not personally support that position, but wished to take a
stance against the advocates of universal method:
Mill, I have argued, would have agreed with Feyerabend's insistence on the
impossibility of formulating universal, exceptionless rules of scientific method
that could always be used to separate well-supported from poorly-supported
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theories without doing damage to the prospects for continued scientific
progress.
(Staley, 1999, p 612)

While theorists debated the acceptability of a social science which refused to
be tied to the methodologies of the natural sciences, practitioners such as
Revans were more focused on getting results. Once action research became
accepted as a legitimate problem-solving approach, theorists such as Blunt
(1995) recognized that a strength of process consulting (and of action
research), was its contingent approach to selecting methodologies.

That contingent approach to methodology was inevitable for action research
given its recognition that each situation is unique, and that theory cannot be
developed a-priori for the specific situation.

The action researcher may use a variety of theoretical models and practical
tools to assist the client to achieve his/her goals, and will only be constrained
by the usefulness of those tools in achieving the client's goals, and by the
extent to which the researcher sees the tools as ethically sound.

Client-benefit focus
A primary value of the action research approach is that the client's problem
has priority over the researcher's academic interests. Action research is
essentially utilitarian (as defined by Mill, 1952) and it explicitly seeks to
deliver the 'pleasures' (benefits) sought by the client.

Schein (1995) attributes the modern concept of action research to Kurt
Lewin, but claims that Schein's clinical model substantially changes the focus
from the researcher's goals to those of the client:
When Lewin first formulated action research it was clearly a case of the
researchers wanting to figure out how to be more successful in implementing
some changes that the researcher desired.... I was trying to argue that a
model which I am now calling a "clinical" model starts instead with the needs
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of the client, is client driven and involves the researcher in the client's issues
rather than involving the client in the researcher's issues. (p14)

Schein's view is generally shared by action researchers today, although it is
debatable to what extent researchers succeed in putting the interests of the
client first (Pedler, 1997; Pearce 1997; Starkey and Madan, 2001), and some
academics still oppose the notion of academic researchers putting the client
first, or even engaging too closely with business (Weick, 2001, Grey, 2001)
as they believe such an approach will subvert the academic knowledge
creation process.

The significance of Schein's comment is that it describes a transformation in
the view taken of action research by academics. Practitioners such as
Revans had always advocated action research as primarily a way to address
intractable problems. Now, researchers accept that the academic benefit of
action research lies in the very fact that it does put the organization's needs
first. The theory which is produced is thus truly grounded in the experience
of the intervention rather than in the preconceived academic needs of the
researcher.

For the academic researcher, the challenge is to subsume his/her interests in
academic outcomes within the project. For the commercial consultant, the
challenge is to subsume interests such as gaining future work. In each
situation, undue focus on the consultant's interests can compromise the
client's ability to achieve their goals.

Values-exposing
Action research is a values-exposing approach, which denies the concept of
'scientific objectivity' and demands that the researcher expose his/her values
and interests to the client, and to him/herself. This exposure of values does
not necessarily mitigate the effect of those values on the behaviour of the
participants, but it does allow the participants to make decisions with those
values in mind.
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The impact of values on organizational culture, and on the creation of
knowledge within an organization, is described by De Long and Fahey
(2000):
Culture is reflected in values, norms, and practices. At the deepest level,
culture consists of values, which are embedded, tacit preferences about
what the organization should strive to attain and how it should do so. Values
are often difficult to articulate and even more difficult to change. Their impact
on knowledge creation and use, however, which is manifested in behaviors,
should never be underestimated. (p115)

Behind the need to expose values is the action researcher's belief in
constructed reality. Writers such as Hegel (1952) challenge the myth of the
impartiality of the observer, noting that the observer brings preconceived
models. What is reported is as much a factor of the observer's
preconceptions as it is a reflection of 'real facts'. Exposing participants'
values allows preconceptions and bias to be exposed.

For researchers who also have a radical agenda, such as that of action
researchers who adopt a radical humanist perspective, the obligation to
expose values is particularly great. These researchers know that their
process is likely to challenge the client's core values. To do so, without the
researcher exposing his/her values (and hence, bias) would be unethical and
manipulative.

As each individual's world is subjective and personal, it is ultimately
inaccessible to others. Exposing the researcher's (and others) values, allows
participants in the project a window into each other's perspectives, and
recognizes those values as part of the context of decision-making.

Knowledge creating
Agassi (1998, pp522-551) recognises two philosophical perspectives on
knowledge creation:
So rational action rests on the question, in the proper time-sequence, which
of the two activities is first, experience or contemplation? The two possible
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answers characterize the two classical rationalist schools in the philosophy
of science. This encapsulates the whole story of the two schools and of their
Kantian synthesis. The empiricists (Bacon, Newton, Locke) say experiences
(should) come first and (therefore) have priority; the intellectualists (Bruno,
Galileo, Descartes) say not experience but contemplation. Kant incorporated
both by dividing knowledge to two separate domains, the product of
contemplation which is a priori true and that of perception which is a
posteriori true. This is the whole of classical philosophy of science.

Action research approaches the acquisition of knowledge from an empiricist
philosophy, and recognizes knowledge as being gained through perception of
experience. That knowledge is not, however, recognized as objectively
existing, but is seen to be created through reflecting upon what is perceived
to have been experienced.

Action researchers see knowledge as a created and situated phenomenon.
Although the language used may include such common terms as 'transfer' of
knowledge, the action researcher sees the 'transfer' process as the
communication of information to assist the creation of a new, unique
knowledge set. Knowledge is never inherently a commodity.

The knowledge creation process must be critical, as it requires the
participants to reflect upon their actions, to discuss those reflections, and to
devise new actions based on their criticisms.

The organization's contribution to the process is to create the environment
where that knowledge creation can take place (Landry, 2000).

Action research may be located within an inductive paradigm, meaning that it
does not presume that a theory of the phenomenon exists prior to the
collection of data." (Smith and Glass, 1987, p.23). It accepts the statement
made by de Cock (1994) when he quotes Baburoglu and Ravn as saying that
".

knowledge resides in processes of reality construction". Theory must

..

therefore be generated after the actuality of the situation is visited.
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As knowledge creation and reality creation are subjective, the process of
creating knowledge has more significance than has any objectified
knowledge which ultimately eventuates.

Kuhn's exploration of the history of science, which continued for the latter 50
years of the 20th Century, challenged the notion that science was a search for
objective knowledge. "Science, for the early Kuhn, was much more like the
work of a goldsmith than the contemplative art of the philosopher."
(Buchwald and Smith, p364). In challenging the objectivity of normal science
Kuhn provided a framework for relabelling positivist science as merely one
way of constructing scientific reality.

The action researcher works as a goldsmith, assisting the clients to create
useful knowledge. Only afterward, does the action researcher contemplate
what has been made, to establish whether the created knowledge has wider
application.

Polanyi (Agassi, 1998), in describing science as a 'tradition', also contributed
to the de-objectifying of science, by identifying that the knowledge created by
all science is partly determined by the traditions of those who create the
knowledge. Those traditions determine the choice of subject, methodology,
and overall philosophical framework. Those same traditions determine what
will not be considered.

Feyerabend reacted against science which describes itself as objective, but
which excludes issues without appropriate consideration. Staley (1999)
describes Feyerabend's role in exposing the bias of normal science:

Lloyd points out that Feyerabend can be seen as playing the role of the
'devils advocate,' which Mill's essay insists is important for achieving the
kind of open consideration of alternatives that is requisite to the pursuit of
truth. For example, Feyerabend argued vigorously on behalf of astrology in
one context, but in another admitted, "Astrology bores me to tears. However,
it was attacked by scientists, Nobel Prize winners among them, without
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arguments, simply by a show of authority and in this respect deserved a
defense" (Feyerabend, 1991, p. 165).
Popper's work particularly illuminated the influence which politics has on
knowledge creation (Stokes, 1997).

Knowledge cannot therefore be treated as an objectively real phenomenon,
particularly in the social sciences, because the knowledge which is produced
is demonstrably a unique product of those who produce it. Chalmers (1982)
also makes the point that:
What an observer sees, that is, the visual experience that an observer has
when viewing an object, depends in part on his past experience, his
knowledge and his expectations. (p25)

The knowledge which is created is therefore a unique expression of both the
experiences, and of the preconceptions, of the participants who share in its
creation. Action research accepts that there is no 'search for knowledge', but
only knowledge creation.

Knowledge is local
The view that general theory is not adequate to allow us to understand real,
individual social situations was argued, cc 350 BC, by Aristotle, who believed
that general theory could never be sufficient to explain the situation of
particular people (Aristotle, 1952).

Since Aristotle's time, both general theory and local theory have been
expressed in many forms. General theory has predominated, particularly in
the last few hundred years, as it proved its practical worth in supporting
technology development (notably through the physical sciences).

Nonetheless, the concept of interpreting the situation as it is found to exist,
rather than relying on a-priori theory has persisted alongside the
development of general theory. For example, Hobbes argued in the 17th
Century for an objectively regulated world, while Machiavelli, in the
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16th

Century, had exhorted the Italian Princes to deal with the situation as they
actually found it (Machiavelli, 1952; Hobbes, 1952), suggesting that it was
perilous to neglect the actual situation in favour of how it should be.

Action research is predicated on the belief that all knowledge is specific to
the location in which it is created. The consultant/researcher cannot
understand the knowledge within the organization until he/she has
experience of that organization.

Action research implicitly recognizes the difference between science (when
depicted as a search for objective truth) and art, and takes an emphatic
stance that solving organizational problems is essentially art.

Art inherently includes action, (Aquinas, 1952; Descartes, 1952), and that
action is only likely to be effective if it is based on theory developed in the
local situation:
If, then, a man has the theory without the experience, and recognizes the
universal but does not know the individual included in this, he will often fail to
cure; for it is the individual that is to be cured.
Aristotle (1952, p499)

Action research allows theory to emerge during the process of solving the
organization's problems. It rejects theory which is not grounded in the
experience of the specific situation as it seeks to 'cure the individual'.

Learning comes through the process of acting, and reflecting on that action,
as the learning sought, and the theory developed, are each grounded in the
specific situation.

Kant (1952) separates knowledge gained by experience ('a-posteriori') from
knowledge based a-priori in cognition. As action research is predicated upon
the uniqueness of local knowledge, only a-posteriori knowledge can be
gained of the organization, while pre-existent, a-priori knowledge is seen
merely as an input to the creation of the situated knowledge. Thus
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knowledge and theory both emerge from experience within the organization,
and are specifically located in that organization, rather than being discernable
a-priori and being generalized.

Action research takes the same perspective on the specificity of local
knowledge as does 'naturalistic research':
Naturalistic researchers do not select or operationally define the constructs
to be studied. Rather, they assume that constructs may have many possible
definitions that may vary from place to place, and it is their job to discover
the definitions that are important in the place studied.
(Smith and Glass, 1987, p. 253)
Whereas naturalistic studies eschew intervention, action researchers intend
to intervene to assist the client to solve local problems. The action
researcher must therefore avoid taking a preconceived bundle of solutions
into the organization. Regardless of the extent of the consultant's
experience, she/he cannot know the answers in advance.

Working collaboratively
Action research is collaborative. The consultant/researcher expects the
answers to the organizations problems to be created by people within the
organization, who have hitherto been unable to develop those answers.

The forum created for devising actions and for reflecting upon them must be
one which welcomes inputs that may have been disallowed by the
organization's normal power relationships, or by its normal processes.
Hence, all participants including the consultant/researcher are afforded the
status of collaborators on the project.

The use of language is now accepted in constructivist philosophy as a key
factor in the creation of reality (e.g. Mercer, 1977; Hintikka and Hintikka,
1983). Action research embraces that concept, and suggests that knowledge
of the reality being created is achieved by the participants discussing their
actions, and discussing their reflections on their actions. The group reflective
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process is therefore critical to building a consensus view of the reality which
each participant perceives to be created.

Learning through action and reflection
The action research framework does not presume that the first action taken
will solve an intractable problem. Rather, it suggests that action provides
experience which, if it is reflected upon, will guide future action. The future
action is followed by more reflection, and so on.

It is this iterative process, carried out by a group committed to creating the
knowledge they need to address an issue, which eventually leads to the
issue being resolved.

Miettinen (2000, pp 54-72), writing on the views of John Dewey, describes
Dewey's perspective of the roles of action and reflection in experiential
learning:
Dewey considers that one of the purposes of reflection is to be conscious of
the layers of cultures weaved in the observations. They can be prejudices
and carriers of the circumstances of past time, therefore being an obstacle
for sensible action in the present circumstances. Once made visible and
critically transformed by reflection, they can turn into means of enriching
thought and action.

The cycle of action and reflection can raise new issues and allow participants
to identify and address new objectives. It can also allow the participants to
learn new ways to learn.

Just as the solutions to issues cannot be predicted in advance, so the extent
of learning which the participants will achieve cannot be predicted.

The need for a reflective process is consistent with the claim of many writers
(e.g: Jenner, 1994), that the pace of modern business demands that we
create values-driven, learning organizations. Organizational learning is
stimulated in the group reflective process.
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Reconciling academic and organizational needs
Argyris and Schön (1996, pp 43-51) see the consultant/researcher's position
as primarily that of a researcher. They refer to 'collaboration' with
'practitioners' and retain, by that language, a significant separation between
the academic interests of the researcher and the practical interests of the
practitioner.

So, although Argyris et al say in 1985 that the knowledge employed should
serve action rather than academic interest, Argyris also apparently believes
that an academic in collaboration with a practitioner will be able to create
such knowledge.

As Pearce (1997) shows, it is difficult for academics to put aside their
perspective to focus on actionable knowledge. Arguably, the academic who
wishes to be part of creating actionable knowledge must become a
participant in the full sense described by Pearce, leaving academic interests
aside until the project is complete.

Starkey and Madan (2001) agree that knowledge should serve action, and
recognise that there is a gap between the needs of companies and the
knowledge available from universities. Starkey and Madan quote Gibbons's
Mode 1 and Mode 2 Knowledge (pp S4

-

S5) to suggest that the universities

should present knowledge in forms more useful to business and should let
business set the agenda for applying the knowledge.

This view is sharply challenged by Grey (2001), who questions the
appropriateness of making university research more relevant to business.
He suggests that the distance which university research has from its external
stakeholders is a strength, as it allows the universities to occupy a uniquely
valuable position in knowledge production. To move closer to business
would reduce the relevance of universities, as they would become R & D
departments for companies. He notes that the stakeholders become the
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company owners/managers, and that the workers are disenfranchised by this
process.

Weick (2001) also suggests that universities should not attempt to make
their research more relevant, but should pull back from the current
involvement in supporting management fads. He suggests that:
if a University continues to stand for wisdom rather than technicalities, a
mindfulness rather than rationality, then it will remain a strong partner in a
Mode 2 alliance and foster a richer definition of the context of application.
(p574)

When the views of Revans, Argyris, and Starkey and Madan are set against
those of Grey and Weick, it seems that accepting Grey and Weick's positions
requires acceptance that there is some inherent sanctity in the traditionally
unworldly role of universities.

Grey's plea for wisdom before technicality, and mindfulness rather than
rationality, suggests that he sees the engagement of universities and
business as one-way event, with universities sacrificing their values to those
of business.

There seems no reason to accept that universities must, by creating more
useful knowledge, lose their ability to create arcane knowledge. It could even
be suggested that access to the pragmatic world of business may prompt
academics to develop new knowledge in previously un-travelled areas.

Pedler (1997) recognizes various ways in which action learning may be
considered as collaborative enquiry. Pedler's justification for his position on
academic knowledge seems to be that he believes in a 'real world' which is
outside the academic world, and claims knowledge should serve that reality.

Even from Pedler's Functionalist position, academia could be seen as part of
the 'real' world. It seems that Pedler attributes 'reality' to that part of the
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world which he perceives to be more valuable (business) and, in a spirit of
dichotomous opposition, denies reality to academia.

But, Pedler does identify the difficulty of reconciling academic and practical
knowledge. That students focus more on academic knowledge is
unsurprising, as they seek academic rewards rather than the rewards of task
accomplishment. Similarly, action research team participants can be
expected to favour task outcomes over learning, as they can expect more
immediate rewards for achieving desired task outcomes than they will get
from challenging their theory-in-use.

Therein lies the seed of the academics' objection. Their underlying concern
is that knowledge developed in a specific organization is less likely to be
generalisable, and is thus less likely to fit the positivist scientific model of
knowledge-building which is the only one considered valid by most
academics.

Weick's belief that universities must remain aloof, providing context rather
than applied knowledge, presupposes that knowledge creation filters down
from the heights of general theory to its application in specific situations. The
action research approach contends that knowledge is equally valid if built up
from specific discovery, from which general theory may or may not arise.

Conclusions
Action research stems from a philosophy which reverses the conventional
concept of local knowledge coming from the application of general theory. In
action research, local knowledge is found in the specific situation, and
general theory may or may not emerge later.

Our current move towards subjectivist approaches such as action research is
the inevitable result of our attempts to develop understanding of human
experiences, which are essentially unique. Because organizations are
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comprised of unique individuals, each organization can only be understood
from within.

Although action research as a systematic approach to an intervention in an
organization is less than a century old, it stems from a long philosophical
tradition, which has its own legitimacy in its focus on the particular, rather
than the general.

The action researcher must recognize that her/his interests differ from those
of the organization in which the research is undertaken, at least to the extent
that the researcher is primarily concerned with obtaining an academic output,
while the organization seeks operational or economic benefits. Upon
recognizing the potential for goal conflict, the researcher must commit to
understanding the context of the client company so that the intervention can
be tailored to the client's needs.
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3.

Context of the Intervention

Introduction
This chapter considers the context of the intervention. It looks first at the
goals which the researcher and clients agreed upon, and the problems which
were agreed to be the most appropriate to address. The situation of XYZ
company is described, and the participants in the project are identified. The
relationships between the participants are also explored.

The risks inherent in the project, both the risk of commercial failure and the
risk of damage to personal relationships are discussed, and the chapter
finishes with a discussion of the group norms.
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Project goals
This project attempted to demonstrate the value of recognizing that the
consultant/researcher is neither objective, nor the source of all expertise in
solving a company's problems. The consultant/researcher is a participant
and, in this model, a facilitator who intervenes to assist the company's
managers to discover and act upon their own solutions to their problems.
The primary goals were:
• To give the company's managers outcomes which they considered
desirable, and which would not have been achieved without the intervention.
• To have achieved those outcomes in ways which left control and
understanding of the process in the hands of the company's managers.
• To provide learnings which would enhance theoretical understanding of
the benefits and pitfalls of such interventions.

These goals were achieved to some extent, although not all of the client's
commercial goals were met. By empowering the clients, I allowed them to
follow a process which they preferred but which I saw as unlikely to achieve
their major commercial goals.

As control of the process remained in the clients' hands, and they refused to
be influenced by my opinions at critical points, I was unable to ensure that all
of the clients' goals were met.

The project team
xYz
XYZ is a software development and consulting company owned by Daniel
Strong and Kate Bligh. When the intervention was undertaken they
employed one software engineer, Kevin Carmody, who arrived recently from
Canada to assist with development work for a product called Product 2000.
During the intervention a locally-hired software tester (Natalie Zembla) was
added to the team.
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Product 2000 was being developed by Bligh and Strong in partnership with
Investments Ltd (INV), a business incubator. The intellectual property
underpinning Product 2000 was held in a company called Lorikeet, which
was owned by Strong, Bligh, and Investments Ltd.

XYZ embarked on an ambitious software development project. The project
was ambitious because there were many possible product outcomes, many
potential markets, and many possible ways to deliver any products into those
markets. Although the XYZ managers considered the multitude of problems
they faced, they did not have time to stand back, evaluate their problems and
opportunities, and satisfy themselves that they were dealing with all critical
issues in the optimal order.

Part of the value of this consultancy was to assist XYZ to revisit their issues,
reprioritize them, and act on those which they found to need immediate
attention.

Several years ago, the XYZ principals lost a software company during a
downturn in the industry it served. Timmons (1990) provides data on the
failure rates of US start-ups over the last 50 years:
Figure 1 Overall New Business Failure Rates

By the end of

Percentage that fail

year

40%

year

60%

year

90%

(Sources: Commerce Department, SBA, Dun & Bradstreet)
He also notes that most people think the failure rate is higher. When these
data are added to the emotional fallout of the 'tech-wreck' which greeted the
millennium, the pressure to avoid failure may have been as high in the XYZ
group as the desire to succeed.
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The players
There were five participants in the project:
Daniel Strong
Daniel played the role of leading man in the project. He is tall, strongly built,
and forceful, and his resonant baritone voice dominated discussion at the
meetings. He expressed his views loudly, and interjected with explosive,
expletive-laden comments when he disagreed with a speaker.

Frequently, Daniel appeared stubborn. He indicated that he believed many
of the people with whom he had to deal were incompetent, and it may be that
his impatience with the limitations of less able people led him to be
opinionated and reluctant to accept conflicting views.

Daniel had achieved his leading man status by years of hard work on the
project. It was his project alone, until recently. He alone carried a clear
picture of what he was trying to technically achieve, and how the software
would be written.

Despite his aggressive bearing, Daniel did not intimidate the other team
members. Each of them had known Daniel personally for some time, and
recognized the generous and friendly spirit which he concealed. People
typically responded more therefore to the content of Daniel's speech, than to
its delivery.

Daniel's comments about his actions when his earlier business failed suggest
that he believed he failed to anticipate, and plan for, the downturn. Given
that history, and the current environment of the IT industry, it was not
surprising that Daniel had a tendency to repeat the previous mistake
(become engrossed in detail, and allow strategic issues to be unattended).

Through the project he left his leading lady (Kate) to take the initiative on
much of the strategy formulation, while he focused on developing the
software, IP protection, and systems issues. As the project team became
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more focused on commercial issues, both Daniel and Kate worked on
marketing with PPR (their marketing company), and later with
CyberResearch.

Daniel was very defensive of the project, and of the effort he was contributing
to it. He was initially frustrated by the knowledge gap between himself and
the others, but this frustration was no longer apparent after the 'braindump'
activity (the first action research task) was completed.

Kate Bligh
The leading lady was also a strong character. Lacking her leading man's
imposing physique and voice, she nonetheless was able to counter his
arguing style. Kate was very structured in her approach to discussion, and
persisted in the face of Daniel's arguments until she felt her point was made.
She took an increasingly leading role in the meetings, particularly as
discussion moved from technical to commercial issues.

Kate had extensive consulting experience. She was very comfortable with
the concept of action research, and was willing and able to allow strategy to
emerge through an ongoing dialogue. Although she approached dialogue in
a structured way, she did not seem to require that issues be resolved in the
meetings. She thus allowed the situation to remain chaotic throughout the
project.

Kate was particularly concerned with managing the relationships amongst the
group, and with finding a business model that would fit with her values. Both
Kate and Daniel had strong antipathy towards conventional organizational
models.

'Braindump' was the term used by the group to describe the process Daniel followed to
rapidly share his knowledge.
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Kevin Carmody
Leading the support cast was Kevin Carmody. Kevin was a skilled software
engineer, who was also a personal friend of Daniel and Kate. He brought a
methodical approach and attention to detail to the project which
complemented Daniel's less structured approach. He also brought an
urgency based on his recognition of the need to accelerate the development
and commercialization processes.

While he was generally reserved, Kevin did not hesitate to press his views,
usually against Daniel, and usually accompanied by a finger jabbing the table
to highlight the point, or by a document being waved in the air. Kevin
thoroughly researched his position, and normally had documents
downloaded from the Internet to support his proposed course of action.

Kevin was amiable and self-controlled. He seemed to enjoy the development
process.

Natalie Zembla
Natalie joined the support cast when it became clear that the product would
not be ready for release in July unless Daniel and Kevin got help with testing.
Natalie had little involvement in the group and influenced the project mainly
through removing workload from Daniel and Kevin.

She was reluctant to voice opinions, as she felt she had insufficient history in
the project.

Norman Evans
As process consultant, my role was somewhat ambiguous. Many of the
issues which the group faced were political rather than process issues, and
Daniel and Kate were not content that someone whom they knew to be
assertive should be so quiet on many of the political issues.
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I had an extensive background in management, including start-up businesses
and strategic consulting. I was concerned that my background would force
me into an 'expert advisor' role. That did not eventuate.

At the start of the project my role was one of questioning, assisting to
establish the reflective process, and recording the meetings. My role
became increasingly confrontive as the intervention progressed.

Existing relationships
I was formerly Chief Executive of Investments Ltd, and had a relationship
with Kate and Daniel extending several months. The relationship had been
collaborative and the quality of the relationship, including the mutual respect
between the parties, influenced all three to attempt the current collaboration.

Daniel and Kate had a long-term friendly relationship with Kevin, which was
both personally and commercially based

My relationships with Kevin Carmody and Natalie Zembla were new, and
developed little through the project. As political issues began to outweigh
process issues, Kevin and Natalie retreated to daily tasks and absented
themselves from meetings

Natalie Zembla reported that she knew Kate and Daniel only since applying
to work with them.

The problems being addressed
The problems which were addressed in this intervention were identified by
the team, through a reflective process, and were:
How to transfer knowledge from Daniel to the rest of the team,
without slowing the project.
How to get the product development process under control
How to progress commercialization before funds ran out.
How to get further funding for the project, before the cash ran out.
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The action research group also became involved with preparing Daniel to
attend the World Congress on IT (WCIT), which was not a process issue.

In addressing the product and commercialization issues, the group realized
that a business plan, product development plan, and marketing plan were
needed. Getting the business plan written became a process problem.

Risks
Project risks
The XYZ situation proved to be a risky one in which to attempt an
intervention. As the group explored XYZ's situation, it became apparent that
the company's funds would not last beyond July, 2002 (originally the funds
were predicted to last until at least December). At the same time,
Investments Ltd's support for XYZ had diminished, and the XYZ group were
under more pressure to manage marketing issues than they had anticipated.
The risks in the intervention were:

The intervention process may deliver results too slowly.
The intervention process may divert the XYZ group from critical
issues, by focusing on less critical problems
The pressure on the XYZ group may lead them to bypass or
undermine the action research process.
The researcher might have to sacrifice academic outcomes to avoid
compromising XYZ's survival.

Each of these risks materialized in the project, and were dealt with:

1. The process initially followed was too slow to deliver new funding
by July, 2002. Once the 'brainstorm' problem was resolved, I
encouraged Kate and Daniel to focus on fewer issues and
particularly to get the market assessment done, and the business
plan written.
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Although the intervention process did not divert the group from
critical issues, it failed at first to focus the participants' attention on
one of the most critical issues. This most critical issue was the
securing of further funding, and only became a priority when the
group realized that funds would run out six months earlier than
forecast.
Task pressure on the XYZ group did limit the amount of time they
spent deciding on actions to take, and reflecting on previous
actions. Much of the pressure came through their tendency to try
to address too many issues at once. In later meetings, we
attempted to focus discussion on a few critical issues, and were
able to get some action towards resolving those issues.
I was interested in exploring a very hands-off stance in the
consultancy. This position worked well while we dealt with product
development issues. When we came to dealing with
commercialization, it became impossible to avoid applying my
technical skills to the project, without removing knowledge needed
by the team.

In the end, my concern about slipping into an expert role proved
unfounded. When we began to focus on commercial issues, and
after Kate asked me to contribute more of my expertise, both she
and Daniel disagreed with my recommendations, and continued to
operate in much the same manner as they had throughout the
project.

Relationship risks
The stakes for the XYZ group were very high. Their livelihood, and a project
into which Daniel had sunk seven years of effort, were at risk. The pressure
that this situation placed on their relationship was significant.

Daniel, Kate and I each had significantly differing understandings of the
project, and different opinions of how it should be progressed. In the first
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weeks, before the July cashflow crisis date became apparent, we argued
openly and without rancour. As the situation began to seem more
desperate (particularly to me), relationships between Kate, Daniel and I
became strained.

After I frankly told them on 11 March that I did not believe they would
succeed unless they changed their business development process, Kate and
Daniel cancelled our meetings for the next two weeks.

Thereafter, although my opinion was sought periodically, it was largely
ignored. Our personal relationship was severely strained, but survived.

Group norms
After four weeks of meetings with XYZ, the following group norms were
identified:

Meetings start when everyone is ready to start, though always within
10-15 minutes of the agreed start time.
Passionately expressed disagreement is okay, but should always
focus on the issue, not the person.
Relationship issues have higher priority than task issues.
Avoid upsetting Daniel, if possible, but not at the expense of
withholding opinion.
Anyone may lead discussion when they want to.
Issues need not be resolved; discussion need not lead to decisions or
action.
All group members have equal right to speak (explicit norm).
Daniel's voice has most authority (it was his project), and Kate's voice
is the next authority.

Fage
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These norms remained strong through the project, except the requirement
that people focus on the issue rather than each other. Later in the project,
Kate and Daniel became quite critical of each other.

The group's willingness to tolerate discussion which did not lead to decisions
or action ensured that the process of building the business would be slow.
Kevin and I each challenged that norm early on, but neither was prepared to
do so assertively enough to overcome Kate and Daniel's strong tendency to
work in this way.

The norm was eventually challenged by the impending financial crisis. Kate
and Daniel responded by disempowering the group and returning to their
previous management by decree.

Conclusions
The context of this intervention was one in which the participants were clear
about each other's goals and about the problems to be addressed. The XYZ
principals were undertaking an ambitious software development project, and
were confident in their ability, despite having failed in their previous software
business.

The principals of XYZ were strong characters, and the intervention was
typified by robust discussion. Relationships between the participants were
important to all, and these were protected even during violent disagreements.

The group established norms which empowered members to participate in
discussion. But, ultimately, power to decide remained in Kate and Daniel's
(the principals) hands.

Kate and Daniel's retention of power became a critical factor in the later
stages of the intervention, when the action research process no longer
delivered outputs which they were prepared to hear.
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Action research process
This section;
.

describes the research methodology. As the project relied entirely on
qualitative data, and small data sets, it was important that the
methodology allowed the outputs to be examined from many points of
view to verify them.

.

describes the action research cycle in XYZ in terms of the experience
of working in the action research group. This discussion is critical to
understanding the behaviours of individuals, and the group dynamic.
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4. Methodology

Introduction
This chapter presents the methodology developed in the intervention. As
methodology is contingent in action research, this chapter follows from the
previous discussion of the context of the intervention.

The first section discusses the framework in which the methodology was
developed. This section is followed by one detailing the methodology used.
The key feature of the methodology is that it includes views of the
intervention from many perspectives.

On what basis is the methodology established?
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Methodological framework
Writers such as Kuhn (Buchwald and Smith, 1997), and Feyerabend (Staley,
1999), pointed out the incommensurability of different scientific systems.
They thus opened the door for new challenges to positivist methodologies.
Those challenges were based not on debunking positivist methodologies but
on suggesting that they were simply not useful outside of the context in which
they were developed.

While Kuhn and Feyerabend's views were challenging the stranglehold which
positivist science had on methodology, practitioners such as Revans were
taking a contingent approach to methodology in their action learning projects.

Similarly, the contingent approach to methodology was recognized (e.g. by
Blunt, 1995) to be integral to action research

Action research supposes that each situation is unique, and that
methodologies must be chosen to match that situation. Also, the action
researcher believes that the participants in the research project are best
qualified to develop those methodologies; so they cannot be selected until
the project team is assembled

The methodology for addressing the problems at XYZ was not therefore
prescribed in advance. The participants decided which methodology was
most appropriate, after identifying the sorts of problems that they would
address.

Although the methodology was not prescribed in advance, the principles
which guided the process favoured some methodologies. Those principles
were that:
.

The consultant/researcher's role was as a participant and
facilitator, but not as an expert.

.

Desirable results would come through an iterated, group
process of planning, action, and reflection.
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The learning from the process should remain in the
organization.

As the XYZ people were concerned about avoiding time-wasting, the
methodology developed minimized the time spent in new meetings.

The research was focused on an in-depth study of one organization, and
tracked actions in a chaotic environment. So, an entirely qualitative research
process was appropriate. That process fitted well with the approach taken by
the XYZ group, who had little statistical data to assist them and relied in
developing their business upon their ability to deduce information from the
wide variety of data in their environment.

Chosen methodology
Questioning and challenging
The XYZ group explicitly recognized from the outset that the researcher's
role included questioning their opinions and challenging their thinking.
Challenging each others' views was already part of their culture. But the XYZ
group saw great benefit in having their views examined by someone from an
entirely different perspective.

The researcher's role as a questioner was received differently at different
stages in the project:

1.

Preparing to intervene

During this stage a review of the literature was undertaken to provide the
theoretical foundations upon which the research would be built. The consent
of the clients to participating in the research was obtained, and a research
proposal was prepared. The clients read the research proposal and
reiterated their consent to participate. It was at this stage that they agreed
that the researcher's role as a questioner and challenger would be valuable.
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Initial meeting
The initial discussions, at which the details of the intervention process were
agreed, passed extremely quickly. This stage was completed rapidly
because the client company was small (ensuring all stakeholders could be
involved from the start), the clients were eager to proceed, and we had
informally discussed the project on several occasions before it commenced.

At the initial meeting, the first problems to be addressed were identified and
agreed. These problems had been intractable, and the XYZ group were
receptive to having their opinions challenged.

Working on 'technical' problems
The initial problems addressed were related to delivering a completed
product. This stage of the intervention was successful, and the success was
largely attributable to the XYZ group recognizing that they had resource
constraints which had not previously been dealt with.

Questioning remained the primary contribution I could make to this process,
as I did not have any technical expertise and the XYZ group had all the
expertise required to address the problems once they were identified.

This stage of the intervention clearly demonstrated the ability of an
organization to find new solutions if appropriate questions are asked of
people with appropriate expertise.

Working on commercial problems
When the group began working on commercial problems, the limitations of a
methodology based on questioning became apparent. In this small
company, there was insufficient business expertise to allow the participants
to find solutions to intractable commercial problems. The situation was
exacerbated by the XYZ principals' belief that they were commercially
competent.
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Questioning their business decisions led not to elucidation but to frustration,
as the XYZ group were unable to accept that their commercial direction was
inadequate, or that they needed external expertise.

Eventually the questioning of their commercial direction was dismissed as
negativity.

5. Disengagement
Once it had become apparent that the clients had no further commitment to
the process, it was important to disengage in a manner which allowed as
much benefit as possible to remain in the company. The clients were given
copies of the notes documenting my reservations about their commercial
direction so they could revisit the issues if they wished in future. We also had
a debriefing meeting at which my unresolved questions were again raised.

Weekly meetings
The group decided that the primary way of interacting on the action research
project would be at a weekly meeting, generally held each Friday at 1 pm. At
that meeting the group would evaluate previous actions, and decide what
would be done in the following week. The early meetings were particularly
seen as an opportunity for the software engineers to brief Kate and me on
the status of the software development.

The weekly meeting provided an opportunity to gather data which might
prove useful in understanding the development of the group's processes. As
the group consisted of only five people, including me, I was usually involved
in each discussion. To avoid disturbing the flow of the meeting, note-taking
was kept to a minimum.

Meeting notes
The group agreed that I would write up notes from the meeting, including my
observations and reflections. These would be sent to Kate, who would place
them on the company computer server, to be read at each person's leisure.
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By removing the note-taking role from the XYZ staff, I gave them back an
immediate time-saving benefit, to compensate for the time penalty imposed
by my involvement

Becoming a participant
Pearce (1997) warns of the danger of becoming an expert6, and I attempted
to become a participant without expert status. I agreed to assist with specific,
minor tasks, which helped in integrating me into the team, without
disempowering the others.

For example, although I have written many business plans, I did not offer to
write the XYZ plan, and thus become an 'expert' participant. Instead I
performed the mechanical task of reviewing a selection of business planning
material provided by Kate, and separated out components which would suit
an in-house document from those which might be useful for a fund-raising
focused plan.

For the first six meetings, I focused on facilitation, attempting to avoid leading
the group, or providing expert advice. Once the group had accepted me as
primarily a participant (and less a consultant), I felt freer to express opinions,
although I continued to closely monitor my position in the group.

Ad-hoc meetings
The agreed process allowed for ad-hoc meetings to assist with particular
issues. The XYZ group were reluctant to schedule such meetings, except on
one occasion when Kate and I met to work on the business plan.

I also had one ad-hoc meeting with Natalie, where I canvassed her views on
the process we were following.

6

The 'danger' is that the expert researcher takes control of the process and does not allow

the other participants the opportunity to learn in ways meaningful to the group.
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Phone meetings
A number of phone conversations, three of which were significant enough to
be documented, were held between me and either Kate or Daniel. These
phone calls were usually initiated by the XYZ group in response to the notes I
had produced, or to brief me on various developments in the business.

Informal gatherings
The group met twice for dinner at my home. We also had lunch together on
several occasions at the home of Kate and Daniel.

Data assessment
The XYZ team, particularly Kate, provided background data on product
development, business planning, and marketing. The data provided was
heavily laden with opinion, and was not coherent. Notably lacking was any
financial data.

Action learning set
I also participated in an action learning set of students at NTU. Although the
set did not begin to meet until the project was well under way, the group
assisted my reflection process on the actions being taken by XYZ.

Rpf Iprf ion

The process of reflecting on the actions that had been taken, and on the
outputs those actions had generated, was the single most critical part of the
action research process, and was formalized in three ways:
The XYZ group read the meeting notes, and reflected upon them.
They then brought the results of their reflections to our regular
meetings. This reflection was achieved sporadically, as the XYZ
group were more focused on their activities than on reflection. But it
contributed useful insights in the early stages of the project.
The group reflected at our meetings. Again, that reflection was
sporadic, as the XYZ group were seldom willing to allow sufficient time
for the group to reflect upon any individual issue.
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3. I reflected on the notes I had taken, on the background reading I was
undertaking, and on team members' behaviours (including mine). The
reflection was particularly based around the meeting notes, and my
observations from each meeting. I typically wrote up my notes directly
after the weekly meeting, together with any reflections which
immediately occurred to me. The next day, after I had taken time to
reflect further, I returned to the notes to add further reflections.
Throughout the project, I periodically took stock of the overall direction
it was taking, and noted my reflections at those times.

Although all participants recognized the reflective processes as a critical part
of our methodology, we also recognized that the XYZ group would normally
be distracted, and that I would have to maximize the value of whatever
reflection the client's were able to undertake. Therefore, rather than
complaining when I felt insufficient reflection was occurring, I attempted to
gain value from the reflective process by ensuring the team had clear notes
upon which to reflect, and by drawing out themes from those notes.

Seeking themes
I spent a considerable amount of time reviewing the notes from the meetings
to see what issues were emerging as most significant to the group. As the
XYZ group had explicitly requested that their time constraints be respected,
and I was keen to ensure that the themes I identified were recognized, I
presented those themes to them in summary form.

To identify themes, I categorized my notes in various ways (eg Appendix V).
By looking at what subjects were discussed, and whether those discussions
focused on learning to solve problems or on group politics, I was able to track
changing themes and changing behaviours.

As the project progressed, I identified the extent to which issues that had
been identified were, or were not, being addressed. Highlighting the status of
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issues such as the business plan, budgets, and fund-raising became an
important part of my role

Surveying the participants
At the end of the intervention, I produced a brief survey (Appendix VII) to
assess the opinions that the participants had of the effectiveness of the
intervention. Only Kate Bligh returned the survey as, by that time, XYZ's
situation was critical, and the group had little time for unnecessary tasks.

To ensure that my opinion was not affected by comparison with others, I
completed the survey before I received Kate's feedback.

Conclusions
The meeting notes, and the observations and reflections, became a
significant focus for reflection by Kate and, to a lesser extent, by the rest of
the group. The methodology chosen allowed the XYZ group to be as
involved, and reflective, in the process as their time constraints allowed.
Sometimes they provided extensive feedback, after reflecting on the notes.
At other times, they barely read them. Although the meetings were
scheduled weekly, they were occasionally rescheduled to meet the needs of
Kate and Daniel.

The methodology chosen left the XYZ group in control of the speed of the
business development process. They had explicitly retained their prerogative
to pace the development, and constantly juggled the demands of daily tasks
with the need for discussion and reflection on their decisions.

The brief survey was an important check to establish whether the benefits I
perceived from the intervention matched those perceived by the other
participants.

The application of the methodology becomes clearer in the context of the
next chapter, in which the action research cycle is discussed.
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5.

Action research cycle in XYZ

Introduction
This chapter describes the stages of a typical action research cycle, relating
those stages to the process which occurred during the XYZ intervention. The
extent to which the XYZ group valued the outputs of the process is also
discussed.

The majority of the chapter is given to my reflections on the action research
cycle as it occurred in XYZ. This discussion is critical, as it provides the first
opportunity to evaluate whether the intervention remained true to the
philosophy underpinning action research, whether the context of the
intervention was respected, and whether the chosen methodology was
appropriate to that context.

How does the intervention
process compare with a
'typical' action research
cycle?

How successful did
the XYZ group believe
the process to be?

How effectively was
the action research
process executed?

Action
research
cycle
Outputs of
value to

xYz-Reflections on
the process

Emergent theory
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Action research cycle
Redman (2000), quoting Frohman, Sashkin and Kavanagh (1989) and
Abraham (1994), describes ten phases in an action research cycle:
• Scouting
• Entry or orientation
• Data collection or reconnaissance
• Data feedback
•

Diagnosis of the problem

• Action planning
• Experimentation
• Analysis of the experiments
• Action implementation of the plans
• Evaluation and decisions about recycling

The intervention process in XYZ can be described in terms of these ten
phases:
Scouting
XYZ was one of a number of start-up companies already known to me. All of
the companies had many problems, many of them intractable. XYZ was the
most appealing candidate because Kate Bligh was keen to cooperate in the
process, and because it was clear that the XYZ group had not even been
able to clearly enunciate their issues, yet alone prioritize them. They seemed
likely to benefit from a process which would at least highlight their issues,
and perhaps deal with some of them.

Entry or orientation
Little orientation was required, as the key members of the group knew each
other, and me, well. At the initial meeting, the group decided that the process
would be structured around weekly meetings, and identified issues which we
might address.
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Data collection or reconnaissance
The data collection process revealed little of use, except that it confirmed that
the product development was proceeding without recourse to a coherent
financial plan, marketing plan, or business plan. The product development
process also had no structure except for one Gantt chart, which proved to be
deficient in many areas (many tasks were not adequately programmed).

Data feedback
The deficiencies in the data, and the implications of that for the overall state
of the business, were discussed in the early meetings. The clients
recognized the need to document their processes and plans, although they
rejected the suggestion that the business was out of control'.

Diagnosis of the problem
The group decided that the problem of lack of clarity about what they were
doing stemmed from:
.'-

'

Daniel holding all the key knowledge.
Lack of time for Daniel to share his knowledge

The group also identified a lack of resources (staff and cash), which put more
pressure on everyone, but particularly on Daniel.

The group realized that transferring knowledge from Daniel to the others
would allow them to work more effectively, and would eventually reduce
Daniel's workload. The process of transferring information from Daniel to the
others could occur simultaneously with that information being captured and
extended in a business plan. The business plan could then be used to raise
further funds to relieve the resource shortages.

Action planning
The group's solution was that:
-

Daniel would do a managed 'braindump' to the others.

-

Kate, with my assistance, would draft a business plan.
Kevin, with Daniel's help, would refine and further document the
product development plan.
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Once the business plan was written, venture capitalist funds could be sought.
A number of options were considered before actions were selected. Most
options required:
-

'-

A great deal of Daniel's time, or
External expertise

It was agreed that Daniel's time was a critical resource. So options such as
having Daniel work on the business plan were rejected. The XYZ group also
rejected options involving external expertise, because of the cost.

Experimentation
The XYZ group did not experiment with options. As time and cash were
critical resources, the group made decisions, enacted them, and evaluated
the outcomes. The timeframes were short between actions being decided
and results being delivered, and the immediate cost of each action was low.
There was also no-one with time available to spend on experiments. So it
made more sense for XYZ to act on their best assessment even if some of
those actions turned out to be inadequate.

Analysis of the experiments
Not necessary

Action implementation of the plans
For the braindump, the group hoped at first that now that the action had been
agreed, Daniel would begin the task. He did not. The group discussed why
the braindump was not occurring and clearly conveyed to Daniel the priority
that the group placed on the braindump.

Once the project was reprioritized for Daniel, he began. Kevin then found
that he was receiving too much data at once, and the group agreed that
Daniel should braindump in smaller sessions.

The decision that Kate would draft a business plan with my help and bring it
to the group as a first draft was enacted via a business planning meeting
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between Kate and I. When that meeting proved inadequate, the group
decided that a business strategy meeting, including Daniel, was needed.

Improving documentation of the product development process was delegated
to Kevin. He reported satisfactory progress, and after discussing the issue at
the first few meetings, the group were content to allow it to slip from our
priorities thereafter.

10. Evaluation and decisions about recycling
The braindump process was recycled. The first recycle was required
because the process was found to be ineffective without commitment from
Daniel. The second recycle was needed because once Daniel was
committed, the process was again ineffective because Kevin could not
process all the data he was receiving.

Producing the business plan was initially seen as a straight-forward process.
When the business plan meeting between Kate and I failed to deliver useful
outputs, the group reconsidered the issues and realized that a useful
business plan could not be written without incorporating Daniel's knowledge.
A business strategy meeting was convened to allow Daniel, Kate and I to
seek a collective understanding of what the business plan should include.

At this meeting, a number of issues were clarified, particularly that Daniel and
I could not agree on the positioning of the product as either 'generic' or
'differentiated'. This issue could not be resolved until PPR (XYZ's marketing
company) provided their marketing input, at which point Kate was able to
incorporate a differentiated model in the business plan.

The business plan was not completed during the intervention, and Kate
continued to work on it, at first alone, and later with the help of
CyberResearch.
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The product development plan issue was not recycled. The initial action,
delegated to Kevin, was sufficient to remove the issue from the group's list of
immediate concerns.

Outputs of value to XYZ
To determine what outputs the XYZ team recognized, and valued, I sent
them a 22 answer tick-box survey (Appendix VII). This method was chosen
because, by the end of the intervention the XYZ team was under severe time
and financial pressure, and were unwilling to commit much more time to a
process which would not deliver any new benefits to their project.

Kate was the only team member to respond, and she took several weeks to
complete the task. She said at one point that she had printed it out and was
filling it in as she had time.

Kate's difficulty in filling out the survey may have indicated that she saw it as
unimportant. But it may also have indicated, as Kate insisted, that she was
just too busy. It indicated to me that Kate felt herself to be under great
pressure.

Before Kate returned her survey, I completed a copy myself, to allow my
perspective to be compared with hers. Kate's survey revealed that:
She agreed with my opinion that the intervention had made a positive
difference to both identifying and resolving the product-related
(braindump, technical development plan) issues.
She agreed with me that the intervention process had contributed to
the development of business strategy, specifying of business plan
content, identifying the need for a business plan, identifying marketing
issues, and to Identifying problems in the process being followed in
building the business.
She agreed with me that the team had made little contribution to
writing the business plan, or to producing strategies to address
marketing issues, or to gaining further funds.
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She considered that the team had made a difference to the process of
building the business, where I concluded that it did not. This
difference of opinion is undoubtedly related to my perceiving that they
remained persistently product-focused, and allowed strategy to
emerge slowly (which I saw as critical issues), while Kate focused on
the processes we adopted to achieve specific tasks successfully (as
listed in 1 and 2).
She also considered that the team had contributed to resolving
marketing issues, which I did not. Our disagreement was probably
based in me believing that the product-focused approach to marketing
which was taken did not generate appropriate marketing decisions,
where Kate believed that the marketing approach was appropriate
because it built on the company's technology strength.
She believed the team had not contributed to identifying funding
issues, or to identifying funding strategies, whereas I believed that the
team had contributed to these processes. It may be that Kate and
Daniel had more understanding of their funding issues than was
apparent at the start of the project and that the team process only
allowed me, and perhaps Kevin and Natalie, to become more aware of
the scope of the problem.

Despite the disagreements noted in points 4,5,and 6, Kate and I agreed
about the success or otherwise of most task related aspects of the project.

Kate agreed that she had been somewhat challenged to consider new ideas,
and would be better at building a business in future, because of the team's
work. She also stated that she learnt more about working with her team. But
she claimed to have learnt nothing new about how she thought and behaved.

This opinion is consistent with my conclusion that the intervention was
successful in identifying and addressing intractable problems, but that it did
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not lead the principals of XYZ to double-loop7 learning. That such learning
did not take place despite Kate's, in particular, stated (and apparent)
willingness to learn, and the large amount of new data available as stimuli,
suggests that the pressure that the principals were under made it impossible
for them to accommodate such learning.

XYZ's Journey: reflections on the process
The journey taken by XYZ in building their business, and on which I was
privileged to accompany them, can be described in many ways. One way is
to consider how the team worked together, learnt together, and sought
solutions to problems.

Working together
The team began the project with uncertainty about roles, particularly about
mine. It transpired that they were not clear about their roles in any but the
most general sense (Daniel was in charge of development and IP protection,
Kate was managing business issues, and Kevin was responsible for much of
the coding), and they were not always able to fulfil the roles which were
expected of them. For example, Daniel expected Kate to be able to criticize
the product development, and expressed surprise at learning that she did not
know enough about the product to fulfil that role.

My role was difficult to manage. We agreed that I would be a participant,
and to some extent a facilitator, and that I would not use my expertise in the
field to lead the project. I enacted that agreement by remaining fairly quiet in
the early meetings, and by allowing others to lead whenever they would.
Despite some sidelong glances at my uncharacteristically quiet stance, the
group soon got used to my role, and began to shape its goals.

Double-loop learning is defined and discussed on p167.
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As we progressed the first issues we were addressing, I was able to take a
more active role in the group's discussions, without risking taking over. At
the same time, the relationship between Kate and Daniel seemed to be
becoming strained.

At the seventh meeting, we suspended the process we had been following to
focus on preparing Daniel to attend the World Congress on IT (WCIT). For
the eighth meeting a new member, Natalie Zembla, joined the team, and
Daniel was away at WCIT. We had resolved the product-related issues that
the group had chosen to work on, and intended to focus on commercial
issues. The meeting focused instead on data-sharing and relationshipbuilding.

At the ninth and tenth meetings, I expressed my concern that the business
would run out of cash before the product was released. Daniel said that he
had thought I believed in their ability to make the business successful

The divergence which had now emerged in our views about where the
business was heading became a major crisis in the relationships and the
project. Daniel and Kate cancelled the next two scheduled meetings, as they
thought that a break would help to preserve our relationship.

The break allowed me time to reflect on the status of the project, during
which I reconfirmed my view that a significant change in direction was
needed. At the same time, Kate and Daniel visited their marketing company
(PPR), who supported my point of view. I was coincidentally at the airport (to
meet my partner) when Kate and Daniel returned from PPR. They seemed
tired, drained, and tense. They greeted me as a friend, but were less
forthcoming than usual. They later dismissed PPR, and eventually began
working with a strategy consultancy called CyberResearch.

The action research process had identified the key issues facing the
company, and had quickly dealt with the immediate and critical need to
transfer knowledge from Daniel to the other team members. Thus, I had data
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to generate the academic outputs I needed. However, I had taken a place in
the team, and felt that I could not abandon the project at this critical time,
despite the principals repeatedly rejecting my opinions on the direction of the
commercial development.

Over the next six weeks, I kept in contact with Kate and Daniel. I sent them a
summary of the project to date (ref: 18/03/02 Reflections on the project to
date, in Appendix IV), highlighting the extent to which I saw political issues
dominating their thinking and making it difficult for them to employ cybernetic
learning. I continued to press for the business plan to be written.

During this time, I had occasional conversations and informal meetings with
Kate and Daniel, and one with Natalie. But it became clear that Kate and
Daniel were becoming less open to influence, and no longer welcomed my
input.

By the start of May, a little more than four months after the project started,
the intervention was effectively over.

At the end of May, Kate invited me to lunch. The whole team were there, and
we took the opportunity to discuss the status of the project. The group were
optimistic, largely driven by the new relationship they had formed with
CyberResearch, who were assisting them with planning.

We continued to keep in contact and periodically discussed XYZ's progress
until early August, although I no longer had any formal involvement with the
business.
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The group intended from the start, to learn together. Kate enthusiastically
embraced the concept of cybernetic8 learning. Although Daniel was
persistent in his views, he accepted that a process that involved learning
through action and reflection would be valuable. The learning that all
accepted as necessary, did not occur.

Apart from Daniel's stubbornness, the main impediment to learning was the
group's attempt to focus on many issues in a short time. Jumping from one
issue to another made it difficult for the group to benefit from the reflections
of individual members.

It became apparent that Kate adapted more quickly to the changing scope of
the project than did Daniel. Kate accepted that the nature of the product was
changing as we learnt more about potential customers. Daniel clung for
much longer to the 'generic' product he had been developing.

Kate, however, clung as hard to her vision of allowing strategy to emerge
through a chaotic, discursive process. As she accepted readily the concept
of cybernetic learning, she also constrained that learning within an actionlimiting process which restricted the impact and availability of new
information, and ultimately reduced the opportunities for the group to learn.

The knowledcie-transfer Droblem

The problem of transferring knowledge from Daniel to Kevin and Kate,
without slowing the project, was solved through a learning process. The

8

Cybernetic decisions are those based on feedback (learn ings) from the situation, in

contrast with political decisions which are based on personal needs and biases of the
decision-makers
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problem was recognized when the group were exploring why Daniel felt
overworked, and why Kevin and Kate felt frustrated. We recognized that each
of these problems existed because Daniel alone knew the project. He had to
be involved in most tasks. The group decided that Daniel would share his
knowledge (a braindump).

But the braindump did not happen immediately, and Kevin and Kate did not
wish to pressure Daniel for the information while he was under pressure to
deliver on other tasks. The group solved the problem by discussing their
need for the knowledge, and how their having the knowledge would benefit
Daniel by freeing him from some tasks. Daniel became more committed to
the braindump, and it began to happen.

The information was now coming to Kevin in chunks too large for him to
absorb. The group considered this new issue and decided that Daniel should
continue the braindump in smaller blocks; which he did. The braindump then
proceeded smoothly and, by the sixth week, was complete.

The business planning problem
The group also agreed, at our first meeting, that we needed a business plan.
The impetus for the business plan came from the need to tie together the
various documents, such as the marketing plan and product development
plan, within a framework which would display them favourably to future
investors, and which would ensure that they were all consistent with the
overall direction in which Kate and Daniel wished to take the business.

Although I did not realize it at the time, Daniel and Kate were unclear about
where they wanted the business to go. Kate attempted to produce the first
draft of a plan, but it lacked direction because she and Daniel had not
committed to a particular business model, or even to a product variant for first
release; or to a customer segment.
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Once this problem became apparent we attempted to discuss business plan
issues at our weekly meeting. There was insufficient time at the meetings to
make progress. Kate and I met separately, but she felt that we needed input
from Daniel to many business plan issues. The group decided that a
separate business planning session should be organized. I recommended
that a full day be allocated for that meeting. When it finally occurred, on 11
March, the meeting lasted for less than two hours, and the business planning
process was not significantly advanced.

The difficulty in getting a business plan together can be attributed to four
factors:
Daniel and Kate saw no urgency to complete the plan, as they felt it
was largely intended to attract investors, and would not be needed for
some months.
Both Daniel and Kate lacked expertise in preparing such a plan.
Kate and Daniel could not decide on their basic business model, and
were unable therefore to write a plan until they could finalise some key
issues.
They saw the writing of the plan as a time-consuming and boring
process.

When I highlighted the risk they were facing in leaving the plan unfinished,
Daniel and Kate responded by defending the process they were following,
and by emphatically reminding me that they both recognized their cashflow
deadline, and were concerned about it.

However, the plan was still not completed when the intervention formally
finished.

When we met, a month after the intervention ended, and discussed the
status of the business, Kate and Daniel were in good spirits because they
were now working with CyberResearch, who were assisting with planning
(they had, at that time, spent three days together developing their plan).
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The product development document problem
Daniel had documented the product development plan on a large Gantt chart.
At our first meeting, it was agreed that the Gantt chart was an appropriate
place for detailed tasks to be recorded, but that it did not capture the entire
product development strategy.

Concerns about the completeness of the product development
documentation were identified early in the project. The issue did not
become contentious, and was resolved largely by Kevin and Daniel working
together. They reported progress to the group for some weeks, until we
became preoccupied with commercial issues.

The funding problem
Once the issues relating to product development were addressed, a clearer
picture of the resources required to complete development, and to
commercialize the product, emerged.

The XYZ team did not appear to have any coherent budgets, although Daniel
occasionally insisted that he understood the financial needs of the company.

We frequently discussed potential sources of funds, but put little time into
establishing exactly how much was required, or developing a plan for
acquiring those funds

The funding issue became contentious as I came to believe that it was not
receiving appropriate attention. The group put little effort into formalizing a
value proposition for the business, devising a business model, or preparing a
business plan. Efforts at market research were superficial.

As I saw us approaching the date (July 2002) at which we had agreed the
funds would run out, I became more confrontive in the group.
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Daniel and Kate did not accept my opinion that the funding issue was out of
control, and I received no support (or disagreement) from Kevin and Natalie.
Eventually, Daniel and Kate ended the intervention, with the funding issue
still unresolved.

Conclusions
The action research process delivered valuable outputs for XYZ. On the
product development side, the XYZ group recognized that the process had
led to the group identifying and resolving issues. On commercial matters, the
action research process was credited with identifying issues, but did not lead
to the group resolving them.

The action research process was managed within its constraining principles
and remained true to its underlying philosophy. The methodology proved
appropriate in the context, and provided sufficient data from which emergent
local theory could be developed.
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Emergent theory
This section;
discusses, in some depth, theory emerging from the project, and
.

relates that theory to the findings of other researchers.

One purpose of this project was to discover what theory might emerge from
the intervention. This section captures the significant learnings which came
from reflecting on the intervention as it occurred and afterwards. The
emergent theory exposes the intervention from a variety of perspectives,
allowing conclusions that support an overall view of the intervention which is
coherent and valid. Although such theory must be local to the XYZ situation,
it may also assist in future interventions.

As the emerging theory was necessarily influenced by the
expectations/biases with which the researcher entered the intervention,
Appendix I is included to identify the four questions which my pre-intervention
reading had highlighted as likely areas of interest, as well as the subject
areas from which they emerged (process consulting, power, learning, and
group behaviour).
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6.

Theory emerging from working together

Introduction
This chapter discusses theory which emerged from the research and which
relates to how the group worked together. The theory specifically applies to
the particular situation of this high-tech, start-up business and its participants.

How do cultural factors
constrain knowledge creation?

Values and
organizational
cultur

)

To what extent are leadership roles
shared, and how does this affect the
problem-solving outcomes?

How valuable is
teamwork in a hightech startup?

Teamwork

7
Leadership

(

Bias

To what extent does individual bias
constrain the group outcome?
Making
decisions

)

How does the group
make decisions?

Trust

To what extent does the trust the participants
share affect their ability to resolve problems?
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Values and organizational culture
Butler (1991) says that:

a robust ideology9 copes with uncertainty by providing a shared body of
ideas for making decisions but, whereas structures can be changed relatively
easily, at the stroke of a pen so to speak, to change ideology requires
changes in the beliefs and values of organizational participants

-

a much

more difficult process. We have also argued that, although structure affects
ideology in the sense that fuzzy structures are more able than crisp
structures to develop a robust ideology, there is a time lag in this process.
Hence, we can understand a common problem in organizations, namely, that
the search for short-term efficiency can be detrimental to longer-term
adaptation. (p.221)

In a start-up, high-tech company the founders are likely to struggle with the
conflicting needs of creating an efficient yet adaptive organization, until they
have developed a 'robust ideology'. Structure and ideology develop
concurrently, and inevitably influence each other.

The XYZ individuals had strong beliefs, but the group did not appear to have
a robust ideology. Much of the group's time was spent in debating basic
issues such as the nature of the product (as perceived by the customers).
The XYZ group members varied enormously in their ability to adapt to
changes in the information being received from the market and from potential
funders. So, although the structure remained 'fuzzy' and inefficient, the
group did not adapt as quickly to environmental changes as the situation
demanded.

Elkjaer (2001) describes an organization (ACC) in which an attempt to create
a 'Learning Organization' failed, and suggests that the attempt failed

because:

Ideology' refers to a systematic body of concepts, in this case shared by the group.
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the project work acted more as a means of organizational socialization
than as an instrument to prepare the professionals for further inquiries into
problematic situations that might lead to learning experiences. (p. 449)

In a start-up company, there is probably less pressure to conform to preexisting norms, as there are no traditions. There is however a set of norms
being established quite quickly, and it would be easy for the action research
project to become merely an exercise in acclimating the clients to their new
organization: Learning to work together could easily displace learning to
adapt together.

In XYZ's case, this happened to some extent. Much of the early discussion
was centred around supporting the product development process which had
been started by Daniel, rather than around adapting to the changing external
information. For example, as the deficiencies in market research became
obvious, Daniel continued to promote his generic-product focused model of
the business. The group was swept towards viewing the project from a
product perspective, despite this flying in the face of modern marketing
theory and of the available market information.

Although the group was new, Daniel and Kate's values and beliefs overrode
any group consensus, and our behavioural norms and shared values were
received from the company's founders (through the force of their
personalities, and their greater formal power) rather than learnt. The group
did not begin to adapt to new commercial information until we had been
challenged for some weeks by the weight of contrary evidence, and by my
increasingly vocal opinion.

Ultimately, the adaptation which was demanded was greater than the group
(particularly the founders) was prepared to accept, and I had to choose
between assisting the group to work on problems within the framework
acceptable to the group, or confronting the group with perspectives they did
not wish to acknowledge. I chose the latter, my views were rejected, and the
intervention ended.
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It could be suggested that the group rejected my position because I was
wrong. Although this could be true, the positions I was advocating were
largely in line with accepted business practice (strategic thinking processes,
business plan development processes, marketing strategy formulation
processes, and so on). That so much standard practice could be dismissed
out of hand suggests that it was rejected for not fitting the group's model,
rather than for being unsound.

Kofman and Senge (1995) suggest that behaviours deeply rooted in the
culture of our wider society make it difficult for people to form communities
genuinely committed to organizational learning. Western society recognizes
founders and owners as people with legitimate authority. Daniel and Kate
were the founders, owners, and initial funders, of XYZ. So, it was difficult for
the group to continue to assert enough influence to drive organizational
learning once Daniel and Kate began to reclaim their 'legitimate' right to
decide the team's agenda.

Schein (1985, pp 297-320) considers that effective action to address
organizational problems is best founded on an understanding of the extent to
which relevant behaviours are culturally produced. Culturally supported
behaviours cannot be easily changed because "Culture operates as a set of
implicit and silent assumptions, which cannot change unless they are brought
to the surface and confronted." (p 306).
In the XYZ intervention, I became progressively more confrontive in style as I
attempted to expose the preconceptions which I believed were limiting the
ability of the group to explore issues in ways which would allow us to adapt. I
eventually realized however that the culture of the group, which appeared
very open to discussion, reflection, and disagreement, was imprisoned within
a wall of norms imposed by Kate and Daniel, and accepted by the others.
Discussion which challenged Kate and Daniel's most fundamental views of
how the business should be built was discouraged, actively by Daniel and
Kate, and by the silence of the others. The culture of the group was built on
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the founders' preconceptions about how the business should be developed,
and they resisted efforts to challenge that foundation.

De Long and Fahey (2000) support Schein's position, asserting that:
culture shapes the processes by which new knowledge with its
-

accompanying uncertainties--is created, legitimated, and distributed in
organizations. (p 113),
and
Our research on knowledge management initiatives has shown that
knowledge and culture are inextricably linked in organizations. Indeed, any
discussion of knowledge in organizational settings without explicit reference
to its cultural context is likely to be misleading. (p 116)

This link between knowledge and culture was amply demonstrated in the
XYZ intervention. The XYZ team were all exceptionally intelligent and able
people. Yet, their ability to take information which was readily available and
to incorporate that information in their planning processes in ways which
would allow them to adapt was severely limited by cultural factors. These
included:
The engineers' backgrounds in product development, which made it
difficult for them to see commercialization from a marketing
perspective.
Kate's background as a strategy consultant for larger corporations,
which made it difficult for her to make 'action' a priority.
Kate and Daniel's in-principle rejection of conventional business
models, despite their not having a coherent alternative.

De Long and Fahey (2000) also suggest that:
Companies whose cultures are most effective at creating and integrating
new knowledge into the organization have norms and practices that demand
broad participation in knowledge gathering and distributing information about
the external environment. (p 124)
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This point presents a challenge to innovators starting a new business. It is
difficult for a small team, focused on product development, to simultaneously
create an outward-looking culture. The XYZ group struggled to incorporate
information about the external environment, particularly when it conflicted
with the product-focused model which Daniel had created for the business.

Although Kevin and I actively sought external information, our contributions
did not seem to be as influential as those made by Daniel and Kate. As a
group, we were effective at knowledge gathering, but not at integrating new
knowledge into the organization.

De Long and Fahey (2000) highlight the difficulty of finding time to reflect on
such issues:
the reflection required to question existing norms and practices is even
more at risk in an Internet world where speed rules and fast decision making
is expected.... (p 125)
Williams (2001) agrees that:
in a changing world management beliefs may require rapid transformation
if timely accommodation is to occur; hence the need to introduce greater
planning into the process of organizational learning. (p 71)
At the heart of XYZ's problems was a failure to plan. With no business plan,
product development plan, or marketing plan, the group were operating on
faith in Daniel and Kate's wisdom. The organization had no operable
stimulus to learn because it had no measurement mechanisms (plans)
against which actions could be evaluated.

Creating plans is also an important part of the process of learning to learn.
And Daniel's beliefs about the market into which the product would be
launched could not be challenged successfully until the organization had
learnt to learn from external information.
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Schein (1988, pp 159-160) warns against the consultant providing feedback
before "...the group is able and ready to understand and learn from the
observation." In the XYZ intervention, I was constrained by the short time
frames. Although the group were not ready to learn, I felt it necessary to
provide unflattering feedback on their direction. Providing that feedback led
to a crisis in the relationship which prompted the clients to call a two-week
pause in the intervention. During that time, they sought other opinions, some
of which agreed with mine. Nonetheless, Daniel and Kate were disinclined to
explore the information from which they were not ready to learn. Rather than
do so, they allowed the action research project to end.

A month after the intervention ended, the XYZ group finally became involved
in a three-day planning process with CyberResearch

It transpired that some of the most significant impediments to XYZ's progress
in building their business were cultural. It was frustrating to work in an
organization where my sponsor was intellectually committed to learning, but
where the organization was unable to learn. The organization's culture was
built around Daniel and Kate's dominant characters, and their own
preconceptions stifled the learning they sought.

Conclusions
Revealing the importance of cultural factors in constraining knowledge
creation highlights the need for the consultant to understand the values and
norms of the organization, and to monitor changes in those values and norms
over time if the intervention is to be successful.

In an action research consultancy, the client owns the right to manipulate
their organization. The consultant can only assist the client to explore their
values and norms, and help to expose options for change.
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Leadership
Daniel and Kate divided leadership of the project. Daniel was responsible for
product development, and Kate for commercialization.

Daniel's style was to announce the direction he believed the group should
take, and then to defend that position with stubborn argument. He would
eventually accept changes demanded by the rest of the group, but his
willingness to do so diminished as the project progressed.

Kate was more concerned with process than direction. She sought to build a
consensus, and expressed her leadership through facilitation. Early in the
project, Kate identified that she had no previous experience in
commercializing a high-tech start-up. She appeared to have no
commercialization 'roadmap' for the project, and was not content to commit
to action until she agreed with that action. She took the group into repeated
discursive cycles, but seemed unconcerned that the discussion was
repetitive and was quickly using up the remaining time.

Kate and Daniel each led through negative feedback. They would allow
anyone to speak, and to lead discussion, as long as the group was generally
headed in a direction with which they felt comfortable. When the group
started examining issues which challenged their preconceptions, both Kate
and Daniel closed down discussion on those issues. Daniel closed down
discussions by emphatically stating that his direction would be followed. Kate
did the same by introducing new topics, or by ending the meeting. The group
became, therefore, constrained to follow Daniel and Kate's preferred
direction.

The style of leadership shown by Daniel and Kate was flexible within the
invisible boundaries they had set. While we addressed the braindump and
technical development plan issues, the constraints were not tested, and the
group worked well together. When we began working on commercial issues,
and significant differences of opinion emerged, Daniel and Kate changed
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their leadership style to one which was more controlling, and which reduced
the voice of the other team members.

Daniel and Kate's right to leadership was accepted by the group throughout
the project. When the leaders no longer supported the direction the group
was taking, everyone also accepted their right to take control of the team's
agenda.

As the founders of a start-up business, Daniel and Kate had most at stake.
Although I disagreed with their decisions during the latter part of the project,
neither I, nor the two employees, had the right or the power to contest their
leadership. I did however have the right to expose the consequences of their
decisions, and strove to do so.

Conclusions
Leaders such as Daniel and Kate, whose ownership of the company gives
them unassailable legitimacy, can stifle debate because they determine the
extent to which other voices in the team will be heard.

When the stakes are as high as they are in a start-up, it is unlikely that the
founders will allow others to participate indefinitely in leading

Working as a team
Sinclair (1992) points out that teamwork should not be assumed to be the
ideal way to solve all problems. In some circumstances teams are used to
camouflage coercion, delay action, legitimize lack of leadership, and disguise
personal agendas.

The action research team at XYZ exposed the extent to which the project
was being driven by Daniel's personal vision for the product. That vision was
coercing the development into a process which could not deliver a
commercially acceptable product within the time and funds available. And
the process was initially un-led.
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The action research project brought leadership to the process, although
Daniel and Kate subsequently used their dominant position to retake control
from the group.

The team was effective in bringing action in strategic areas where no action
had occurred before (such as the braindump, and the business plan), and in
prompting each team member, except Natalie, to lead at different times.

Sinclair (1992) suggests that psychoanalytic research shows that some
individuals never perform well in teams. They lose problem-solving ability,
become emotionally segregated, and blame others for their failures.

In XYZ, the 'team' necessarily included everyone in the organization. There
was no option to exclude people who were not temperamentally suited to
teamwork. Daniel did not seem well suited to working in the team. He was
frequently aggressive, defensive, and unwilling to consider views which
contradicted his own.

Timmons (1990) emphasizes the importance of seeking consensus in startup teams. He says:
Evidence suggests that superior teams operate differently in terms of setting
priorities, in resolving leadership issues, in what and how roles are
performed by team members, in attitudes toward listening and participation,
and in dealing with disagreements.
Further, evidence suggests that specific approaches to management can
impact the climate of a growing organization. For example, gains from the
motivation, commitment, and team-work, which are anchored in a consensus
approach to management, while not immediately apparent are striking later
on.
Here, there is swiftness and decisiveness in actions and history. Also, new
disagreements that emerge generally do not bring progress to a halt, since
there is both high clarity and broad acceptance of overall goals and
underlying priorities. Without this consensus, each new problem or
disagreement often necessitates a time-consuming and painful confrontation
and renegotiation simply because it was not done initially. (p.517)
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Timmons highlights the strongest argument for building high-performing
teams in start-up companies. The swiftness and decisiveness with which
Timmons characterizes such teams, are exactly what is required in a startup. Because every facet of the business is subject to rapid and frequent
change, the group must be able to quickly reach decisions that all agree to,
without sacrificing robustness of debate. To achieve this, the team must
develop a strong consensus on many strategic issues, as well as high levels
of trust. The consultant must understand the extent and nature of the group
consensus.

The XYZ team did not achieve consensus on many issues, and decisionmaking generally remained slow, arduous, and repetitive throughout the
project. But, when consensus was achieved in recognizing the need for the
braindump, action was swift, and the issue was quickly resolved.

The apparent consensus concerning the need for a business plan was
shattered when it became clear that no consensus had been achieved on
either the content of the plan, or on how that content would be assembled.
Eventually, it became clear that consensus on the shape of the plan would be
impossible until the nature of the product was agreed (generic or
differentiated), and a business model could be structured around the product

Conclusions
When a start-up's founder(s) are ill-adapted to team work, they may work
well as long as the team is following their direction, but will disempower the
team if they feel their favoured direction (bias) is challenged. When those
entrepreneurs are working beyond their areas of competence,
disempowering the team can put the company at risk, while empowering the
team may improve survival chances.

The action research team provides a forum in which the biased positions of
all team members can be exposed.
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The team approach inherent in action research can be effective in advancing
a start-up company's interests, but may not necessarily be so, as a poor
team dynamic may stifle effective action.

The time and resource pressures in a high-tech start-up can make it difficult
for a team to work effectively for an extended period.

When a high-tech start-up includes an entrepreneur who is not
temperamentally suited to team work, it may be impossible to create or
sustain an effective team.

When the founders have the expertise to make decisions in a high-tech startup, and autocratic style may be more appropriate. Where the founders lack
expertise, the team may make better decisions if allowed to do so.

Bateson (1972, pp 399-410 ) supports a cybernetic model of learning
processes, and points out the inherent subjectivity of learning; we cannot say
that we truly 'see' an object, but only that we 'see' an image of the object that
we have created in our own minds. He further suggests that our ability to
know is limited by what we know already.

In a lecture to psychotherapists, he points out that his unilateral lecturing
method, which the psychotherapists accept, is derived from a premise that
the mind controls the body, a premise not generally accepted by
psychotherapists. He concludes:
I, in fact, standing up in front of you, am performing a subversive act by
reinforcing in your minds a piece of thinking which is really nonsense. We do
it all the time because it's built into the detail of our behaviour. (pp 485-486)
Such comments illustrate how difficult it is to create an environment where
members of a start-up will learn what they 'need' to know. In revealing a
problem which the functionalist view of learning (as expressed in a traditional
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classroom situation) cannot adequately address, Bateson exposes a benefit
of action learning. When participants are free to learn without a teacher, they
are not subject to the limitations of the teacher's method. Also, each
participant is able to frame their own learning to fit or to challenge their
existing knowledge, and may thus pace their own learning.

In a start-up, it might be expected that participants will each learn in different
ways, and will be able to challenge each other with their new knowledge,
thus moving the group to more/faster learning than can be achieved by
traditional teaching.

The XYZ group were undoubtedly enabled to learn by the action/reflection
cycle. Their speed of learning, and what they learned was just as
undoubtedly biased by their prior experiences. Although the action research
framework removed teacher bias, it could not remove the effects of the
participants' own prior experiences.

Daniel, in particular, had difficulty in seeing past his preconceived image of
the product, and of the business. As he occupied so dominant a position in
the project, Daniel's speed of adaptation became the limiting factor for the
team, and the bias he brought dominated the biases of the other participants.

Similarly, Kate's bias for group reflection ahead of action led to the group
reflecting more, and acting less as the project continued. As action
decreased, the number and quality of new input data decreased, and the
reflection became increasingly repetitive and unproductive.

Daniel's bias towards product development from an engineering perspective
was difficult for the group to overcome. And Kate's bias for reflection ahead
of action made it difficult for the group to finalize the structure of the
business.

Hofstede (1994) discusses some of his research, which identifies the
different approaches to budgeting taken by engineers and accountants. In
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many technical start-ups, budgets are prepared and managed by engineers
who are, according to Hofstede, less concerned about Orderliness, and more
concerned about Practical-Mindedness. The budgets are likely to reflect the
engineers' product-development concerns, while being incomplete in other
areas.

Hofstede's observations apply directly to XYZ. The 'budgets' produced by
the XYZ engineers were focused on funds required to complete a generic
product. No budgets were prepared for revenue, or for commercialization
costs. It was this budgetary deficiency which led to the cashflow crisis date
(July, 2002) for the business not being identified until the action research
team began work in January, 2002.

The idea that the project was out of control was unacceptable to Daniel, and
he (and hence the group) was unable to support actions whose primary
purpose was to improve control.

Part of the researcher/consultant's role was to expose the biases which were
inhibiting progress on the project. Daniel and Kate accepted comments on
the lack of control, on the focus on discussion rather than decision, and
finally on the product-focus of the group, as criticisms, but did not accept their
validity. To have done so would have required XYZ to turn more towards a
conventional business model (market-focused, output-focused discussions,
reliance on measurement systems).

Conclusions
The action research team provides a forum in which the biased positions of
all team members can be exposed.

But bias stems from our experience, which creates our beliefs about reality.
When the biases of the principals are no longer compatible with those of
other team members, and the principals are under extreme pressure to
choose a path, it is inevitable that they will follow their biases rather than
continue to seek team consensus.
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Human bias cannot be removed from human decision-making. For a hightech start-up company, that bias can be the source of advantage through
allowing the innovator to reject conventional wisdom. More often though,
bias imprisons us in ways of thinking which limit our performance.

Making decisions
Dooley et al (2000) suggest:
• . .

decision-making processes characterized by depersonalized task-related

conflict promote consensus by enhancing understanding in the decisionmaking group. Alternatively, when groups "smooth over" task-related
disagreements decision consensus suffers because of the remaining latent
conflict among group members. (p1238)

The XYZ group was generally very comfortable with depersonalized taskrelated conflict. All too often, the conflict did not lead to formal decisionmaking. Even when an apparent consensus was achieved, the group would
revisit the same issues in meeting after meeting. Consensus, without a focus
on action, was of little use.

Van Engelen et al (2001) support Dooleys' view that conflict can be beneficial
in seeking consensus. Yet it is not always clear when a decision has been
made. Huisman (2001) cites research which shows:
• .

.that since decision-making is an emergent process and since participants

find themselves as actors in an unfolding course of action, what has been
realized up to one moment can be ratified or discarded at the next. It
therefore becomes important to identify at what moment in the interaction we
can reasonably assume that the participants feel a decision has been made.
(p 77)

At XYZ the decision-making was certainly emergent. Daniel seemed usually
to be surest that a decision had been made, and sometimes enacted
decisions to which others were not committed.
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For a high-tech start-up, an easy consensus is undesirable. In developing
novel products, often for emerging markets, the high-tech start-up has an
opportunity to be less constrained by conventional wisdom than are most
businesses. The entrepreneurs are likely to benefit from openly exploring
many options, quickly eliminating those which do not stand scrutiny, and
building on those which show promise. Robust debate is needed if such a
process can be followed freely, frequently, and quickly.

The XYZ team was not constrained by conventional wisdom. Yet, in
exploring options, the group sometimes failed to eliminate those which did
not stand scrutiny, and ended up discussing too many topics and resolving
none.

Differences of opinion mattered little until decisions to take action were being
made. Later in the intervention, when we no longer had consensus, but still
had pressure to accept Daniel and Kate's viewpoints, the group found it
difficult to make any decisions.

The self-regulating, consensus-seeking team cannot be assumed to be a
less arduous environment for the individual. Hodson (2000) reviews work by
James Barker which highlights the self-disciplining nature of teams. When
they are self-regulating, they tend to place more onerous burdens of
conformity on their members than when they were externally supervised.
Timm et al (1990) say:
As a person comes to feel that a group provides satisfaction and benefits,
the group more readily exerts influence over the person. Individuals who
deviate from what is expected by the group often find themselves denied
some of the benefits they want to have through membership of the group.
(p271)

XYZ was largely self-supervised. And the pressure on individuals to conform
was strong because relationships were close, and the stakes were high

-

the

entrepreneurs would lose years of effort and much money if the project failed.
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Daniel and Kate appeared torn between the need to make decisions quickly,
and their lack of adequate information or historical bases for decisionmaking. They favoured a measured approach because decisions had critical
significance at this early stage, but they were stressed because they could
not afford to delay decisions while the company had limited funding.

Daniel had strong views about the direction of the business, and the pressure
on everyone else to conform was tangible. I found it very difficult to continue
highlighting what I saw to be failings in the business development process in
the light of Daniel and Kate's rejection of my views.

Conclusions
The existence of robust debate in a start-up team does not ensure that there
is impetus for decision-making within the group

Relying on decisions to emerge from the discussion allows a group maximum
opportunity for unconventional solutions to emerge (which is ideal in a startup). A start-up team will not necessarily have enough time to allow critical
decisions to be made by this process.

It is difficult for a start-up team to make decisions without the founders'
consent, particularly when the founders are opinionated.

Trust
Handy (1995) highlights trust as a characteristic of a learning organization.
He says,
The learning organization is built upon the assumption of competence that is
supported by four other qualities or characteristics: curiosity, forgiveness,
trust and togetherness. (p 46)

A start-up team is well placed to form these four characteristics in that they
have no history of failed trust, and their new business provides scope for
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curiosity. The pressure to achieve with limited resources can, however, also
lead to a culture of blame and 'resource grabbing'.

Mc Knight et al (1998) report that, contrary to commonly held belief, trust is
typically high when people first begin working together. The XYZ team
started the action research project with high levels of trust for each other. My
trust in Daniel's ability began to diminish when I observed his unwillingness
to accept conflicting opinion. My trust in Kate's competence diminished when
I observed that she was unwilling to take risk or act decisively. I eventually
concluded that Kate was not appropriately skilled to manage this business
(she seemed risk-averse).

Daniel and Kate's trust in me seemed to diminish when I made it clear that I
disagreed with the process they were following, and believed that they would
run out of funds unless they changed their focus.

As the cashflow crisis date approached, my trust in the direction being set by
Daniel diminished further. As Daniel moved out of his area of competence,
and began dabbling in marketing issues, I was unable to accept that his
undocumented strategies were going to be successful.

The rest of the group seemed content to continue trusting Daniel's judgment,
even though Kevin later withdrew from the group, and Natalie told me that
she disagreed with the process.

When I no longer trusted the wisdom of Daniel and Kate's decisions, and no
longer believed that they were open to influence, I found it difficult to continue
working with them. I believe that they also felt uncomfortable that our trust in
each other's integrity no longer extended to trust in each other's competence.
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Conclusions
Trust in each other's integrity may remain high throughout a project
undertaken by a close knit group, even when trust in each others
competence is lost.

Trust in the competence of one's associates is vital in a start-up situation
where information will always be incomplete, and decisions must be made
and enacted quickly.
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7.

Theory emerging concerning managing change

Introduction
This chapter discusses theory which emerged from the research and which
relates to managing change. The theory specifically applies to the particular
situation of this high-tech, start-up business and its participants.

WiU entrepreneurs accept that their
vision may require modification?
;epting the

Facilitating
change

What is the extent of the consultant's
prerogative to facilitate or drive change?

need to
change

Is gradual or transformational
change necessary in start-ups, )'
and are the entrepreneurs
capable of either or both of
these?

Gradualor
transformational
change

Emergent
strategy

Can strategy be allowed to
emerge, or must it be driven?
and priorities
entrepreneurs become
market-focused?

the market
How do entrepreneurial teams set their goals and
priorities to achieve the change they need?

Goal-seeking
behaviours

7

)

.

To what extent should goalfocused or learning focused
behaviours accompany the
change process?

Managing
chaos

How is change facilitated in a chaotic
start-up environment?
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Accepting the need to change
Kanter (1995), Marshall et al (1995), and Salaman and Butler (1994) remind
us that, 'Change is the new certainty.' And suggest that we should therefore
commit to ongoing learning.

No group is more faced with change than a team forming a new, high-tech
company, and who are seeking market differentiators. Kate, my sponsor in
XYZ, expressed her enthusiasm for cybernetic learning, and I had every
reason to expect that the XYZ team would embrace change.

Daniel, however, resisted attempts to challenge his vision for the product,
both in its generic form and in the process for developing it. Had I agreed
with the process Daniel, and the team, were following I might have been able
to get Daniel to accept small changes to his process. And, for some time, I
attempted to support the process Daniel was following. Eventually I decided
that Daniel must accept a substantial change in process, or the business
would fail through lack of funds.

Weinstein (1995) says:
• •

action learning is very much a programme for those who want to explore,

to investigate; for those who are inquisitive; for those who want to
understand, to gain insights, to go on learning; and for those who are
prepared to change. On the other hand, those who avoid or choose not to
come on such programs may be the very people who would stand to gain the
most. (p.75)

In committing to being part of an action research project the client is by
default entering an action learning environment. Lessem (1997, p 85) says
you cannot change the 'system' unless you also change your 'self'. In
other words, external impact and internal development go hand in hand."

The extent to which the action research project challenged the team to
change was demonstrated by the strength of the resistance I encountered
when I exposed the likely consequences of continuing to develop a productPage öi'

focused business, at a leisurely pace. Although I had plenty of evidence to
support my views, and the consequences for the business were significant (if
I was right), my views could not be accepted unless Daniel and Kate
accepted that they should change. They did not.

Weinstein's (1995) warning that action learning
work, think and view each other, 'and may be

"...

"...

changes the way people

deeply disturbing...

(p.78) raises the question of how much discussion should have been held,
before the project started, on the possible outcomes of using action research.

Although the 'safe' answer would have been to discuss the possible effects of
action research as fully as possible with the XYZ people they (through Kate)
indicated that they did not have time for theory, and preferred to proceed with
only the information provided in our initial discussions (i.e. the process is
iterative, based on action/reflection cycles, and features the
consultant/researcher as a participant

-

perhaps as a facilitator

-

but not as

an expert).

As the project progressed, it became clear that the XYZ group were no
longer prepared to face the learning challenges to which the process drove
them, and attempts to stimulate them to consider ideas which clashed with
their preconceptions caused tension in our personal relationships.

At that time Kate asked me to discontinue the action research process, and
to provide a more steering role. I agreed. My new role made no effective
difference, as the business could not advance until Kate and Daniel accepted
some of the concepts thrown up in the reflective process. With the formal
reflective process stalled, there was no process for progressing the
marketing and decisiveness issues, except for me to repeatedly confront
Kate and Daniel with the likely consequences if they failed to embrace the
changes I now considered to be necessary.
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XYZ was led by two strong characters:
Kate, who embraced the concept of change being needed, and was
keen to learn, but who would not make decisions quickly and act on
them, and
Daniel, who resisted change towards a market-led model, and was
forceful enough to carry the team with him.
Kate showed through the project that she was starting to think in new ways
about the product, the market, and about XYZ. But she did not demonstrate
any change in the extent to which she allowed the project to drift.
Daniel resisted any change to his position on the nature of the product, but
gradually began to accommodate a more market-led process.

The client may see action research as an approach to addressing intractable
problems, and to overlook the challenge which the process will make to the
client's way of thinking and acting. It is incumbent upon the consultant to
ensure the client understands that the process may lead them to challenge
some of their fundamental assumptions about their business model and their
social relationships at work.

Kate and Kevin accepted that the action research approach would challenge
their assumptions, but that Daniel did not. He was thus offended when the
basic truths to which he adhered were challenged. While Kate accepted that
her assumptions were challenged, she accepted that challenge only within a
limited analytical framework, and clung to the overall process that she was
following.

While the group accepted the research purpose for which I had joined the
team, they failed to grasp the extent of the challenge to action learning that
they would face, because I did not clearly differentiate their action learning
opportunity from the planned action research process.

O'Neil (1997) differentiates the adviser's role in action learning from the role
when working as a process consultant. She says that action learning
includes a focus on "task and learning and task versus learning" (p. 245) and,
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These additional explicit elements of the task/problem, and the learning that
should happen as a result of working on the problem with the support of the
set and set adviser, appear to add dimensions to the role of the set adviser
that are not necessarily present when working with a group as a process
consultant. (p. 246)
The process consultant must therefore ensure that, if the client accepts an
action learning approach, they understand that they are about to experience
a process which goes much further than resolving an intractable problem and
which may lead to transformational change in the organization.

The changes which fitted within their existing model were accepted easily by
the team. The braindump and technical development plan tasks were
completed quickly and well. In the end, and despite Kate's enthusiasm for
learning, the XYZ team rejected the opportunity to make the transformational
changes to which the team's deliberations led them. Changes to their
product-focused business model, and gradually emergent business
development process were too revolutionary to be acceptable.
This intervention highlighted a need for fundamental changes within XYZ.
Kate expected that the process would drive organizational change as well as
solving problems. But Daniel did not appear to expect the extent of the
challenges which eventuated.

Most fundamental was the challenge to change from a product-driven
company to a market-driven company. Daniel did not acknowledge the need
for this change until the intervention was nearly over.

One failing of this intervention was that Daniel was not adequately prepared
for the extent of the challenges which were made to his vision for the product,
and to his process for developing the business. Although I discussed the
possible transformational effects of cybernetic learning with Kate I did not
discuss them in any depth with Daniel.
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Conclusion
Clients may not be prepared for the extent to which an action research
intervention will expose unresolved issues, and challenge them to change

Given the pressure they are under, it is not surprising that founders of a hightech start-up may be unable to accept information which would require them
to change both their concept of the business and the process by which they
are establishing the business.

Facilitating change
Before the intervention began, I had been concerned that I would be seen as
an expert resource because of my background in starting businesses. I put
some effort, early on, into establishing my status as a participant and
facilitator, but not as an expert.

The XYZ group accepted my new role and, when I began warning of
impending doom, they did not weigh my views more heavily than anyone
else's. Since Daniel and Kate had strong views, which were deeply rooted in
their values, about how to build the business, they were unwilling to accept
my opinions and the changes which accepting them would demand.

In attempting to avoid becoming overly empowered in the process, and thus
disempowering the rest of the team, I became so disempowered that I was
ignored even when I addressed my areas of specific expertise.

Gregory and Romm (2001) suggest that "facilitation may be seen as a
process of enhancing the level of discursive validity checking in group
discussion" (p454) and:
• •

seeming neutrality often belies an involvement of the facilitator as a person

who directs the progress of group discussions and decision-making without
necessarily reflecting on the ways in which this stance of neutrality can
contribute to the pursuit of hidden agendas within such groups. (p456)
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Gregory and Romm (2001) wish to recognize the facilitator's non-neutrality,
and they imply that this issue is adequately dealt with if the facilitator adopts
a 'checking' role. Although it is useful that they see the facilitator's role as
non-neutral, Gregory and Romm's (2001) solution still fails to successfully
objectify the facilitator's role. Providing "discursive validity checking" does
not necessarily expose the facilitator's values, and could even enhance the
perception of the facilitator as an 'objective', even-handed critic.

The XYZ group struggled, throughout the intervention, with the
researcher/consultant's role. They seemed at first to see me as a neutral
party. When I convinced them that my perspective was as laden with
preconception as their own, they ceased to rate my opinion as highly as they
had previously, and my ability to facilitate change was reduced.

Schein (1988) provides a problem-solving cycle, originally developed by
Richard Wallen, to describe six stages in problem-solving:
Problem formulation
Generating proposals for action
Forecasting consequences of proposed solutions or testing proposed
solutions and evaluating them conceptually before committing to final action
Action planning
Action steps
Evaluation of the outcomes of the action steps, often leading back to the
first cycle with problem redefinition.
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Figure 2 Wallen's problem-solving cycle
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For me, as the consultant/researcher, the problem-solving cycle provided a
framework within which to analyse such issues as "How much time is being
spent in each part of the cycle?" and "Who dominates/leads discussion at
each stage?" but it also challenged me to consider my role. To what extent
was I to act as a participant and contribute to moving the team through the
process, and to what extent was I a researcher, observing how the team
operated.

In the former case, I could easily slip into a conventional consulting role,
guiding the clients step-by-step through the process. In the latter case I
might become a disinterested researcher. To participate, and even to lead,
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without dominating, is a difficult challenge for a consultant researcher whose
aim is to assist the client to become empowered.

In the XYZ intervention, I followed the relatively unstructured process
preferred by Kate and Daniel. Had I referred more reflectively to a process
such as Schein's, I would have realized that the group was completing the
first three stages of the problem-solving cycle, then often starting again. This
'paralysis by analysis' might have been mitigated, or avoided, if I had
presented Schein's cycle to the group, and discussed its implications. I was
prevented from doing so by the increasingly narrow constraints which Kate
and Daniel put on the time and content of meetings.

Although I identified the need for the group to be more structured in its
problem-solving, I did not believe that my role entitled me to continue to
press such issues, once the group had rejected my point of view.

At the same time, I was interested to see whether the unstructured process
preferred by the group could deliver a novel result. I only became strident in
my objections in mid-March, when it became clear that the process being
followed could not, in my opinion, succeed. From that point, I focused on the
issues which had become critical (defining the product, the business plan,
and fund-raising), and promoted the idea that these should be addressed
ahead of all other issues.

Towards the end of the project (after they had recognized the need for some
fundamental changes), Kate and Daniel asked me to step out of the facilitator
role and assist to 'steer' the business. As I saw the request as a semantic
exercise which would give them permission to hear me, at a time when they
needed to, I accepted the changed status.

Once it became clear that the advice I offered outside of the group was the
same as the position I supported within the group, Daniel and Kate no longer
sought my input, and the intervention ended.
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In early May, in an email to Kate, I said: "I hope the writing of the business
plan went well." She replied: "What a delightful use of the word WENT! Still
going and u r still a terrier on my heels in my mind.. (!?) and I expect still to
call on u......

.

It seems that, although my views were no longer welcome,

and the changes I recommended had been rejected, Kate still saw me as
being involved in the business development process.

Conclusion
Action research can identify the issues which will need to be addressed to
solve an organization's problems. But the consultant cannot facilitate change
until the members of the team are ready to change.

In a start-up business, where the financial and time constraint 'pain' is
already high, it is difficult for entrepreneurs to allow the consultant to continue
a process which challenges them to the further pain of transformational
change at the very time when they are trying to lock down their product
parameters and business model.

Gradual or transformational change
Mumford (1994, p. 86) believes that organizational learning need not be
transformational. He suggests that incremental learning is "worthy in its own
right" and is likely to occur more often than transformation. This issue is of
particular concern when the consultant finds that the organization in which
he/she is intervening is already doing well. Not only is incremental learning
'worthy in its own right', but transformational learning10 may be inappropriate.

10

Transformational learning (also called triple-loop learning) is the process of transforming

who we are by shifting our context or point of view about ourselves.
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XYZ required transformational change11. I did not appreciate that need until
the intervention had been under-way for some weeks. As the group seemed
content with their process, it was not until I extrapolated to their cashflow
crisis date that I saw that they were unlikely to succeed. My major task then
became to expose the likely effect if they failed to change from a productdriven to a market-driven company.

Mumford's (1994) point highlights the place of learning and of knowledge in
the organization's existence: Knowledge, and ways to create knowledge, are
only useful to the extent that they advance the interests of the stakeholders in
the organization. The consultant is not tasked with creating a maximally
learning organization, but with assisting the entrepreneurs to learn to learn in
ways which they find useful.

In XYZ's situation, they quickly came to the point where incrementally
learning how to become better at product development would be of no use,
as the business would fail from lack of funds. The stakeholders' interests
could not be advanced until the group learned how to transform into a
market-driven organization. Before that could happen, they had to learn that
creating a product-driven organization would not lead to success.

Using an action/reflection process, the XYZ group was quickly able to resolve
its knowledge-transfer problem, through a braindump. Once that urgent
issue was addressed, it became clear that the business development
process was headed down a dead end.

That revelation was not readily accepted by the XYZ team, despite the
evidence supporting it. Demonstrating to these people, who were heavily
invested in a particular process, that the process was inadequate proved
extremely difficult, and became the greatest problem in the intervention.

11

Transformational change is the reinventing of individual or corporate identity, which can

occur when they are seen in a new context (through transformational learning).
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Conclusion
It is unrealistic to expect people who are strongly committed to a particular
direction to change dramatically in a short time. In a high-tech start-up,
where time for reflection is short, the entrepreneurs are likely to hold to their
chosen model despite contrary evidence.

Emergent strategy
Bandura, as quoted in Phillips (1987) considers cybernetic learning to be
insufficient as a metaphor for human learning because it fails to account for
what he calls "reciprocal determinism". He suggests that personal factors,
behaviour, and the environment all influence each other. It is not enough to
consider learning as a response to the environment.

Although the XYZ team claimed to be committed to allowing strategy to
emerge, they persistently rejected environmental inputs which conflicted with
the perspective they brought to the project. The strategy which emerged
thus failed to benefit from environmental factors to the extent that it might
have done. And, as Band ura predicts, the XYZ team environment was itself
affected by the personal factors and behaviours of the team members.

In practice, the strategy which emerged was to a great extent determined by
Kate and Daniel's preconceptions. The group discussed these
preconceptions. But Daniel and Kate seemed unprepared to commit enough
time to reflecting on the extent to which their preconceptions were leading
them towards predictable failure. They were thus able to avoid the conclusion
that their emerging strategy might fail.

When I finally presented them with my opinion that their strategy would fail,
they responded by discontinuing the meetings for two weeks.

I was now faced with factors which made me challenge my intervention
strategy. It became clear that:
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We had much less time and money available than we had initially
anticipated.
Kate and Daniel's commitment to emergent strategy amidst a
discursive process was, in practice, a screen allowing them to avoid
decisive action and focus on key issues.
My role as equal participant and facilitator was becoming difficult to
sustain in the face of my strong disagreement with the direction the
project was taking. As I became more vociferous, my relationship with
Kate and Daniel suffered.

After consulting with my supervisor, I decided that it was imperative that I be
more assertive in pressing my views.., to be more a participant, and less a
facilitator. To do that I had first to repair my relationship with Kate and
Daniel, and then attempt to focus their attention more on the few key issues
which needed attention.

Daniel and Kate's unwillingness to be influenced by their environment had a
serious effect on Kevin and Natalie's behaviour. Kevin excused himself from
the group's meetings, and focused on developing the software. Natalie
remained silent at meetings. She told me privately that she thought Kate and
Daniel were headed in the wrong direction, but added "I can't tell them. It's
not my place." Emergent strategy became more and more predictable, as it
became largely a creature of Daniel and Kate's opinions.

It seemed that Daniel and Kate's desire to control the direction of the
company made them unwilling to allow the group to contribute in any useful
way to strategy development. As the cashflow crisis date approached Daniel
and Kate became more defensive of their direction, and shared less
information with the group. Meetings became less frequent, and
opportunities for learning by group reflection were thus thwarted.

Strang and Macy (2001) suggest that it is dangerous to search externally for
the 'right' approach, as many of the normal practices turn out to be
management fads. They cite examples such as Quality Circles, suggesting
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that they become fads because people prefer to publish their successes, and
to quietly discontinue failed projects. The media therefore reports only good
news and creates a belief that the fad is a universal solution.

Strang and Macy (2001) conclude that "Success stories are not raw data but
cultural constructions, formulated in terms of the problems that actors
perceive and modes of action they find comprehensible."

A new organization, has less resources available to investigate and test
commonly held beliefs, and is therefore particularly vulnerable to being
misled.

Kate and Daniel however were too experienced to be misled in such a
manner. In their case, their disdain for accepted practices led them to
attempt a process which was unlikely to succeed. They attempted to allow
core business strategy to emerge gradually in a situation where speed was
critical, and where both financial resources and staff time were stretched.

The XYZ team's commitment to emergent strategy was not a commitment to
accepting whatever strategy emerged as the most likely to be effective.
Kate's comment on my notes (05/03/02 Discussion of notes from 0 1/03/02)
reveal that Daniel and Kate were struggling to find a strategy consistent with
their values, and that probably meant one consistent with Daniel's productfocused preconceptions:
This meeting led to DS and me discussing further how all the models with
which we are presented or which we derive in meetings are not yet 'hitting
the spot' for us

-

it's a constant process of refining (and I know there is little

time). Later in the week we did another business strategy / model
brainstorm with other friends and we pushed it further out again with a higher
degree of comfort.
(Source: KB comments on meeting of 11/03)

I think demonstrably the URGENCY has been there with DS and me from
the beginning BUT finding the framework to address the options in the order
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in which they need to be addressed has always been DEVELOPMENTAL
AND difficult. We are striving on lots of fronts.
(Source: KB comments on meeting of 01/03)

The XYZ team's commitment to emergent strategy was devalued by their
unwillingness to allow contrary information to influence the strategy as it
emerged. They were prepared to have issues exposed in a nominally
reflective process, but were not prepared to allocate enough time to exploring
those issues.

As their crisis deepened, Kate and Daniel became more defensive and
further thwarted opportunities to learn, and opportunities for new strategies to
emerge

This outcome is consistent with the view that entrepreneurs are more
focused on the need for rapid and decisive action, with reflection being
secondary to action. In XYZ's case, they turned that process around,
focusing more on reflection than action. They inevitably ran out of money.
The reflective process could have led them to see the inadequacy of their
approach. But instead, they were prepared to reflect only on actions and
processes which fitted their pre-conceived notions of how the business
should be built.

Conclusion
It is risky for a high-tech start-up, with time and resource constraints, to rely
on emergent strategy. Clarity of purpose, process and roles is essential if
participants in the start-up are to maximize the value of the available
resources.

The risk of failure is exacerbated when the preconceptions of the founders so
influence the discussion, and the actions taken, that only a limited range of
strategies may emerge. In such a situation, the apparent commitment to
emergent strategy may be a mask for indecisiveness, or may allow the
founders to convince themselves that they are 'team players'.
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Focusing on the Market
Farrell (2000) suggests that a learning organization is more likely to be
created if the organization becomes market-oriented. He also says:
However, there is an argument emerging that being market-oriented may not
be enough, and that the ability of an organization to learn faster than
competitors may be the only source of sustainable competitive advantage
(DeGeus 1988; Dickson 1992; Slater & Narver 1995).
Indeed, Lukas, Hult and Ferrell (1996, p. 233) argue that 'organizational
learning is considered by many scholars as a key to future organizational
success'. This perspective differs from the neoclassical theory that argues
that land, labor and capital are the key ingredients of productivity. In contrast,
the resource-based theory of the firm (Hunt & Morgan 1995) argues that
information and knowledge are the key ingredients for success (Bell 1973).
In short, the ability to learn is a priority for organizations that wish to compete
effectively. (p 201)

The XYZ team was not focused on the market and, despite their attempts to
reflect upon their direction, they failed to create a learning organization. They
reluctantly began to address market issues when it became clear that they
would not gain further funding for the business until the market and the entry
prod uct were better specified.

It was clear that the importance of focusing on the market was still not
understood because they persisted in their vain attempts to find venture
capital funding even as they procrastinated over the marketing issues.

Hamel and Prahalad (1994), and Farrell (2000) warn that market-orientation
alone might not be enough. Organizations may become so focused on
learning from the existing market, that they fail to see new threats emerging.
Farrell says:
Given the limitations of the market-oriented organization, Slater and Narver
(1995) argue that organizations should aim to become learning-oriented if
they are to compete successfully in the long run. However, given that a
'market orientation is the principle cultural foundation of the learning
organization' (Slater & Narver 1995), then we argue that, once organizations
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are market-oriented, it is but a logical step for them to develop into a learning
organization. Indeed, Slater and Narver (1995, p. 67) state that 'a market
orientation is inherently a learning orientation'. (p 201)

There is some value in this perspective for a start-up, high-tech company. A
constant focus on the ever-changing market provides a stream of new
information as 'random events', which may prompt the evolutionary
development predicted by Maruyama (1963). A close interaction with the
market allows reciprocal deterministic mechanisms (Phillips 1987) to operate,
which keeps the organization adapting with the market. And, it allows the
new organization to see positive deviancy (Sternin and Choo, 2000), which
will alert the entrepreneurs to unforeseen opportunity.

The XYZ team seemed to be unable to evolve, to adapt to changing
environmental information, or to recognize opportunities outside their
preconceived product-focused model. In attempting to nudge them towards
a market orientation, I was attempting to encourage an environment where
such learning and adaptation could occur.

Conclusion
Technically-educated entrepreneurs are likely to be constrained by their
product-focus, and by their unwillingness to entertain ideas outside their preconceived framework. These constraints can lead to them being unable to
create a market-oriented business, and a learning organization.

Setting goals and priorities
Schein (1988, p.4) notes that:
Many analyses of the consultation process argue that unless the client
manager knows exactly what he is looking for from the consultant, he is likely
to be sorely disappointed. In reality, however, the manager often does not
know what he is looking for and indeed should not really be expected to
know. All he knows is that something is not working right and he needs
some kind of help. An important part of any consultation process, then, must
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be to help the manager or the organization to figure out what the problem is,
and only then decide what further kind of help is needed.

This statement identifies two underpinning concepts of the consultation
process

-

the client does not necessarily know what he/she needs, and the

consultant does not bring a pre-packaged solution. As recognized by Pearce
(1997), the consultant cannot even have a fixed model of how he/she will fit
in the team.

The XYZ team did not know what to expect from the consultant/researcher
They were receptive to the concept of facilitation of a process of discovery
but had no preconceived notion of what they expected from that process

None of the group had recognized the extent to which the knowledge
disparity between Daniel and the others was hampering the development of
the business. As we set our goals it became clear that the 'braindump'
should be a high priority, and it was achieved quickly.

At the same time, the group identified the business plan as a priority. The
apparently straight-forward process of developing the business plan became
impossible because Kate and Daniel were not prepared to make the
decisions which would enable the plan to be written and enacted. Nor were
they prepared to invest the group's time in the strategic thinking processes
necessary to structure a plan. Thus, the nominal priority given to the plan
was not reflected in the principals' behaviours.

As the extent of XYZ's impending financial crisis became clear, we agreed
that fund-raising was now the top priority. Despite accepting that having a
business plan was a prerequisite for gaining further funding, Daniel and Kate
set about chasing funding directly, and continued to neglect the business
plan.

Blunt (1995) suggests that a contingent approach to employing process
consulting is necessary, to ensure that cultural and organizational
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circumstances suit that approach. From the pragmatic perspective
recommended by Pearce (1997), it could be suggested that a contingent
approach is appropriate to all process consulting.

For XYZ, the setting of goals and priorities by the team was subject to tight
constraints imposed by the principals, although this factor was not made
explicit

The group's attempts to find a process for setting goals and priorities which
accommodated the constraints imposed by the founders were unsuccessful,
partly because Kate and Daniel did not concede that they were constraining
the process. It was fruitless to continue having meetings at which goals and
priorities were being set, when Daniel and Kate then ignored those priorities.
At first, I took the view that Daniel and Kate were blocking progress because
they could not see the implications of their failure to persist in completing the
business plan. I exposed the possible outcomes as clearly as I could, and
offered increasingly greater assistance in writing the plan.

When Daniel and Kate ignored my information, and offers to help, I realized
that the priorities which we had nominally agreed at the meetings were
simply not shared by Daniel and Kate. I responded by bluntly predicting the
failure of their business if they failed to produce the plan soon.

Conclusion
Founders of a high-tech start-up may be content to empower an action
research group when the direction suits their preconceived ideas of where
the business should go, but may undermine the group's goal-setting process
when the founders no longer agree.

Goal-seeking behaviours
Argyris et al (1985) argue that knowledge should serve action, and that the
practitioner must accept knowledge gaps as inevitable. They say:
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Action science tempers the mainstream value of precision with values
pertaining to usability and to the kind of world created by using knowledge.
We may say that in action science we seek explanations that are optimally
incomplete. These will be explanations that, like Lewin's early conceptual
models, identify relationships among a few factors that are important for
action but ignore other factors. Another feature of these explanations is that
they should be capable of elaboration as necessary. In other words,
knowledge in the service of action should on the one hand include
explanations that have gaps, and on the other hand should include ways of
filling in the gaps in accordance with the purposes at hand. We are arguing
against the mainstream strategy of first developing explanations that are as
precise as possible and leaving consideration of the requirements of action
to applied scientists and practitioners. This approach, in our view, inhibits
understanding of knowledge for action by separating science and practice.
(p 43)

The XYZ team did not effectively balance the search for knowledge with the
need for action. Kate and Daniel were keen to find a new business model,
and allowed the development of the business to stagnate while they pursued
various ideas. As the technical development was progressing, they were
able to believe that the overall business was also progressing.

But, the process followed by the team in building the business was
characterized by high activity and little output. Although Kate and Daniel met
with many people, and discussed many issues, they took little action to
establish a model for the business. As they were not attempting to operate a
particular business model, they had no measures against which to record
feedback upon which they might reflect.

The reflection of the group came to add no new value as we discussed
issues which had not been progressed since the last meeting. As the
meetings came to add less value, Kevin withdrew from the group, and our
ability to set and seek goals as a team diminished.
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Although the group demonstrated, in the braindump process, that it was
capable of goal-seeking behaviours, we later demonstrated that the group
was unable to impel Kate and Daniel to cooperate in pursuing goals to which
they were not fully committed.

Kate, in particular, indicated that she did not have enough knowledge to
commit to a particular strategy. Her behaviours were not goal-seeking, but
were instead knowledge-seeking. Yet, when the feedback which Daniel and
Kate were getting became unacceptable to them, they simply ignored it.
They sought knowledge, but only that which supported their preconceptions
about how to achieve their goals.

Conclusion
Participants in a high-tech start-up cannot afford to focus on knowledge as an
end. Their constraints on time and money drive them to focus on goals,
using whatever knowledge will assist in achieving those goals.

If entrepreneurs tend to focus more on knowledge, and preferred processes,
than on goal-seeking behaviours, they are likely to find that their resources
are exhausted before the business can become self-supporting.

Managing chaos
Ofori-Dankwa and Julian (2001) suggest that researchers should consider
the complexity of an organization as a guide to how research should be
conducted. The highest level of complexity defined by Ofori-Dankwa and
Julian is chaos, and is characterized by:"

. . .

core theoretical concepts that

have a relatively short-term endurance (they change) and a relatively low
level of exclusivity (they exist simultaneously)." (p 421).

The situation in XYZ was treated as chaotic. I did not focus on 'triangulating
to get appropriate measures' from within the chaos (as Ofori-Dankwa and
Julian recommend), nor on bringing order from the chaos. I interpreted my
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role as being to assist the XYZ team to explore the chaos in ways which they
found useful, and to assist them to draw forth whatever they found useful.

As Schein (1988, p.4) points out, the clients often do not know what they
want. The XYZ group certainly did not know. However, they were not
interested in having me create order, or measures. Kate saw the chaos as a
fertile ground in which the business could grow, and wanted me only to assist
them to explore the chaos to see what strategies would emerge.

Chaotic conditions typically exist in start-up high-tech development
businesses, as the business model and the product are simultaneously, and
rapidly, developed. In this situation, Ofori-Dankwa and Julian say that:
Concept measurement at the higher levels of complexity may be so
demanding as to require the triangulation of multiple qualitative and
quantitative research methodologies that cut across interdisciplinary lines.
(p 422)

This problem may also explain the dearth of research12 into start-ups (relative
to the huge role they play in the world economy). It is difficult to apply
scientific research techniques to chaos, particularly as replicable
experimental conditions are unlikely to occur.

Kate informed me early on in the project that she was willing to allow strategy
to emerge from the chaos. Her faith in emergent strategy was appealing,
and I was keen to support the process. As the project continued, I observed
that strategy was not emerging from the chaos. I concluded that strategy
was not emerging because Kate was supporting inaction, and expected the
chaotic situation to become ordered before action was taken, ie she saw
order as a platform for action, rather than action as creating order.

12

The dearth of research is indicated because an Internet search revealed no published

papers purporting to describe such subjective research within a start-up company. Although
such papers may exist, there are apparently not so many as to be easily discovered.
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Conclusion
The chaos inherent in a start-up is useful as it allows the start-up to be
structured in an infinite variety of ways. The entrepreneurs must however be
decisive in drawing strategies, and eventually structure, from the chaos.
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8.

Theory emerging concerning learning

Introduction
This chapter discusses theory which emerged from the research and which
relates to learning processes.
To what extent can personal knowledge become a
commodified resource within the organization?
,/Creating new
knowledge

What primarily constrains
knowledge creation within
the organization?

reified
7
knowledge

[

In what ways do our preconceptions imprison us
when we attempt to create new knowledge?

Managing
organizational
kflowledge

knowledge creation in a high11 tech
startup?

Preconceived
knowledge

I

How effective can the action/reflection process
be in a pressured start-up situation?

Balancing
action and
reflectio1

)

Can entrepreneurs 'learn to
learn' while under the pressure
f starting a high-tech

Learning to

Can
entrepreneurs
find a 'right' process for
learning to learn in a start-up situation?

Finding the
'right' way to
learn

Using
feedback to
stimulate

\
)

/

plicitlyshari methphorsL
allow start-up participants to
develop a common learning
framework within which to build
the business?

Learning by
metaphor

Are positive or negative
feedback effective in
stimulating learning withinrcyli~r~
Potical vs
a hicih-tech start-uD?
betic
decisions
To what extent do personal agendas
dominate decision-making in a start-up? r
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Managing reified knowledge
Silver (2000), and McEvily et al (2000) are typical of the many writers who
treat knowledge as a commodity to be managed within the organization. This
reified knowledge is shared as part of the process of sustaining competitive
advantage. As the knowledge is assumed to be inherently real, it needs no
deep examination of its nature. The focus of these writers is on how it may
be shared, and the effects of sharing it.

In the early days, the XYZ team commodified Daniel's knowledge as part of
the process of creating knowledge for other team members. It was easy to
discuss Daniel's knowledge in ways which did not threaten him because we
used a computer metaphor which was well understood by all group
members. We referred to 'the braindump', 'transferring the knowledge', and
'downloading'.

However, Landry (2000) reminds us that learning is an individual experience,
and supports Bateson's (1972) notion that the organization's role (and
presumably including a consultant who wishes to promote learning) is to
create an environment in which that learning can take place, rather than
'teaching'.

The commodified knowledge became merely an input to the creation of
unique knowledge by other team members. For example, after the
'brainddump', Kevin was able to add a new perspective to the development.
He synthesized new knowledge about the testing process and the
development timetable, by relating the braindump material to his pre-existing
knowledge. He thus rejected some of Daniel's ideas, and extended others.
The commodity model was useful for the knowledge transfer process, but not
useful in defining the knowledge which Kevin acquired.

Hansen et al (1999) believe that

"...

the choice between codification and

personalization is the central one facing virtually all companies in the area of
knowledge management." They claim that consulting firms must choose
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between codified knowledge, as offered by Ernst and Young and Anderson
Consulting, or personalized knowledge, as offered by Boston Consulting
Group and McKinsey. The process consultant who uses an action research
approach particularly values personalized knowledge.

The approach taken by Hansen et al (1999) objectifies and commodifies both
codified and personal knowledge. Although it recognizes that personalized
knowledge is located within the people, it treats the accessing and dispersal
of that knowledge as a technical process. The recommendations are
therefore technique-focused.

The commodified model of knowledge was valuable in developing techniques
for managing the transfer of knowledge from Daniel. But action research
assumes that knowledge develops its meaning in each specific context and
'transfer' of knowledge is seen to become the creation of new knowledge. To
this extent, the action research approach is likely to occasion conflict, as
clients who are more invested in the conventional approach to knowledge
management taken by writers such as Hansen et al struggle to accept that
knowledge is contingent.

Kate was very comfortable with the contingent nature of knowledge, and it
may be that her unwillingness to take decisive action was founded on her
uncertainty that the knowledge she had was adequate. When knowledge is
believed to come from a pool of objective facts, its veracity can be weighed
and the facts shared. Kate could have no such certainty that others shared
her knowledge, and Daniel often reminded her that he did not share her
views.

Although the XYZ principals were comfortable with the contingent nature of
knowledge, they remained unreceptive to knowledge which conflicted with
their own.
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Conclusion
Entrepreneurs starting a high-tech business have an opportunity to recognize
extensive areas of new knowledge. How they perceive that knowledge (as
objective, or contingent) may affect their ability to allow that new knowledge
to influence their decisions.

Entrepreneurs with a technical background, who are trained to view
knowledge in objectively real terms, may have difficulty accepting that the
knowledge they are developing is uniquely 'real' only in their situation, and
that they can validly accept and act on that knowledge in their situation.

Creating new knowledge
A high-tech start-up presents a freer opportunity to create a new reality than
do most business situations. The group may benefit from challenging the
limits it places on its knowledge. Nonaka (1993) says that:
• .

.the knowledge-creating company is as much about ideals as it is about

ideas. And that fact fuels innovation. The essence of innovation is to recreate the world according to a particular vision or ideal. To create new
knowledge means quite literally to re-create the company and everyone in it
in a nonstop process of personal and organizational self-renewal. In the
knowledge-creating company, inventing new knowledge is not a specialized
activity

-

the province of the R&D department or marketing or strategic

planning. It is a way of behaving, indeed a way of being, in which everyone
is a knowledge worker

-

that is to say, an entrepreneur. (p. 43)

As an inventor, Daniel was willing to continually create technical knowledge.
But he was not a commercial knowledge creator. As a 'corporate consultant',
Kate was willing to explore knowledge, and to assist in managing and
transferring knowledge. She did not cooperate in creating the types of new
knowledge which a start-up organization needs.

Lanzara and Patriotta (2001) challenge the characterization of knowledge as
an objective commodity, suggesting that knowledge can only be understood
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from within the action with which it is associated

"...

and not as an abstract

disembodied phenomenon." (p 966). They conclude:
that knowledge creation proceeds through practical experiments, pasting
up, makeshifts, etc. It is not a clean and neat, smooth and easy process.
The focus should be on evolving artifacts, not 'product' or 'packages'. (p968)

Thus, the knowledge held by the team is not something they have found; it is
something they have created, and is part of who they become. In this
context, an action research consultancy cannot be simplified to a task of
problem-resolution. By its nature it leads to learning outcomes which change
the individuals, the group, and their future actions. As it leads to behavioural
change, even a modest intervention can have significant ongoing influence
on the direction of the whole group. In this sense knowledge can only be
understood from within both the action, and the people, with which it is
associated, and it is unique to those people.

This view is supported by my experience with XYZ. Daniel and Kate's strong
emotional reaction to inputs which confronted their views suggest that those
inputs were challenging them to change in ways which were fundamental to
their beliefs and/or values rather than being simply data inputs to solve a
problem.

Both Daniel and Kate cooperated in creating knowledge which would
progress the technical development. When the knowledge creation process
was focused on contentious commercial areas, they not only rejected the
knowledge but also undermined and ultimately rejected the action research
process which was stimulating the inputs from which that knowledge was
being created.

As they did not persist with the process, Kate and Daniel did not have the
opportunity to accept the challenge to double-loop learning which might have
enabled them to accept the knowledge which was precluded by their
preconceptions.
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Conclusion
Action research is a straight-forward approach to problem-solving, when the
solutions do not challenge our values or beliefs. When the process does
begin to challenge our preconceptions, the participants must either make the
leap to accepting new ways to know, or must reject the process.

Managing organizational knowledge
Tsoukas and Vladimirou (2001) argue that:
organizational knowledge is the capability members of an organization
have developed to draw distinctions in the process of carrying out their work,
in particular contexts, by enacting sets of generalizations whose application
depends on historically evolved collective understandings. (p 976)

They further suggest that:
Knowledge management

is the dynamic process of turning an unreflective

practice into a reflective one by elucidating the rules guiding the activities of
the practice, by helping give a particular shape to collective understandings,
and by facilitating the emergence of heuristic knowledge. (p 973)

The XYZ start-up team spent much of its meeting time managing knowledge,
and attempting to build collective understandings. Their lack of an
organizational history left them without a common pool of organizational
knowledge from which to draw. While the lack of a common base was
frustrating, and required some negotiation between the group members, the
lack of shared organizational knowledge also freed the group from the
influence of much of the inhibiting cultural baggage carried by established
organizations.

Unfortunately, the group was unable to achieve the depth of collective
understanding needed to build a significant pool of organizational knowledge
The depth of reflection permitted by the group was regulated by Daniel and
Kate, and the collective knowledge which was built could not escape the
framework imposed by their opinions.
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Alvesson and Karreman (2001) contend that knowledge management

"...

is

as likely, if not more so, to operate as a practice of managing people or
information than as a practice attuned towards facilitating knowledge
creation." (p 995). Alvesson and Karreman support the view that knowledge
should be seen as a situated, community-based set of meanings rather than
as objective facts and causal explanations.

Managing knowledge in the XYZ team was very much a practice of managing
people. The knowledge which was created was dominated by the framework
imposed by Daniel and Kate which seemed, in turn, to be constrained by
their previous experience and training. The 'problem-solving' intervention
became dominated as much by political issues as by organizational learning
issues.

The knowledge located in each individual could not be so easily reified and
managed, and it became clear that to value different perspectives it was
more useful to accept a model of different created knowledges rather than
different perspectives on a single knowledge.

Managing the knowledge, and particularly which knowledge was acceptable
and should be acted upon, was largely a political issue. And it was at this
level that the group failed to manage knowledge effectively. The group's
knowledge, and ability to generate knowledge, was circumscribed by the
powerful and inflexible positions held by Kate and Daniel. The group was not
able to establish a process wherein the voices of the other three members
could consistently be heard.

Conclusion
It can be useful to treat knowledge as a commodity when dealing with the
'transfer' of knowledge. Collective understanding is easily achieved when a
simple commodified metaphor is applied.
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Managing personal knowledge is however essentially a matter of managing
people, and it is more useful overall to treat knowledge as a situated,
community-based set of meanings rather than as objective facts and causal
explanations.

Preconceived knowledge
The empiricist preconception that the organization is inherently 'real' has
been challenged from a constructivist viewpoint by Holmes (1990), Hardy
(2001), and others. Their perspectives suggest that participants in a young
(unformed) organization have the opportunity to define themselves, and their
roles, as they see fit. Such self-definition will be constrained to the extent
that the participants are imprisoned by empiricist preconceptions.

Pym (1990) also supports a challenge to empiricism, and suggests that:
The opportunity to diverge from the usual pattern of enquiry comes less from
actual methods than what it is we attend to, what constitutes information. (p
238)

Many start-ups are peopled by entrepreneurs who are strongly rooted in
scientific rationality. It is likely that they will put constraints on the knowledge
which they create, based on their preconception of the nature of reality

The XYZ group were so constrained. Daniel's behaviour suggested that he
saw the technical development and the business development as
synonymous. He was reluctant to accept that the product was more than its
physical structure and that issues such as consumer need and branding were
more than mere details.

Kate had an analytical background, and had worked in situations where
companies were trying to understand their operations and behaviours. The
scientific method she applied in such situations proved of limited use in a
start-up where action was more an imperative than was understanding.
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I was also obliged to consider Smith's (1990) recommendation that
consultants should continually challenge their own assumptions, and seek to
generate interventions which continue to make a difference. And Carey's
(1980) criticism of the work of Mayo and Hertzberg reminded me that I too
would inevitably bring preconceptions to the project. Spillane (1980) warns
that those preconceptions probably serve the dominant ideology. I discussed
my ideological position with Kate before the intervention began, and we
agreed that our positions were similar.

Nonetheless, I did bring to the project a preconception that speed and
marketing planning were critical issues, and I recognized that my
commitment to these would make it difficult for me to see value in decisions
made by Kate and Daniel which did not support my preconception of how
their business should be developed.

Conclusion
We are all prisoners of our preconceptions, which influence both what we
know, and what constraints we put on our ability to accept new knowledge

Balancing action and reflection under pressure
Garratt (1997) says that "Its [action learning's] power derives from releasing
and reinterpreting the accumulated experiences of the people who comprise
the organization." (p. 15). Baird et al (1999) advocate reviews of action
immediately following that action, to allow learning to be gained quickly.
They suggest that the process is likely to go wrong if it becomes a one-man
show, if it is used to punish, or if the learnings do not lead to action.

When the individuals in a start-up are being challenged to embrace action
learning opportunities during the research, they come under pressure to both
learn and to contribute to the research process, while their primary focus is
on the tasks they see before them in building their business.
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Understanding the way people form start-up teams, and define the team's
constraints, will assist in understanding the extent to which the experience of
the people in the team is being released and interpreted. Pfeffer and Sutton
(1999) argue that organizations value knowledge highly, but that most fail to
act on much of the available information. They argue for a greater bias for
action, reiterating the Daniels and Waterman "ready, fire, aim" (p 98)
approach to running organizations.

In the XYZ intervention, the action/reflection process worked well at first.
Every week we reviewed our action and planned the next actions. After the
success of the braindump, the group turned to commercial issues, and the
process faltered after the group identified that the business was due to run
out of cash much earlier than had been predicted.

Daniel and Kate began sharing less information with the group, assumed
more direct control of the strategic decision-making process, and ensured the
meetings became irregular. When the group met and identified issues it
became difficult to get Daniel and Kate to commit to action on those issues.
The ability of other team members to contribute became limited by their lack
of commercial information, and by Kate and Daniel limiting the scope of the
reflective process.

For some weeks, it was not clear to me that Kate and Daniel had
disempowered the group to that extent. The principals were clearly very
busy, and I accepted that they were 'in crisis mode', and that the reflective
process must be subordinated to their activity. I expected, mistakenly, that
the activity would yield material for future reflection. The principal's activity
did not lead to new inputs for the group, and as the level of action taken by
the group diminished, the opportunities for reflection also diminished.
Eventually, it became clear that the group had sunk into 'paralysis by
analysis'.

When I raised my concerns with Daniel and Kate, they were rejected. Kate in
particular did not wish to commit to actions until all courses had been
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appropriately explored. I commented on one occasion that I had never seen
a business being built so slowly. Kate did not appear to take the comment as
a criticism

Although I disagreed with the greater emphasis on reflection and less on
action, I cooperated in the hope that Kate's approach might eventually deliver
new learnings which would benefit the team in the long-run. Eventually it
became apparent that, while I was learning a great deal about the behaviours
of the XYZ team members, the team was not getting nearer to resolving the
problems of writing a business plan and securing further funding.

Before the intervention began, I had perceived the XYZ group as actionfocused and had been concerned that they might be unwilling to commit
adequate time to reflection. They proved to be action-focused within their
areas of competence (product development), but became locked in reflection
when they stepped beyond it. Although the reflection did lead to some action
(eg writing of the business plan was started), it ultimately petered out as Kate
and Daniel constrained the reflective process because their preconceptions
led them to reject the opportunity to reflect upon some critical issues.

The action/reflection process was ultimately enslaved to Kate and Daniel's
need for control

Kate and Daniel had not abandoned the reflective process to deal with the
funding crisis, but because it was highlighting the crisis. After some weeks,
during which the team did little more than review old information (or did not
meet at all), the business plan, marketing plan, and financial reporting were
not significantly more developed. And XYZ was no better placed to seek
further funding.

The group had identified the business plan as critical to resolving the crisis.
Yet all Daniel and Kate's activity did not progress the plan.
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It may be the case that, as Daniel and Kate did not seem to know how to
solve their funding problem, and their activity proved largely fruitless, they
would have been better served, despite the crisis, if they had persisted with
the reflective process. Both I and Kevin had significant experience which
may have assisted them, and there was information coming from PPR and
Investments Ltd which we could have helped the team to digest.

Conclusion
The action/reflection process was demonstrated in the early stages of the
intervention to be effective. But, when the group's reflective process was
later constrained by Daniel and Kate's behaviour, the group's ability to act
diminished.

Daniel and Kate may have undermined the reflective process when the group
began to work on commercial issues because they were outside their areas
of expertise and felt uncomfortable that they were no longer in control.

It is difficult to maintain a reflective process in the high-pressure environment
of a high-tech start-up. But, even in this environment, the reflective process
has demonstrable value to add.

Learning to Learn
Dale (1994) identifies a 'learning organization' as "An organization which
facilitates the learning of all its members and continuously transforms itself."
(p. 22). The XYZ group were attempting to learn, and to transform
themselves. They learnt new ways to learn about product development, but
did not appear to' learn to learn' how to commercialise their product.

The XYZ principals were receptive at the start of the project to the influence
of new ideas. But as their financial crisis approached, Kate and Daniel each
retreated to processes with which they were more comfortable, and Kevin
retreated from the group completely. The founders became less
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communicative, and more prone to making decisions alone. Their ability to
learn, as an organization became constrained by the founders'
,

preconceptions, and the learning which was possible became limited by the
by the amount of time which was allocated to group discussions and by the
type of discussion which was allowed.

Changing learning levels
Bateson (1972) describes how habit allows us an economy in thought
processes that are used for problem-solving, by narrowing the range of
issues that we have to examine. He further suggests that there are various
levels of learning, which he hierarchically labels as:
zero learning; characterized by specificity of response, which

-

right

or wrong- is not subject to correction.
Learning I; a change in specificity of response by correction of errors
of choice within a set of alternatives.
Learning II; a change in the process of Learning I, e.g., a corrective
change in the set of alternatives from which choice is made, or it is a
change in how the sequence of experience is punctuated.
Learning Ill; a change in the process of Learning II, e.g., a corrective
change in the system of sets of alternatives from which choice is
made.

Learning IV, would be change in Learning Ill, but probably (according to
Bateson) does not occur in any adult living organism on this earth.

The learning which occurred, or failed to occur, in the XYZ intervention can
be understood within the framework of Bateson's learning hierarchy. In
retrospect, it seems that Kate and I, and perhaps Daniel, entered the team
process expecting to experience Learning II. We were all confident of our
(and each other's) knowledge and experience, and expected the project to
offer us opportunities to find new ways to look at the experiences we were
having and the decisions which we had to make.
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Neither Kevin nor Natalie gave any indication that they were interested in
learning experiences, and their expectations seemed to be limited to task
accomplishment

In establishing the need for the braindump process, and for a business plan,
we demonstrated Learning II. For some time (perhaps as much as six
months) the XYZ group had needed both to spread knowledge from Daniel to
others, and to complete a document guiding commercialization of their
business. Although the symptoms of the problems were well known, the
group had been unable to recognize the underlying needs, as their
discussions inevitably reverted to the mechanics of developing the product
(reflecting Daniel's perspective).

The team was rapidly able to change the process by which priorities were
established, and needs identified, and that move, via Learning II, enabled the
braindump to be not only recognized as necessary, but to be completed
quickly in several action/reflective steps.

Problems in completing the business plan, together with mounting evidence
of an impending financial crisis, provided a stimulus which may have elicited
Learning Ill. It did not. The team failed to challenge our learning habits, and
we were unable to find quicker learning processes, at the time when they
were needed.

Bateson (1972) locates habit in Learning II, and believes that it can only be
challenged by moving to Learning Ill, where the context of Learning II can be
included in the learning. He believes that Learning Ill is rarely attainable for
humans, but is most likely to be seen in "...psychotherapy, religious
conversion, and in other sequences in which there is profound reorganization
of character." (p 301). Psychotherapy and religious conversion are both
times of crisis for the individual concerned.

Although Bateson does not discuss organizational crises, it could be
suggested that individuals who are sufficiently invested in their organization
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may face crises which force them (or enable them) to challenge the context
in which they have been making their organizational decisions. Such a
challenge in a pre-existing organization may lead to the person leaving,
unless she/he has the power to transform the organization. Such a challenge
is easier in a start-up, where an entrepreneur who re-examines the way
she/he is approaching the business opportunity has the ability to totally
change the organization.

Achieving learning under start-up pressure
Indeed, it is reasonably common for an entrepreneur to enter a different
market, with a different product, and a different business model, than was
envisaged when the start-up company was formed. The need to address an
intractable problem, in a situation which is mission-critical for the
organization, may well be a sufficient influence (particularly when
accompanied by the facilitation of an appropriately skilled consultant) to
prompt an individual to enter a process which will lead to Learning III
occurring.

In this intervention, it became clear that Kate was committed to a process of
business development which was organic, and which required significant
time for strategies to emerge. That approach was one with which Kate was
familiar and comfortable.

It also became apparent that the company had insufficient time to follow such
a process. Despite the obvious (to me) fact that such a slow process was
likely to doom the business to financial failure, Kate was only prepared to
consider alternative ways of addressing the businesses problems when they
fitted with her habitual (and leisurely) mode of learning. Neither the crisis,
nor my blunt exposition of the crisis, was enough to prompt Kate to make
such a radical change in her way of gaining knowledge.

I had little assistance from the rest of the team. Daniel had been thrown into
a learning crisis at the same time as had Kate. When we began to consider
commercial issues, it became apparent that Daniel saw the knowledge
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required to build the business as flowing from the product (he was productfocused). That viewpoint constrained his ability to prioritize and respond to
market information.

Daniel struggled to accept that we should turn our thinking processes on their
head, and start learning about the product from the customer's point of view.
His discussions with individual customers over the years had left him with a
clear belief about what was required and, as he stated on March 8,

"..

.that's

what I'm bloody well going to build." Although Kevin, Kate and I were able to
give enough voice to marketing issues to ensure that they were considered,
they never achieved the priority which they needed.

Both Kate and Daniel had the intelligence and information they required to
stimulate them to learn new ways to behave in building the business. And
they certainly had a crisis of sufficient proportions to stimulate a break with
their habitual approaches. But they also had major time constraints and, as
their cashflow crisis date approached, they became increasingly less
interested in challenging their ways of acquiring knowledge, and more
concerned with finding solutions within the frameworks in which they were
comfortable.

Discussion of marketing issues became a technical problem (integrating the
output data from the marketing company's report), and the project continued
at a slow pace.

I had not anticipated that Learning Ill would be needed, and certainly not by
both principals at the same time, though in different ways. That level of
learning was demanded at a time when pressure on the team was extreme
because the imminence of the cashflow crisis date had just been identified. It
was not surprising that neither Kate nor Daniel was able to gain the learning
that was required in the time that was available.
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Stimulating double-loop learning
Argyris and SchOn (1978) address the need for someone intervening in an
organization to consider that the clients do not know how to practice doubleloop learning. They say:

The key activity in the comprehensive intervention process is to learn to
double-loop learn. Instead of educating the clients to discover-inventproduce-generalize double-loop solutions directly, we first have to help them
become aware that they are unable to do those things and that they have
been unaware that they are unable to do so. Next, we must help them to
learn how to discover double-loop problems which include (as we have seen
in Chapter 6) learning how to: discover how to discover, invent ways to
discover, produce the inventions that lead to discovery, and generalize the
learning created as a result of going through these processes. Next, the
client must go through the similar phases of invention, production, and
generalization. (p. 167)

I attempted to adapt my behaviour to the approach with which Kate and
Daniel persisted, but found it difficult to formulate an intervention style which
would assist within a framework which excluded knowledge that I considered
vital, and which did not recognize the level of urgency which I perceived.

I was slow to change to a confrontive style because I first confronted myself,
considering the possibility that my own commitment to a rapid, marketfocused approach was merely habit, and that maybe Daniel and Kate did
have a model which accommodated factors I was unable to appreciate.
Eventually, I decided that their unconventional approach was less useful, and
I confronted them in an attempt to prompt Learning Ill.

It became apparent that I was challenging approaches which were
fundamental to Kate and Daniel's ways of interacting with the business world,
and were perhaps fundamental to their values. As I confronted them with my
dissenting opinions, it became increasingly clear that they were no longer
willing/ able to learn new ways to learn.
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In XYZ's crisis, we became constrained by the habits of learning of the
principal team members. An approach which worked well during the
relatively leisurely product development process, was inappropriate to
commercializing the product. Yet it proved impossible to change the
principals' habitual approach during the crisis.

My attempts to influence behaviours which were deeply rooted in habit for the
founders led only to them becoming defensive, to damage to our
relationships, and to their discontinuing the intervention.

Limited intervention
Argyris and SchOn (1978) also recognize that clients may only be interested
in discussing a particular problem, and not in addressing the limitations of
their learning system. Limited intervention is an option:

But in this limited mode, interventionists cannot help their clients to
implement the solutions resulting from inquiry, if effective implementation
depends on Model II behaviour. And they cannot help them to modify their
living system as to make such problems more amenable to good inquiry in
the future.
(p. 208).

For XYZ, Argyris and Schon's prophecy proved correct. Early in the project,
the group identified the importance and urgency of completing a business
plan. When the company's principals became no longer willing to question
the way they were attempting to build their business, they became locked
into a slow process for developing the business plan, at a time when speed
was essential. They remained able to learn within the confines of their
normal, somewhat leisurely process. But they seemed unable to change that
process despite their deepening crisis.

To complete the business plan required Kate in particular to learn rapidly
about the market, and about the sorts of business models which might be
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appropriate. At first I had stood back from the business planning process, as
I believed it was important that Kate discover that knowledge for herself.

When it was clear that Kate was making little progress as, despite our
agreement that the situation was urgent, she persisted in allowing the
information she needed to gradually accrete, I offered to help with preparing
the plan. By that stage, Kate was resisting efforts to challenge her way of
working, and she rejected my offers of assistance.

Although the braindump process, with its emphasis on action/reflection
cycles had proven rapidly effective, the XYZ team were unable to recognize
that process as a more useful way to learn, and returned to their less actionfocused process.

Conclusions
Even when entrepreneurs are open to learning, the pressures inherent in
starting a new business, together with their preconceptions, made it difficult
for them to 'learn to learn'.

The XYZ group had a slow and unstructured way of learning. Had they
committed to a process of discovering faster ways to learn, the time invested
may have been quickly repaid.

The group spent little time reflecting on the action/reflection process itself.
More time spent reflecting on that process might have enabled the team to
appreciate the value of reflection in organizational learning as well as in
problem-solving.
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Finding the 'right' way to learn
Lei et al (1999) are typical of many theorists who promote the need for
organizations to change to accommodate the need to learn in new ways.
They do not address the question of what is learned. They rather suggest
that structural changes emulating the actions of organizations which
succeeded in learning will create a 'learning organization'. The XYZ
founders specifically rejected the option of emulating other organizations, and
were not therefore able to learn in that way.

Lähteenmäki et al (2001) contend that organizational learning processes are
not well theorized. They say that part of the difficulty lies in measurement,
with the existence and effectiveness of organizational learning only being
measurable in the long run, through business results.

While Lei et al (1999) reflect the normal view that there is a 'right' model, and
success will come to those who find/copy it, Lähteenmaki et al demonstrate
how difficult it can be to argue against such views. It is hard to prove in any
manner acceptable to positivist science that particular structural models
create effective learning in organizations, and equally hard to prove that they
do not.

However, if a learning organization is intended to be an adaptive organization
it is difficult, particularly in light of Bandura's views on reciprocal determinism
as described in Phillips (1987), to perceive structural change as a useful
starting point for creating a learning organization.

The XYZ team focused on strategy first, rather than structure. Yet they did
not emulate the successful strategies of other companies but chose instead
to follow a process designed to allow a novel strategy to emerge. Until the
results are known (the business fails, survives, or flourishes), it is impossible
to definitively comment on whether the organization's members learnt a
better way to build their business. I could, however, see little indication that
the team was adapting as they learnt more about the product and the market.
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Some writers in the 'how to' tradition promote more reflective learning tools
than the teacher-student learning common in organizations. For example,
Fulmer et al (1998) describe six second-generational learning tools which
successful learning organizations are using. They are: dialogue, scenario
planning, the Merlin exercise, action learning practice fields, and knowledge
management and mapping. Fulmer et al say that action learning

".. .

is

particularly appropriate in promoting a learning focus in teams." (p17).
Although the braindump process indicated that the team members were likely
to learn through the action research process, our ability to sustain an
adaptive, learning team was not sustained when the team came under
pressure.

Action learning may be encouraged by kitbags of tools such as Fulmer's. But
an action research project might not be the right environment in which to
simultaneously drive action learning. Persisting with an action research
approach must be contingent on the circumstances of the intervention. The
approach was of no further use to XYZ when issues became essentially
political, and the owners retook control. Both further application of action
research methodology, and further action learning, became impossible.

Crossan et al (1999) identify four processes; intuiting, interpreting, integrating
and institutionalizing, as leading to organizational learning. The tools and
processes which the consultant uses, and the extent to which these are
revealed to the client may indicate the extent to which the consultant is
intervening to 'cause' a learning organization to be developed, or is allowing
the organization to develop its own learning model.

I attempted to allow XYZ to develop its own learning model. The team was
good at intuiting and interpreting, but ceased to commit enough time to
integrating and institutionalizing knowledge. Much of the interpretation was
thus wasted, and we found ourselves repeating the same analyses, without
advancing key issues.
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Although it cannot be proven whether the XYZ team succeeded in creating a
learning organization, until appropriate measures are available of the
outcomes of Kate's 'emergent process', my experience of the increasingly
tight constraints which were placed on the data which were considered
suggests that the process ultimately stifled organizational learning. It cannot
be demonstrated that XYZ found a 'right' way to learn to learn.

Conclusion
This intervention did not demonstrate a 'right' way for a start-up organization
to learn.

Learning by metaphor
Hofstede (1994) describes human organizations as a higher order of
complexity than individual humans. He argues therefore that humans can
only understand their organizations through metaphor.

Hofstede's description of the difficulty for humans in understanding
organizations resonates with Bateson's (1972) contention that it is difficult for
humans to achieve learning which includes challenging the context of their
knowledge (Learning Ill).

When the XYZ team identified that Daniel had knowledge which was needed
by other team members, the group immediately developed a computer
language metaphor to describe the process. That metaphor provided a
common language (all participants were highly computer-literate) that
allowed the 'braindump' process to proceed smoothly.

Hofstede's promotion of metaphor as the way we understand organizations is
supported by the vast amount of metaphorically rich organizational literature,
such as Morgan (1986), and by the frequency with which metaphorical
language is used in discussing organizations (a well-oiled machine, the eyes
of the industry). Metaphor is clearly a useful way to consider organizations.
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The value of explicit metaphor was demonstrated in the XYZ team. We were
able to share understanding of the concepts of the 'braindump', and 'data
transfer' as they related to getting information from Daniel. We understood
the need to manage the 'upload speed' so that Kevin could 'process the
incoming data'. We were also able to deal with Daniel's 'capacity' issues,
and we designed a process which would avoid 'tying up Daniel's processor'
(his brain) when it was needed for day to day work.

With such language and its underlying imagery, the braindump occurred
without a single misunderstanding being apparent between the team
members.

However, it may be suggested that all knowledge is metaphorical. What we
define as metaphor, is only that which is harder to reify than our
understanding of, say, a rock. The issue in a start-up company is that, while
the participants are likely to share reasonably consistent metaphors for
existence at lower levels it is more difficult for them to create common
metaphors at an organizational level. Miscommunication and frustration is
likely to occur until every participant accepts a similar metaphor.

Although the same issue occurs in large organizations, where Production and
Accounts are often viewed as living in a machine metaphor, while Marketing
and Sales are seen to create a more organic model, in a start-up where a
small number of people are working closely, and under severe resource
constraints, such differences can quickly exacerbate conflict, potentially
destroying the organization.

The XYZ team did not take time to discuss any broader metaphors for the
business. It transpired that Kate had a very organic metaphor in mind.
Although Daniel made no direct statement, his product focus suggests that
he may have had a mechanistic metaphor for the business. My metaphor for
a start-up business is a hunting cat: cautious, thoughtful, persistent, and
ready to pounce with great speed on an opportunity. Neither Kevin nor
Natalie gave any indication of how they saw the business.
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The difference in speed and decisiveness inherent in Kate and my metaphors
was enough reason alone to justify the team discussing our metaphors for
start-ups. Had we done so, my concerns about speed and decisiveness, and
Kate's concern that novel answers be given space to emerge might have
been discussed, and a compromise metaphor developed.

Conclusion
Metaphor is a valuable tool for building shared understanding in a high-tech
start-up.

Conflicting metaphors for the process of building a business may contribute
to the difficulties an action research group experience in trying to build and
maintain an effective team.

Using feedback to stimulate learning
Maruyama (1963) contrasts deviation-amplifying mutual causal processes13
(morphogenesis) with deviation-counteracting mutual causal processes14
(morphostasis), and describes how feedback networks operate to amplify
deviations which may originally have been random. Maruyama suggests that
evolution is a process of phylogenetic morphogenesis (phyla adopting
positive deviancies at a genetic level).

Maruyama (1963) was attempting to assist the development of learning
machines by describing the morphogenetic process. Morphogenesis can,
however, shed light on the learnings underlying action research. Applying
Maruyama's observations to organizational learning, it can be expected that
a new company such as XYZ will evolve through adopting practices,
discovered through interacting with the environment, which deliver positive
outcomes. Maruyama's emphasis is on positive feedback as opposed to
negative feedback.

13

Deviation-amplifying mutual causal processes are those in which the system responds to
deviant outputs by accommodating/encouraging future similar deviations.
14
Deviation-counteracting mutual causal processes are those in which the system reacts to
deviations by discouraging repetition of them
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In the XYZ project, the group acted, reflected, then acted again. The group
recognized that their initial action was unlikely to solve the problem, but that
reflecting on that action (feedback) allowed a more useful subsequent action
to be chosen, which in turn became the subject of reflection.

This process is similar to Maruyama's random act, followed by feedback
followed by action based on that feedback, and so on.

The intervention in XYZ was, as Tsoukas and Vladimirou (2001) put it, "the
dynamic process of turning an unreflective practice into a reflective one."
(p973).

As Argyris et al (1985) point out, the reflective process does not seek to build
a comprehensive model, but only to accrue enough knowledge to allow the
XYZ group to choose suitable action

Wilden's (1972) suggestion that an open system cannot change itself
suggests that the consultant/researcher has an important role in encouraging
'accidental' inputs to assist new thinking to emerge. These inputs came
initially, in XYZ's case, through the consultant asking new questions, and
challenging past analyses to encourage the group to identify and try actions
which had not previously been attempted. It was through such questioning
that the need for the transfer of knowledge from Daniel, and for attention to
be given to the business plan, became apparent.

When the need for the braindump process was postulated, it was an idea that
had not previously been considered by the XYZ team. The benefits became
apparent, and the group persisted with refining the process. Yet the learning
from the braindump did not influence the group's approach to commercial
issues.

There seems to have been no feedback path by which Daniel and Kate could
relate our product development success to the needs of the commercial
development. This lack of connection was probably due to their general
-'age 13

comfort with the product development process and relative discomfort with
the commercialisation process.

The XYZ experience supports the view that negative feedback cannot cause
a start-up company to evolve. The XYZ team received constant negative
feedback on issues such as its poor financial reporting, lack of a business
plan, and lack of marketing focus. Yet progress on these critical issues was
minimal. The organization could not develop on a diet of 'what not to do.'

Wilden (1972) suggests that open systems are primarily conservative of
structure and only change when they receive positive feedback. The loss of
control described by the term positive feedback cannot be triggered by the
control processes of the adaptive system itself. Evolution requires the
intervention of an 'accidental' event.

XYZ provided an excellent negative illustration of Wilden's point. The group
allowed the braindump process to succeed because the loss of control by
Daniel was minimal. But, Kate and Daniel would not allow 'accidental' events
to affect their control of the commercialization process. They could not
evolve because they could not accept the risk inherent in stepping outside
their familiar processes.

Sternin and Choo (2000) provide an example of how positive deviancy can
be the source of new learning, by describing how Save the Children has
learnt to deal with local poverty issues by studying the locals who deviated
from the expected effects of poverty (their children were not malnourished).
These researchers challenge the notion that transformational learning may
occur through negative-feedback process.
In the case of a start-up company, which is likely to need to discard much of
its knowledge as the business model and the product develop, learning
based on positive feedback is more likely to drive those changes. And
further, the organization will require the intervention of external factors to
provide that feedback. The start-up is likely to be swamped with external
factors, including changing market conditions and new technologies. The
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consultant/researcher can provide a channel into the start-up for positive
feedback, and a voice for ensuring it is recognized.

In a start-up such as XYZ, where the stakes are high, resources limited, and
where the owners are driven by a strong personal vision, the chances of
learning being missed are high. Ultimately, Kate and Daniel were not willing
to surrender enough control of the process to allow the many environmental
inputs to influence their choices.

Argyris and Schön (1996) say that:
By double-loop learning, we mean learning that results in a change in the
values of theory-in-use, as well as in its strategies and assumptions. The
double loop refers to the two feedback loops that connect the observed
effects of action with strategies and values served by strategies. Strategies
and assumptions may change concurrently with, or as a consequence of,
change in values. (p. 21)
The action researcher explicitly challenges the client company to such
learning.

Argyris and Schön (1978) say that:
double-loop learning consists not only of a change in organizational norms
but of the particular sort of inquiry into norms which is appropriately
described as learning." (p. 22)

This type of learning is likely to be fundamental to resolving the sort of
intractable problems a process consultant is likely to find in a start-up
software company. If a new company has intractable problems, they may be
rooted in the inflexibility of the founders' perspectives or in the
inappropriateness of the group's norms in dealing with unfamiliar issues such
as marketing, which require different approaches than does product
development. A one-time change to deal with the immediate problem will not
serve the new company well. If it learns to adapt, then it will be able to
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address the next set of intractable problems without the consultant's
intervention. Such learning is not easy to achieve.

The XYZ team was unable to accept the challenge to double-loop learning.

Argyris and Schön (1978) assert that

". . .

organizations tend to create learning

systems that inhibit double-loop learning that calls into question their norms,
objectives, and basic policies." (p. 4). The action research consultant has to
deal not only with the apparent problem, but also with the way the
organization has learnt to learn.

For a high-tech start-up, which was under-resourced, the action research
approach was ambitious. The process worked well until we began to
question the basic approach Kate and Daniel were taking to building the
business. Once it threatened their (and particularly Kate's) methodical and
investigative approach, the founders disempowered the action research
team.

Conclusion
The XYZ intervention demonstrated that negative feedback is of little use in
assisting the organization to evolve.

The value of positive feedback is limited by the founders' willingness or
unwillingness to cede control of their process, through being influenced by
ideas which they did not fully understand. The value of positive feedback was
demonstrated but not proven in this intervention.
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Political vs cybernetic15 decisions
Hofstede (1994) suggests that some processes are non-cybernetic, and that
these are characterized by (a) missing, unclear or shifting objectives, (b)
accomplishment not being measurable; and/or (c) feedback information not
being usable. He says, "The essence of non-cybernetic situations is that
they are political: Decisions are based on negotiation and judgment." (p 167).

In XYZ, non-cybernetic processes often prevailed. The founders did not see
themselves as accountable to others, and were in a hurry. The pressure to
build a company frequently led them to fail to clarify their objectives.
Sometimes the only measurable objectives Daniel and Kate seemed to see
was their product in the market.

Feedback was often poorly received and unprocessed because the feedback
conflicted with Kate and Daniel's views. Much of the discussion became
political, and not supportive of the nominally reflective process

Venture Capitalists consider the politics of dealing with entrepreneurs to be
one of their greatest issues, and normally will not invest unless the
entrepreneur has demonstrated an ability and willingness to learn or to leave.
During the latter stages of the intervention, I was raising funds for other
projects, when Daniel contacted me and asked me to seek funds for XYZ as
well. I could not do so given the founders' persistent unwillingness to act
decisively and to learn from their environment.

It was difficult though to retain commitment to developing the business
through an iterative action/reflection process in an environment where:
Time was short.
Funds and staff resource were short.

15

Cybernetic learning occurs when decisions are based on feedback (learnings) from the
situation, in contrast with political decisions which are based on personal needs and biases
of the decision-makers.
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Most decisions had enormous impact on the whole future of the
business in the long run (although they were typically easily reversed if
found to be inadequate).
The founders were under enormous personal pressure, and lacked
competence in some critical business areas (finance and marketing).
The founders were strong individuals with complete control of the
development process.
The founders were not receptive to information which conflicted with
their preconceived views of how the business development should
proceed.

Political decision-making came to dominate the business development
process, and the action research process became progressively
marginalized.

Conclusions
A start-up faces many decisions which are inherently political. But the
success of the braindump process showed that there is a place for cybernetic
processes in start-ups.

For a cybernetic process, such as will be encouraged in action research, to
be effective in a start-up environment it may be necessary to ensure that:
The founders are genuinely receptive to learning through such a
process
The founders can balance the need for action with the need for
reflection
The founders can differentiate the political decisions they must make
from the decisions which can be allowed to be discovered through a
cybernetic process.
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9.

Theory emerging concerning power

Introduction
This chapter discusses theory which emerged from the research and which
relates to power. The theory specifically applies to the particular situation of
this high-tech, start-up business and its participants.
Was the group empowered to both build on
good ideas, and to demolish poor_ideas? ,
,,
Powerto
build

1

or

/

destroy
-

_____power
What primarily constrains knowledge
creation within the organization?

___________________

To what extent is
empowering or
disempowering the
principals ethically
justifiable?

The ethics of
empowering
the owners

!!P
The
runcipas

C
Manipulating
tcomes

To what extent can/should the consultant
manipulate the situation to ensure that the client
achieves desirable outputs?
:
Influence
-

The team's
power

Who are the key unfluencers
of the direction of a hightech start-up?

The

r
consultantV's
ower

How influential should the
consultant be in an intervention
with entrepreneurs in a start-up?
/
To what
empowered?

(

Control

To what extent do control
concerns influence
entrepreneurs' behaviours?
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Power to build or destroy
Boulding (1989) recognises three distinct types of power; destructive,
productive, and integrative. These categories capture the values which are
attached to particular expressions of power. Destructive power has generally
negative connotations, although Boulding notes that destructive power may
sometimes be a precursor of productive power (e.g. a bulldozer clearing a
site for construction). Productive power includes all the abilities to build (reap
and sow, sculpt, paint, etc) which individuals may have. Integrative power
involves"

...

the capacity to build organizations, to create families and

groups, to inspire loyalty, to bind people together, to develop legitimacy"
(Boulding, p.25).

The significance of integrative power is that, as Boulding suggests, it includes
elements of both destructive and productive power. The members of the
start-up organization will probably focus on their power to construct. But, to
achieve their goals they may also have to learn to use their power to destroy
(abandoning non-productive developments, dismissing staff, and so on).

The XYZ team was not able to become sufficiently empowered to 'destroy'
the dominance of opinions held by Daniel and Kate, when they were of no
further use to the project. Daniel's focus on product development could not
be changed to a focus on the market. Kate's focus on allowing strategy to
emerge could not be swapped for decisive action.

The team operated 'productively', but failed to become integrative. The
productive process worked well for the braindump, as that did not require the
destruction of any embedded concepts or organizational structures.
Thereafter, we could make little progress, as we could not gain Daniel and
Kate's cooperation in clearing their preconceptions aside.

The XYZ team did not develop a process which both allowed useful ideas to
be promoted, and less useful preconceptions to be challenged. They
attempted to build on inappropriate preconceived foundations.
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Conclusion
The start-up team is most effective if it exhibits integrative power. The power
to 'destroy' inappropriate ideas is as important to the change process as is
the power to build new ideas.

The Principals' power
Daniel's power
Daniel seemed to share the classical concept of power, described by Clegg
(1989) as zero-sum (ie: increasing one's power negates the power of others).
The classical concept derives from a Hobbesian world view, and has
dominated thinking over the last four hundred years. Characteristics include
a preoccupation with creating order, and a focus on causality.

The Hobbesian view of power has served the physical sciences well, but its
usefulness in analyzing organizational behaviour is questionable. Its main
value lies in explaining the behaviours of people who believe in a zero-sum,
regulatory power model.

Hobbes (1952), in 1651 wrote:
For these words of good, evil and contemptible are ever used with relation to
the person that useth them: there being nothing simply and absolutely so;
nor any common rule of good and evil to be taken from the nature of the
objects themselves; but from the person of the man, where there is no
Commonwealth; or, in a Commonwealth, from the person that representeth
it; or from an arbitrator or judge, whom men disagreeing shall by consent set
up and make his sentence the rule thereof. (pp 61-26)
Although he thus admits that individual experience of reality is unique,
Hobbes sees that uniqueness of perspective as characterized by a constant
state of war between men, which must be resolved by recognizing a superior
authority to which all men submit in the interest of peaceful co-existence.
The Hobbesian view is thus focused on regulating society, with individual
disempowerment being assumed to be necessary.
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Daniel was recognized by most participants in the project as the 'superior
authority'. He also seemed to recognize conflict, or potential for conflict, in
most situations. He was particularly concerned that he might be dethroned
by the managers of Investments Ltd.

Kate's power
Kate was less concerned with power as a zero-sum commodity. She was
more concerned with developing strategies to deal with the power
relationships as discovered than with attempting to create a 'correct' model.
Clegg (1989) traces this approach to Machiavelli, and comments that:
the stress is on interpreting extant games rather than on legislating their
form; on following the moves actually made rather than on determining
whether the moves belong to the game legislated as 'power'. (p30)

Kate was very concerned to understand how to deal with XYZ's partners and
customers. She was most enthusiastic to follow an action research
approach, and spent considerable time interpreting the actions of those
around her.

Clegg (1989) suggests that achievements (which he categorises under a
broad definition of 'agency') cannot be adequately understood separate from
the structures in which they are produced. He says:
The key to understanding resides in thinking of power as a phenomenon
which can be grasped only relationally. It is not a thing nor is it something
that people have in a proprietorial sense. They 'possess' power only in so
far as they are relationally constituted as doing so. (p207)

Kate had a clear concept of power being relationally constituted. She
rejected standard business models, and this seemed to be partly because
she rejected the power relationships within which they were constructed.
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Conclusion
The power bases, and the approaches to the use of power, of the principal
players are keys to understanding the team dynamic and the parameters
under which the business will be built.

The ethics of empowering the owners
Beyond the issue of 'empowerment techniques' is the question of whether a
researcher 'should' have been supporting the XYZ group's empowerment at
all. The questions raised by PAR16 researchers such as Fals-Borda and
Rahman (1991) about whether the XYZ group belong to an oppressing class
are appropriate.
Fals-Borda and Rahman (1991) describe and develop PAR in terms of
emancipating various disempowered groups (most often in developing
countries). It is ironic that the PAR standpoint can be applied in many
circumstances to groups who are usually presumed to belong to the
empowered classes.

A PAR approach can be used to 'liberate' the naïve participants in start-up
businesses from long-term dependence on consultants. As the technically
skilled inventors do not usually have the business skills needed to fully
commercialise their product alone, it is easy for them to become
disenfranchised. For example; the founders of companies which publicly list,
typically own less than 10% (and often only 3-4%) of the equity after listing.
Venture Capitalists, Consultants, Business Angels, and others who hold the
larger share (excluding that held by the public) justify their shareholding by
claiming to provide capital, access to markets, and expertise.

The colonized founders are not generally sufficiently commercially skilled to
assess whether they have ceded a fair shareholding to the colonizers (who
frequently buy equity, but require that the money be 'left in the business' to

16

Participatory Action Research is action research with an emancipatory pohtical agenda.
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pay for marketing and other services, which the colonizers or associated
companies then provide).

The literature has little to say about the disempowerment of western-style
commercial organizations (although much is written about the
disempowermentlalienation of individual participants), as the organization is
usually cast as the 'oppressor'. This point of view is undoubtedly an artefact
of the history of organizational analysis, which is largely the story of the
enormous, dominant corporations such as IBM, General Motors, or Microsoft.
It would be difficult to characterize such organizations as disempowered.

PAR, as defined by Fals-Borda and Rahman (1991) seeks to give people
control over both the means of material production, and the means of
knowledge production. In the case of a naive start-up, these equate to
controlling the equity in the company, and being able to develop appropriate
direction for the company.

Although it is relevant to apply PAR to start-ups by naïve inventors, it should
also be noted that many PAR proponents may be uncomfortable with the
application of PAR 'at the very feet of their enemy'. Fals-Borda and Rahman
(1991) say:
a committed PAR researcher/activist would not want to help those
oligarchical classes that have accumulated capital, power and knowledge
thus far and so recklessly. (p 29)

Whether white, middle-class, technically-educated inventors from developed
countries are a less-empowered part of the capital-accumulating class that
the activists resent, and are just seeking their way to pillage the truly
disempowered classes, or whether they are part of a genuinely dispossessed
class, who have not contributed to the behaviours the activists resent, is
moot. The low retention by inventors of equity in their ideas, and the number
of consultants, Venture Capitalists, and Business Angels making good livings
from 'supporting' struggling inventors, suggests that there is a reasonable
argument for seeing the naïve inventors as a separate colonized class.
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I recognized the XYZ group as inherently disempowered by the processes
which typically accompany establishing a new venture in Australia, and did
not consider their emancipation to inevitably lead to their contributing, in their
turn, to oppression of others.

Bringing a values-revealing approach to consultancy when the company was
likely to be culturally unfrozen provided an opportunity for the XYZ group to
challenge the values underpinning their own position. I did not however
consider it appropriate to label XYZ as oppressors or oppressed, although
my decision to work in the company reveals an opinion in itself.

I decided that the XYZ position was ethically acceptable, and addressed their
disempowerment at a process level without further consideration of how they
may use any new power they take. The choice of how to use any new power
they have gained properly rests with the XYZ people.

Disempowerment of the client is also an issue, in terms of who is receiving
the learning from the consultancy. Whether learning is restricted to the
consultant, or to the client, or is shared between each is a question with
strong ethical implications.

Writers on 'traditional' expert-advice based consultancy such as Ozley and
Armenakis (2000) sometimes propose that traditional forms of consulting
should, and can, be ethical. Amongst their advice, they identify client
learning, and self-discovery and ownership as building blocks to ethical
consulting. They are silent however on the ethics of intervening without the
consultant revealing his/her values, and there is no discussion of whether the
client learning and self-discovery which they advocate is intended to be
constrained by the hidden agenda of the consultant (i.e. is the 'expert'
consultant guiding the client to learn to know what the consultant knows, or to
know only enough to remain reliant on consultants).
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For the XYZ intervention, I considered it ethically imperative that I reveal my
values, assist the client to become empowered, and respect the client's wish
that I avoid manipulative intervention

Conclusion
It would be inconsistent to apply a values-revealing approach such as action
research without ensuring that it was being applied in a situation which was
ethically supportable.

The project must be supportable within the consultant's values. Within that
context, an intervention is ethically acceptable provided that any manipulative
action taken is approved in principle, and in advance, by the client

Manipulating outcomes
In commencing this intervention, I resolved to avoid manipulating the
situation, partly because I consider such manipulation to be ethically suspect,
and partly because Kate specifically requested that I avoid doing so.

The Hobbesian perspective is useful in considering an intervention in a startup business only because it asks, "Who should be empowered?" In an
action research consultancy, the answer must be, "The client, as fully as
possible."

The effect of my decision to avoid taking power against the client's will was
that, while I saw my influence diminishing in the project (in my opinion, to the
project's detriment), I did not believe that I had the right to do more than
highlight the financial disaster towards which I believed XYZ to be heading. I
resisted internal pressure to manipulate the situation to improve the outcome
for XYZ.

Machiavelli (1952) writing in 1513 on how Princes should secure their power
said:
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how one lives is so far distant from how one ought to live, that he who
neglects what is done for what ought to be done, sooner effects his ruin than
his preservation. (p 22)

And Machiavelli was correct. By highlighting the problem, and offering
assistance, without manipulating the perceptions of Kate and Daniel, I
allowed the project to continue on its sub-optimal path and succeeded only in
generating a crisis in my relationship with Daniel and Kate.

From a Machiavellian perspective, the power relationships in a start-up can
rival in complexity those between the Italian city-states in the 16th Century.
As Machiavelli recommends, the consultant must understand the power
relationships, and deal with them as they stand, rather than attempting to
drive the start-up towards an ideal model.

Although I was able to understand the power relationships, I could not deal
with them effectively, as they stood, without manipulating the clients. The
time pressure which became apparent when we analysed the project's
financial position, contributed to Daniel and Kate becoming less receptive to
new ideas. In choosing to avoid manipulating them, I withheld my last
significant tool for influencing the project before the financial crisis enveloped
them.

Respecting the client's right to control their own fate was difficult when I
believed that they were wrong. But, particularly as they had specifically
requested that I eschew manipulation, I had no choice other than restricting
myself to highlighting my concerns.

Conclusion
In such an intervention, the client's wish to avoid losing control of the process
must be respected. However, the consultant has specific expertise which
'manipulates' the situation to provide a desirable outcome for the client, and
the client should be made aware that this will occur.
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InfItint
Schein (1988) suggests six bases from which people influence others:
Coercion
Tradition
Legitimate authority
Derivative authority
Expertise
Personality or charisma

It might be expected that power in a start-up business would largely be
derived from legitimate authority (who owns the start-up project), expertise
(who knows how to make the start-up succeed), and personality (who has the
forceful personality).

For XYZ, Daniel and Kate had the legitimate power. This, together with their
forceful personalities, ensured that they were able to retain the most
influential positions throughout.

However, as the project became dominated by financial and marketing
issues, which were beyond their expertise, Daniel and Kate had to either
allow others to influence the project, or have the project stall. They allowed
the project to stall.

Analysis of the apparent power bases, and changes over time to the power
held/exerted by each participant gave insight into changes occurring in the
project team's relationships, and insight into stages through which the overall
project may be said to have passed.

Initially, Daniel's dominance was unquestioned. While we worked on a
product-related issue (the braindump), his legitimate authority, expertise, and
personality gave him an unparalleled influence. Kevin's technical expertise
ensured that he also had a voice at this time.
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When the focus moved to commercial issues, Daniel and Kate were both
influential, and Kevin retreated. I attempted to increase my influence, based
on my expertise. But Daniel and Kate were now less receptive to influence.
With Kevin retreating, and the meetings becoming less regular, it was difficult
for me to influence Daniel and Kate's thinking.

The extent of influence of the participants was controlled by Daniel and Kate,
who moderated the group's empowerment. While we addressed product
issues, Daniel was confident in his dominance, and allowed Kevin and Ito
influence decisions.

When Daniel and Kate's power base was eroded because they had less
expertise in commercial issues, they accepted less influence by Kevin and I.

Conclusion
The founders of a start-up company are likely to be most influential, due to
their legitimate power. The influence exerted by other participants is likely to
vary depending upon their specific expertise and the esteem in which they
are held by the rest of the team.

The consultant's power
Argyris and SchOn (1978) identified a core problem facing the consultant.
The client who wants assistance to solve a problem, may not wish to see
their norms challenged, and may not wish to change their processes. Even a
client who says to the consultant "Do what you think best." may not
understand the trade-offs which are likely to occur between task
accomplishment and organizational development.

The consultant is empowered to set an agenda, simply by his/her greater
understanding of process consulting/action learning processes, and is thus
empowered to control the pace and extent of learning. In large
organizations, the consultant can deal with this issue by educating the client
about action learning, and returning control to the client. In a start-up, the
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client is unlikely to allocate time to considering the issue, and is likely to value
only task accomplishment

Before the XYZ intervention, I discussed this issue with Daniel and Kate and
was explicitly requested to avoid taking control. It is difficult to facilitate a
process without some measure of control, and the clients were willing to
accept my role being limited if in so limiting me, they retained the control they
wanted.

I was happy to accept their constraint because it avoided the issues which
would arise if I were more empowered. However, the group lost access to
some of my skills, as I was not empowered to take control, and my advice
was often ignored when I suggested ways in which the group could improve
control of the project.

Schein (1987, p. 50) says:
The process of surfacing and changing structure may involve confrontive or
even manipulative interventions where the consultant in the expert or doctor
role directly manipulates portions of the structure in order to change other
parts of a system that has become rigid. Such systemic interventions have
become common in family therapy and are increasingly being applied in
organizational settings, but they are rarely appropriate until enough process
consultation has gone on to find out whether clients are genuinely "stuck,"
unable to diagnose or influence their own system (Madanes, 1981; Durkin,
1981; Borwick, 1983).

This statement again highlights the dilemma I faced as an action research
consultant. Schein's comment about "manipulative intervention" could be
read as a descendant of Machiavelli's amoral prescriptions. Yet my client
had specifically disallowed manipulative intervention.

Schein's position is that the consultant is a 'clinician' and has the right to
'manipulate' in his/her helper capacity. But 'manipulate' is a values-laden
term: manipulate: to manage or control artfully or by shrewd use of influence,
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often in an unfair or fraudulent way

-

Webster (1988). If the 'clinician' model

is not accepted, because it implies disempowerment of the client, then it may
be because manipulation (rather than expertise) is the source of that
disempowerment.

My client did become stuck. Without the option to manipulate the situation,
and with the client fixed on a course which I considered futile, I could only
highlight the issues, and repeat my warnings of impending doom in different
ways, in the hope that the clients would change their views.

Schein's (1987, p. 50) pragmatic approach to manipulative intervention goes
a long way further towards empowering the client than does traditional
'expert' consulting. Action research is a pragmatic art and, in many cases,
manipulative intervention may be unavoidable. In the XYZ intervention,
however, I was obliged to eschew manipulative behaviours.

Complete empowerment of the client can never occur because any skilled
consultant will be somewhat empowered by, for example, respect by the
client for his/her experience, and the consultant cannot 'help' without using
that power. In practice, the XYZ founders retained so decisive a hold on
power that even when the business was heading rapidly towards a potentially
terminal funding crisis, the founders were little influenced by my opinions and
those of other stakeholders.

As the project developed, and the founders became more and more diverted
from the action research team's agenda, the issue became: "How can a
disempowered consultant assist a client without taking power that he has
agreed to not take?"

My solution was to keep the issues before the founders so that as they were
prepared to deal with them, I would be available to assist. I moved from an
exploratory/ action-alternative style (Schein 1987, pp 145-150) to a
confrontive intervention style.
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Conclusion
Ensuring that the clients are empowered is simple when the clients are
strong and opinionated characters

When the clients are strong-willed, as entrepreneurs usually are, 'soft'
intervention styles may not be effective. A confrontive style may be required.

The team's power
The dominance of hierarchical power models has been diminishing for many
years. By the early 1990's books like "Empowered Teams" (Wellins et al,
1991) were exhorting managers to establish self-managing teams, usually
basing their arguments on the perceived productivity gains, release of
creative new ideas, and improved morale. But the democratization of
teamwork was generally kept within the confines of a larger hierarchy which
continued to set the strategic agenda for the team.

In the IT industry, empowerment of teams went further than in most
industries. The workers had specialist skills that were in high demand.
Whole teams could migrate to other companies if they were discontented.
Software developers are often used, therefore, to working in empowered
teams.

Drucker (1993) comments that:
.the more an organization becomes an organization of knowledge workers,
the easier it is to leave it and move elsewhere. (p.1 1)
and,
Because the modern organization consists of knowledge specialists, it has to
be an organization of equals, of colleagues and associates. No knowledge
ranks higher than another; each is judged by its contribution to the common
task rather than by any inherent superiority or inferiority. Therefore, the
modern organization cannot be an organization of boss and subordinate. It
must be organized as a team. (p. 13)
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These forces provided a strong platform for team behaviour in XYZ. Start-up,
high-tech companies are not however typified by teamwork. The companies'
founders are normally driven individuals who are chasing their individual
vision. The 'team' becomes the founder(s) and staff who enact the founders'
vision. In practice, time and resource constraints are likely to keep the group
as a collection of individuals.

The XYZ team was not nominally hierarchical. And, for some time the group
operated effectively as a team. When the commercial issues became critical
however, the team crumbled, and the founders took full control

Even when XYZ were operating as a team, power was not evenly distributed
within the team. Schein (1988) considers the relative power of group
members, as evidenced by who talks, to whom, for how long, and who
interrupts whom. As these factors are measurable they provide a base of
indicative data for studying power relationships.

In this intervention, these power factors were not measured, because to do
so would have distracted me from gathering qualitative data. The measures
would have been unnecessary. Daniel dominated the talking. He talked
most often to Kate, and she to him. Their dominance of the conversation
reflected their dominance in the group. Kevin and I each spoke for a small
percentage of the time, and each addressed Daniel most often. Natalie
seldom spoke, and was seldom addressed.

As Drucker (1993) indicated, power in a high-tech start-up is not likely to be
usefully analysed in terms of hierarchy. Each person in the XYZ team
became a Machiavellian city-state, with power derived from a complex mix of
charisma, coercive strength, perceived expertise, and relationships with other
powerful group members. The relative power of members waxed and
waned, particularly as we moved from technical issues to commercial issues.

In the early weeks, when we were dealing with the braindump, power
imbalances were insignificant, and the team functioned effectively. When we
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attempted to deal with commercial issues, and significant differences of
opinion emerged within the team, Kate and Daniel began to exert more
control, and the team quickly began to function only as a group of individuals.

When the team could no longer function effectively, Kevin withdrew to focus
on software writing. I persisted in attempting to gain Kate and Daniel's
support for the team until it became clear that the team would not be
reconstituted in the near future. I then adapted my approach, and dealt
solely with Kate and Daniel as they worked through their funding crisis.

The XYZ action research team was empowered by mandate from Daniel and
Kate. As long as they supported the outcomes which were sought, and the
process being used to seek them, the team worked well together and had
power to effect change.

When Daniel and Kate no longer agreed with the focus of the team, they
disempowered it. No statement was made; they simply ceased to act on the
team's decisions, and constrained discussion to acceptable topics.

Conclusion
Entrepreneurs should be clear about the extent to which they will empower
their team. That level of empowerment should be agreed with the team, as
their behaviours will be constrained by the limits they perceive to their
empowerment.

Control
It is certainly part of the consultant's role to make visible social issues which
are affecting the project but are out of control. And understanding what those
issues might be requires some understanding of the backgrounds of the
participants. But, the responsibility for choosing to control social aspects
and, if so, choosing how to control them, remains with the group.
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The XYZ team chose to operate with a level of control over the project which
I considered to be sub-optimal. In my notes of the meeting of 29 December
2001 (our second meeting), I noted "At a strategic level, the project is not
under control." At a meeting on 31 December, I offered a diagram to support
that view:
Figure 3

XYZ locus of control as reported after the second meeting
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At a meeting on 7 January, Daniel emphatically rejected my suggestion that
the business was out of control in some areas, saying "The issue is
information, not control". In my notes, I attempted to illustrate issues which
were not in control, and noted many of the social issues (such as lack of
commitment to planning, and tension between Kate and Daniel) which were
hampering attempts to get the issues under control.

Daniel had run the project for seven years with no control mechanisms. He
did not accept that the project was out of control, and his view held sway
because of his powerful position in the group.

On 18 March 2002, I sent the team my reflections on the project to date. I no
longer focused directly on the unpalatable issue of control. Instead, I
emphasised the extent to which political issues were predominating over
opportunities to learn. I sent this detailed analysis of the project to date, so
that the team would have the opportunity to draw their own conclusions about
the degree to which the commercial development process was sliding out of
control.
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By March 18 however, Kate and Daniel had already decided to end the
intervention and take direct control of all aspects of the project themselves.
There was no further outside scrutiny of whether the project was under
control, except my sporadic observations. Progress on commercialization did
not seem to improve after the intervention ended, suggesting that the project
was under no better control.

The control issue was never effectively addressed because Daniel and Kate
rejected my opinion that aspects of the business were out of control.

It is likely that Daniel and Kate believed that because the business was under
'their' control, it was under control. This perspective is recognized as
common by Kets de Vries (1985). Daniel's vehement rejection of control as
an issue to be discussed suggests that my discussion of control as a
technical issue was received as an ownership issue.

Conclusions
Control is likely to be seen as an important prerogative by entrepreneurs who
have chosen a business path which inherently gives them control.

Their need to retain control of the overall direction of the business may lead
entrepreneurs to disempower other team members to the extent that the
entrepreneurs lose the benefits of the other team members' skills.

Individuals who have operated their businesses with few control mechanisms
are likely to resent attempts by a consultant to bring processes under control,
as the consultant's analysis is seen as a criticism of the individuals"
management skills.
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10. Theory emerging about the consultant's role
Introduction
This chapter discusses theory which emerged from the research and which
relates to the consultant's role.

Is action research a useful approach to an
intervention in a high-tech start-up?

Applicability
of an action
research
aonroach

How does the consultant decide on
the appropriate intervention style?

Choosing an
intervention
style
Do the academic or commercial
imperatives have primacy?

Who is the
consultant
working for?
I

Reconciling
academic and
organizational
needs

Can the consultant be both an
expert and an 'equal' participant?

Can both academic and
commercial needs be met in
an action research
intervention in a high-tech
start-up?

Breaking the
'expert' mold
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Applicability of an action research approach
The action research approach offered benefits to XYZ, but also had
limitations. The action research structure enabled XYZ to
Identify and resolve the problem of Daniel's monopoly on technical
knowledge
Identify and resolve the documentation problems for the technical
development plan
Identify the need for the business plan
Identify the impending financial crisis (not agreed by the client).
A traditional consultancy would also have identified the need for the business
plan, the need for improved technical documentation, and the financial crisis.
It is unlikely that a traditional consultant would have enabled the transfer of
knowledge from Daniel as effectively as the team's solution did.

The weakness of the approach lay in the nature of the clients, and the project
they were attempting. Entrepreneurs are typically opinionated characters,
and are often not effective in teams. The action research approach could
only be effective while it retained the founders' support and, in the recurring
crises of a start-up, maintaining that support was difficult.

Traditional consultants working with entrepreneurs in the early stages of
developing their businesses have the advantage that, when the clients
become diverted or difficult, the consultant can withdraw for a while. In the
action research approach, the relationship is closer, and the consultant can
easily be trapped by the politics of the organization.

As a team-based approach, action research works best when the whole team
is clear about their goals and priorities, and can focus on a process to head
towards those goals. In a start-up, the goals and priorities can change
quickly as participants learn about the environment, their product, and the
business model. A properly constituted action research process can help the
team to follow those changes, but it may be unrealistic to expect
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entrepreneurs to continue the process when they come under commercial
pressure.

Pedler (1997) sees action learning as a way of adjusting people's thinking to
deal with an objective reality. He says:
Here Action Learning confronts the person with a 'stern external reality...
(which)... implies a very "realist" stance and an empiricist/logical positivist
faith in sense data breaking through the conceptual frameworks that we use
to interpret experience... (p. 65)

The world is real to Pedler; it is the individual's perception of it which needs
to change

-

and for the better

-

for the problem to be resolved. He also

recognizes that action learning can be seen at the same time as a story of
individual self-development. He notes the difficulty in reconciling the need to
seek learning and the need for project accomplishment:
Examining some Action Learning-based Masters degree dissertations
recently, I noted a common bias to emphasizing learning and selfdevelopment and much less interest in the external change projects.
Perhaps, as people, we tend to work out of the values and motives we hold
at a given time, choosing this over that, committing ourselves in the act. It is
in this sense that the 'naïve' problem-solver or the earnest self-developer
willing to have a go sometimes seems to accomplish more than those who
aim to do a bit of both. (p. 67)

Although the XYZ group were interested in learning, when they came under
pressure they became solely concerned with task accomplishment. For the
individuals, even if they value the opportunity to learn, they may have
insufficient time, energy, or will to reflect enough on their actions to gain
much learning. They are certainly unlikely to reflect at a level which will
promote double-loop learning, unless they have significantly more resource
slack than did XYZ.

They similarly lost interest in the action research methodology when their
pressures increased. The action research approach is likely to have long-
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term applicability in start-ups only if the consultant recognizes that the
entrepreneurs will see the purpose as primarily problem-solving.

It is difficult to find published studies on interventions in entrepreneurial startups. This may be partly due to entrepreneurs believing that they do not have
enough slack in a start-up to spare time for academic researchers

Action research has the potential to greatly expand the involvement of
researchers in start-ups, as the entrepreneurs are more likely to appreciate
the practical benefits to them of this sort of intervention. But this involvement
will not grow unless researchers accept the chaotic situation in which they
are applying action research.

Conclusion
The action research approach is able to offer demonstrable benefits in a
high-tech start-up company

The issues specific to high-tech start-ups (opinionated entrepreneurs, time
constraints and the need for rapid results, funds shortages, small staff
numbers) must be taken into account. The project must be quick and
focused (as the braindump was), or the consultant must accept that, if a
wider intervention is attempted, the process is likely to be undermined or
halted by entrepreneurs who choose to suddenly rearrange their priorities.

The focus of such interventions must be problem-solving. Double-loop
learning will generally be a lower priority for entrepreneurs.

Choosing an intervention style
Schein (1987, pp 145-150) identifies four tactical intervention styles:
1. Exploratory Interventions: "Go on." "Can you tell me a bit more about why
you are calling?" "Can you describe the situation?" "What do you have in
mind?"
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Diagnostic Interventions: "How do you see the problem?" "What goes on in
these meetings?" "In what ways do you see me as being helpful in this
situation?" "How can I help?" "Why is this more of a problem now?" "Why is
an outside consultant needed?"

Action Alternative Interventions: "What have you tried to do about this
yourself?" "Have you considered either of these alternatives?" "Maybe we
need to sort out what you are really trying to do in this situation." "What
would be the advantage and disadvantage of doing this following thing?"

Con frontive Interventions: "You should try the following course of action."
"Why don't you do...?" "You seem to be blocked and need to unblock." "You
must define your goals more clearly if I am to be helpful to you." "It sounds to
me like you feel angry at this person, is that right?" "Aren't your own feelings
getting in the way of solving the problem?" "Shouldn't you be solving this
problem yourself?" "Why did you come to me with this?" "What is keeping
you from solving this problem?"

Schein (1988, pp 141-148) separates 'diagnostic' and 'confrontive'
interventions

.

He notes (p. 149) that in confrontive intervention he must not

permit himself to become interested in particular management problems, and
to thus become an 'expert' consultant.

Before the intervention began, I anticipated focusing on exploratory and
diagnostic styles, as these seemed to most easily fit with the nonmanipulative stance I was taking. Although both Kate and Daniel criticized
my hands-off approach, the team resolved the knowledge transfer problem,
and identified both the financial problem and the need for the business plan
while I was operating in exploratory and diagnostic modes.

After Kate and Daniel began to withdraw power from the team, I changed to a
confrontive mode, as I felt that it was necessary to do so to convey the
substantial concerns I now held for the future of the business.
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All four of Schein's intervention styles can be said to be consistent with a
non-manipulative intervention approach, because even the Action Alternative
Interventions and Confrontive Interventions can be made without the
consultant seeking to lead the client down a particular path.

There is certainly the danger though that the consultant will suggest
alternatives and ask confronting questions which will lead the client to a
position which the consultant favours but which he/she has not revealed to
be a favourite. In the XYZ intervention I confronted the team repeatedly with
the likely consequences of their dithering over the business plan. As Kate
and Daniel were not interested in following my ideas for speeding completion
of the plan, it was clear that there was no danger that I was manipulating
them.

For Schein, the consultant having an opinion which drives the direction of
discussion is not a problem, as his 'clinical' model implicitly recognizes the
'helper' as an 'expert'

Although Champion et al's (1990) classification offers a 'facilitator' model,
which is compatible with an action researcher's perspective, Schein's (1995)
suggestion of a 'clinical' model is also useful because it adds a valuable extra
dimension to the consultant/researcher's role.

I was engaged with XYZ in a helper role analogous to that of a doctor.
Identifying that this was the case, made it clear that my role was to support
and empower the XYZ group.

Unfortunately, the doctor metaphor also carries an assumption of specialist
expertise which could, if emphasized, place the consultant/researcher in an
unduly dominant position.

In this project, I was already perceived by the XYZ group to have significant
expertise, and I believed that they would probably take more control of the
process themselves if they were encouraged to see me as a facilitator. As
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Gregory and Romm (2001) demonstrate, it is difficult to be a facilitator, with
the neutrality that facilitation imposes, while still exposing one's values.

In practice, the XYZ group were strongly independent individuals, and their
opinions were little affected by mine. I could perhaps have taken a stronger
position at the start, without risking disempowering them.

I had to change my intervention style, as the project progressed, to ensure
that I remained true to my desire to minimize manipulating the client, be more
a participant than an outside expert, and continue to deliver useful value.
That change is consistent with the contingent approach recommended by
Blunt(1 995) which suggests that the best way to assist the client cannot be
preconceived.

Blunt suggests that a contingent approach to employing process consulting is
necessary, to ensure that cultural and organizational circumstances suit that
approach. From the perspe tive of Pearce (1997), which recognizes a set
advisor as a participant (as is an action research consultant) rather than an
expert, it could be suggested that a contingent approach is in choosing an
intervention style, just as it is appropriate in choosing methodology.

Although I knew the XYZ group, and their project, before the intervention
began I could not have predicted the path which the intervention took, and
particularly that I would have to adjust my style so significantly as we moved
from dealing with product issues to commercial issues.

Conclusions
As the action research approach assumes the primacy of the client's needs
as they define them, it is imperative that the intervention style be acceptable
to the client. Thus, negotiating the relationship with the client, before the
intervention begins, is necessary.
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As the needs of the client cannot be fully known before the intervention
begins, it is also important that the consultant remains flexible and willing to
change styles as the situation demands.

Who is the consultant/researcher working for?
Complaints by Carey (1980) that early social science work by Mayo,
Hertzberg, and others was so heavily biased toward supporting dominant
power structures as to be useless for academic purposes, illustrate how
easily outcomes which are politically safe can be accepted. In the context of
assisting start-ups, the politically safe approach is likely to be one which
addresses task accomplishment, and avoids the fraught area of
organizational learning.

My position was compromised by the fact that inducing organizational
learning would increase the academic impact of my project, as it would
demonstrate the transformational value of action research. My vested
interest in the XYZ group learning to see their opportunities in new ways was
apparent, and I was mindful of the words of Revans (1982, p 661) who
criticizes the self-interest of academics who attempt to limit research to forms
which they consider proper. He says:
How, the professor of social administration asks, as he or she simpers
before the doctoral students, can those who are not qualified possibly
understand what is called for by proper investigation? As with the lawyers,
the first concern is not for the client, but a professional interest in personal
advancement. To delve deeply enough into the literature to know that it may
be possible to observe a ward of old people through a one way mirror has no
doubt demanded, in the past, extensive opportunities of leisure; such
knowledge may also equip one to indulge private hobbies at the expense of
society. But time is running out. The message of action learning is now
being listened to, and there is a growing demand that the truths of theory
shall have some beneficial application in practice.

Revans's criticism of academics could equally apply to my desire to 'impose'
learning on XYZ (for their own good!). I decided that I did not have the right
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to promote a process to which the client was resistant. If they decided to
persist with a path which I believed to be detrimental to their business, and to
my academic requirements, I could only highlight the consequences I
foresaw, and leave the clients with the prerogative to decide upon what we
would focus.

Conclusion
Intervening in a high-tech start-up brings the question of who the researcher
is working for into stark relief. In an action research situation such as the
XYZ intervention, there is a simple hierarchy of authority:
The consultant is working firstly for him/herself. In a values-exposing
process such as action research, it is important for the consultant to
expose her/his values and be true to them if equally open behaviour is
expected of the client.
The second authority is the company within which the intervention is
undertaken. Both the goals and process of the intervention must be
acceptable to them.
The third authority is the academic institution under whose authority
the researcher is undertaking the project.

Reconciling academic and organizational needs
Argyris et al (1985) expose a conundrum facing the consultant who is also a
researcher. The educational establishment typically values only work which
fits its body of knowledge, and its way of creating knowledge. Business
people care only to get the organizational outcomes they are seeking. The
consultant must decide to what extent she/he will align with academia or with
business, or whether she/he will attempt to meet the requirements of both
(and risk pleasing neither).

I entered the XYZ intervention determined to place the client's needs before
my academic needs. Yet the very stance I took within the team
circumscribed my ability to say that my academic interests were genuinely
subsumed. I limited my participation in ways which would have been
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unnecessary if I had no academic agenda, and I took notes for academic
interest when I might have better served the client's needs by speaking.

Despite my intentions, I cannot say that it was possible to have both
academic and practical interests without the two impacting each other.

The writings of Revans (1982), Argyris and Schön (1996), Pedler (1997)
Weick (2001), Starkey and Madan (2001), Macdonald and Hellgren (1999),
and Grey (2001) challenged me to consider my interests in this project, which
were primarily academic, in contrast with the interests of the XYZ group,
which were to advance development of their business.

It was appropriate that the academic interest be subordinated to the interests
of XYZ, as the XYZ group had agreed to participate on that basis. That
subordination did not devalue the academic project, but gave it a more local
context than many academics would be comfortable with.

Conclusion
The XYZ intervention demonstrated the value of aligning academic and
commercial goals in that particular situation. The knowledge which is derived
through such a project is not compromised by having been developed in a
practical application. It is merely rendered specific to that situation.

Breaking the 'expert' mould
Schein (1995) suggests that it is important to establish whose agenda is
driving an action research based consultation. He suggests that, even
though action research involves the client and provides benefit to the client,
the process is usually initiated and driven by the researcher.

Schein opines that a more useful approach to consultation is the 'clinical'
model. In this case, the consultant's role is analogous to that of a doctor in
that the needs of the client must always come first. He also suggests that the
term 'clinical' is appropriate because there is usually a pathology involved,
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and the consultant takes on the obligations of a helper. Such an approach is
advocated because

". . .

its assumptions fit better the realities of organizational

life and are more likely to reveal important organizational dynamics"

Schein's viewpoint aligns the consultant's task goal with that of the client, but
leaves the consultant free to choose intervention techniques. Schein (1985,
p114) suggests that a motivated insider is needed to interpret the
assumptions of the organization if a clinical approach is used.

I avoided the clinical model in XYZ because I was concerned that in
accessing my skills in business development, marketing and finance, the
XYZ group would become dependent on my services, and fail to develop the
skills which I expected the experience of building their business to give them

However, I had underestimated the extent to which the XYZ group would
need my technical skills, and overestimated the extent to which the XYZ
group were prepared to learn the new skills themselves. Had I employed a
clinical model, it would probably have been of more use to XYZ, and certainly
would have been easier for me.

Champion et al (1990) describe a number of roles which consultants may
take. They describe the roles as Counsellor, Coach, Partner, Facilitator,
Teacher, Modeler, Reflexive observer, Technical adviser, and Hands-on
expert. The Partner role, described by Champion et al as "We will do it
together and learn from each other.", is closest to the theorized role of an
action researcher, but not to Schein's clinical model, in which the consultant
would be a Hands-on expert. I attempted to be a 'partner' (or participant) in
the XYZ intervention.

Casey (1997) believes that the adviser to an action learning set should be
prepared "To act from time to time as personal consultant to set members, in
the group setting. "(p. 225). Although recognizing his discomfort at stepping
away from the catalytic role expected of a set adviser, Casey defends his
action because it 'works'. This pragmatism is a feature of many action
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learning and process consulting writers, including Schein: Theory is
subordinate to action.

Pearce (1997) warns that the set adviser is not there to:
provide solutions
be an expert on everything omniscient
-

control everything

-

omnipotent

be a teacher/chairman/leader/tutor
but you can do all of the above at certain times just like every other set
-

member can. (p. 369)
Pearce and Casey's pragmatic approach to the set advisor's role highlights a
similar and enduring problem for the consultant. How involved can she/he
become without inappropriately disempowering the client? The consultant
risks becoming either an 'expert', or a 'silent observer', unless she/he can
find a justifiable place to sit on the continuum between those extremes.

The consultant must choose a place in the team depending upon the
consultant's skills, the skills of the other team members, and the importance
and urgency of the task balanced against the expected value of the learning
which the participants in the team may achieve if allowed to develop their
own solution. The consultant must also consider power relationships,
personality traits, and existing relationships before knowing how to be 'like
every other set member'.

In the XYZ intervention, my attempt to position myself as a participant rather
than as an expert was, to an extent, thwarted by the demands of the client.
As the project moved more into commercialization issues, and beyond the
expertise of the other team members, the principals began demanding that I
act more as an expert.

As it transpired, there was little danger of my 'expert' role disempowering the
clients. When I acceded to their requests, and became more forward in
presenting expert opinion, I found that the XYZ principals were not receptive
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to what I had to say. When I insisted that we needed to spend a full day on
strategy development, Kate and Daniel were only prepared to allocate two
hours. Yet, after the intervention was over, they cheerfully followed
CyberResearch through three days of strategy development. It is unclear
whether the clients learnt from the mistake they made in rejecting my opinion,
or whether they needed confirmation from an 'external expert' before they
could accept the need to 'waste' so much time.

The low level of commercialization skills which I discovered to exist in XYZ
came as a surprise. In retrospect, a clinical model would have been more
useful to XYZ. With a more assertive approach from a more empowered
position, I may have been able to accelerate the development of their
business and avoided the financing crisis into which their meandering
process led them.

Conclusion
It is difficult to bring expert skills to a start-up which lacks both the skills and
manpower, without disempowering the entrepreneurs. The team members
lack the time to learn the new skills or even to reflect adequately on the
process, and thus to become empowered. They will want to hand over the
area of responsibility, and be disempowered, or will retain power and refuse
to tap the expertise.
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Evaluation and Conclusions
This section;
.

evaluates the intervention by providing a summary of the value to the
XYZ group (as they saw it), to me as a researcher (in terms of useful
research outputs), and to me personally. It also allows me to
comment on the extent to which I believe the intervention will improve
XYZ's chances of ultimate commercial success, and

.

draws conclusions which focus on the major themes emerging from
the research. These conclusions extend the themes in a more general
way, and

.

identifies further research to extend the knowledge created in this
intervention.
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11. Evaluating the intervention

Validity of conclusions
This research was conducted by a deep immersion in the specific situation of
a particular company. And the research was concerned with issues which
related to the behaviour of a few individuals. Validating the conclusions can
only therefore come by circumstantial methods.

The conclusions have been validated by a number of techniques:

Theoretical triangulation
A significant part of validating the conclusions was theoretical triangulation,
which is described by Denzin (1978):
Theoretical triangulation involves the use of several different perspectives in
the analysis of the same set of data. (p 340)
In this case, the intervention was considered from many perspectives,
examining theory related to
• people working together,
• managing change,
• learning, and
• power.
Within each of these areas, the theory which emerged led me to similar
conclusions.

The consistency of the emerging conclusions gave some confidence that the
observations, and the conclusions flowing from them, were valid.

Although the data set was relatively small, a greater density of conceptual
detail was achieved by analysing it in many dimensions.

Fage 1(1

Part of the theoretical triangulation process was a technique called
'pinpointing', described by Glaser and Strauss (1967) as:
a procedure that tends to be used relatively late in one's inquiry, pertains
mainly to integrating theory through the checking of detailed points
suggested by specific hypotheses. (p 173)
Once it became clear that the bias of the founders, and their powerful
position in the group, were emerging as the most significant factors,
pinpointing was used to explore theories of bias and power more deeply, to
ensure that the conclusions were consistent with other writing on these
subjects.

Investigator triangulation
Denzin (1978) describes investigator triangulation as a process of having
more than one observer, which allows observer bias to be judged

The validity of the conclusions was partly ensured by surveying a manager,
Eamon, who was independently working with XYZ. Eamon and I each knew
that the other was interacting with XYZ, but I did not share any information
regarding my project with Eamon. Nor did he receive any information, to my
knowledge, about my project from XYZ.

Eamon represented a major shareholder (Investments Ltd) in the Lorikeet
project and monitored the project regularly, including discussing both
commercial and technical issues with the XYZ team.

The survey, for which the results are attached in Appendix VI, provided
another viewpoint of the status of the business and the perspectives of its
workers.

Before I received Eamon's survey results, I completed the survey myself. I
was thus able to compare Eamon's perspective with mine.
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The survey revealed that:
Eamon and I each believed that the XYZ team had become more
market-focused over the past six months. While Eamon felt they had
changed from being "Somewhat product-focused" to being "Mostly
market-focused", I saw them as moving from being "Mostly productfocused" to being "Somewhat market-focused".

We agreed that, six months ago, technical development planning was
"Out of control". Eamon considered it to be, six months later,
"Somewhat under control", while I saw it as "Largely under control".

While we each saw the product development process as "Somewhat
inefficient", we differed significantly in our views of the commercial
development process, which Eamon saw as "Somewhat efficient" and
I saw as "Very inefficient".

At the meeting of May 22, when the whole group was reviewing the
process, Kevin supported Eamon's view that the commercial
development had progressed as quickly as could be expected.

Eamon and I agreed that the teamwork was "Somewhat ineffective",
and that the team's meetings were "Ad-hoc and ineffective". It should
be noted that Eamon and I did not attend the same meetings.

We agreed that, overall, the XYZ team was "More process-focused
than output-focused".

Where Eamon considered planning in XYZ to be "Ad-hoc but
effective", I considered it to be "Ad-hoc and ineffective".

Where Eamon considered it "Possible" that XYZ would raise VC funds
before their current funding runs out, I considered it "Unlikely".
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While Eamon saw XYZ's fundraising efforts as neither efficient nor
successful, he saw them as "Somewhat" focused and well-prepared.
In this area, I disagreed strongly with Eamon, and saw the fundraising
efforts as neither focused nor well-prepared.

Eamon also saw the efforts to write a business plan as neither efficient
nor successful, but considered XYZ to be focused and to have wellresearched the issue. I agreed with Eamon, except that I considered
XYZ to have focused poorly on the issue.

Eamon's evaluation of the attributes of the four XYZ group were
consistent with mine

Conclusion
Eamon's evaluation supports my evaluation of the people and of the process.
He disagrees however about how effective the process has been, and is
more bullish than me about the company's chances of securing VC funding.

Confirmation
I confirmed my observations by a brief survey which I sent to the team. Only
Kate completed the survey, but her answers supported my own observations.
The survey results are discussed under "Outputs of value to XYZ".

Natalie gave me some confirmation of my opinions when she told me that
she too believed that Kate and Daniel were not following an appropriate
strategy in building their business.

Kevin provided confirmation that he agreed that the action research process
was being undermined, when he suddenly withdrew. Before that, Kevin had
contributed enthusiastically to the process.
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Scrutiny
My intervention was subject to scrutiny by an Action Learning set of fellow
students, by my sponsor within the company (Kate), and by the XYZ team.

Ownership
Although the XYZ team was not able to drive all of the issues to resolution,
they did take full ownership of the 'braindump' and of the technical
development plan.

The team could not agree to persist with the action research approach to get
the business plan, funding, and marketing issues resolved. The principals
did take ownership of these issues however, and they have now become,
and remain, the main focus of their activity.

In accepting the issues raised in the intervention as the ones which they
need to progress, the XYZ group have validated the action research process
as a way to identify issues.

Success and failure
The action research process
The intervention successfully demonstrated the applicability of an action
research approach in this high-tech, start-up company:
Getting the job done
When the action research approach was followed, problems which had
previously not been identified were described and addressed. When the
founders reverted to a process which excluded input from the action research
group, tasks which were outstanding were no longer progressed.

Contingent approach to methodology
The issues successfully addressed (the braindump and the technical
development document) were addressed by responding to the specific
situation, and not by attempting to apply a-priori method.
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When Kate returned to a more conventional approach to write a business
plan (without the group considering options for doing so), her attempt to
apply 'standard' business planning processes, in isolation from the rest of the
team, proved laborious and had not yet delivered a useful outcome when the
intervention finished.

Client focused
The process was tailored around the client's needs, particularly their need to
spend as little time as possible in meetings, and their need to retain ultimate
control of the process.

Values-exposing
I do not believe that Daniel and Kate accepted the feedback that I gave them
on the values that underpinned their approach to the project. Although they
did not agree with my suggestion that their preconceived approaches were
counter-productive, they did allow me to comment on the outcomes to which I
saw their realities driving us.

At the start of the project, we exposed a common belief that personal
relationships were important, and should not be destroyed by differences of
opinion. Our desire to protect our relationships allowed us to recover from
conflict which arose from my opinion that the business must be developed
quickly and be marketing-led, conflicting with Kate's slower process and
Daniel's product-focus.

Knowledge creating
We were demonstrably able to create knowledge for the team members
through the braindump, and through extending the technical development
plan. Daniel also recognized that he had acquired new knowledge in the
process.

This knowledge did not come from external inputs, but from the process of
sharing and reflecting upon knowledge already held within the group.
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It could be suggested that Kate's difficulty in preparing the business plan
came because she was searching for knowledge as a commodity to
incorporate in the plan, rather than using the team to create knowledge
useful in such a document.

Knowledge is local
The knowledge which was created in the braindump and in the technical
development plan was useful because it related to the specific goals,
constraints, and skills of the participants in the group.

For example: The braindump succeeded because it balanced Daniel's
available time (a constraint), with his ability to communicate information (a
skill) and Kevin's ability to receive and process it (a skill), in the context of the
group's identified priorities (our goals). The knowledge was thus created in
our particular situation. It could not have been developed from pre-existing
theory because the right approach only emerged after we had tried to do the
braindump a couple of times.

Working collaboratively
The XYZ team are all intelligent, well-educated people. No new information
was required to allow us to solve the problems. So, it could be said that the
problems we worked on could have been identified and addressed earlier.
Yet, they were not.

The problems were successfully identified and addressed only when the
group entered a process where we could all reflect upon them. When that
process (collaboration) ceased, problem-solving became arduous once more
and progress slowed.

Learning through action and reflection
The group demonstrated in the braindump that we were able to use a
process of action and reflection to identify and resolve issues.
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As the group became constrained by Kate and Daniel's agenda, our
reflections ceased to be informed by action, and the scope of the reflective
process was also narrowed. Without a functioning action/reflection process
the group was not able to effectively challenge Kate and Daniel's points of
view.

Throughout the project, our ability to learn was constrained by the time
allocated to the process. The group did not reflect sufficiently on the process
we were following to allow us to move into a double-loop learning mode.
Once the action research approach was abandoned, the participants
appeared to revert to their previous individualistic and chaotic method of
operation.

The organization's task outcomes
The action research process led to some successful outcomes:
Identifying the need for knowledge 'transfer', and achieving the
bra i nd u mp.
Identifying the need for the technical development document.
Identifying the need for the business plan.
Identifying the funding crisis, and the urgency of finding a new funder.

These outcomes were achieved without a great deal of extra time being
required for meetings, and the group also found time to prepare Daniel for his
visit to the World Congress on IT (WCIT)

The major failure of the group lay in our inability to continue to work
collaboratively on tasks when we fundamentally disagreed about the direction
that the business was going. At that point, Daniel and Kate retook control of
the development, and the action research group became unable to add
further value.

By August, 2002 when I interviewed Kevin for the last time, he reported that
Daniel and Kate were still working on the business plan. Kevin said "They
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almost got it last week.... I told them it was no use playing around with the
business plan if we have no product and no money." He reported that he
expected to leave the group soon, as there was no more money to pay him.
Meanwhile, Kate and Daniel were trying to persuade Investments Ltd to give
them another $100,000 to finish the product, of which Kevin said it has "too
many features... we need to get a simple product in the market."

I also interviewed Kate, who said "There's a bit of fine tuning on the finances
needed over the next few weeks." She said that they were out of cash, but
had $80,000 in prospective sales. Of her attempts to create a framework for
commercializing technology she said, "I feel like a babe in the woods with this
stuff."

Our failure to influence Kate and Daniel's direction was undoubtedly because
the time constraints limited our reflection time, and did not allow us to explore
Kate and Daniel's biases in any depth, and hence to achieve double-loop
learning. We could not succeed outside the framework of their existing
knowledge.

Personal outcomes
My business values centre around a powerful drive for achievement, and a
strong ethical sense. I entered this process with great confidence. I had
followed similar processes in my work as a management consultant in the
early 1990s,
and the action/reflection approach was compatible with my
personal view that reality is created, and that knowledge is ultimately
dependent upon our ontology.

I found the process more arduous than I had expected. My concern that my
own values and assertive personality might dominate the project led me to
being more passive than normal, which frustrated Kate and Daniel, who had
previously valued my forthright and opinionated style.
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My concern about being seen as an 'expert' led me to be overly concerned
with the ethics of Schein's 'clinical' model. But, as the project progressed, I
became more comfortable expressing my views more strongly, though
simultaneously frustrated that my opinions now carried little weight.
I ended the project confident that the intervention had added value, but
believing that the most important value had not been added. I felt that XYZ
was in as much danger of complete failure as it was when I started the
intervention because neither I, nor the action research team, had been
allowed to change the critical commercial direction.

When I look back at my preconceptions when I started the project, I see that I
had assumed that once the action research process had been shown to be
useful, the XYZ group would continue to embrace it. I did not allow for the
effect that the move of focus from technical to commercial issues would
have.

The commercial issues we were looking at challenged the XYZ principals to
abandon dearly held views, and I did not anticipate their strongly negative
response because I was biased towards a rationalist approach (as I had less
of my self invested in the project). In the end it was easier for the principals
to abandon the action research process than to accept the changes to their
beliefs that it led them to.

This intervention challenged my concept of my prerogatives and obligations
as a consultant. It made me face the implications of attempting to empower
clients, when those clients were apt to use that empowerment in ways I
considered detrimental to their business

The project exposed the extent to which the 'facts' do not speak for
themselves. Opinions about the nature of truth and the reality we experience
are a product of our values and beliefs, and I was forced to recognize the
extent to which political considerations contribute to the creation of the
realities we accept.
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I was also challenged to consider the extent to which I would be prepared to
remain silent rather than risk upsetting my relationship with clients whose
opinions I did not share, and who rejected my views. I found that I could not
remain silent, and had to change my intervention style, to give voice to my
opinions.

Although I began the intervention hoping to avoid adopting a clinical model, I
now consider such an approach to be impractical, as clients will inevitably
demand that a consultant be 'the doctor' to some extent. I am reconciled to
the notion that I must be seen, to some extent, as an expert if my views on
process are to be considered credible. The challenge is to avoid using my
expert power to manipulate the client.

The deepest personal insight I gained from the experience was an increased
realization that we are ultimately ruled by a deep set of beliefs and values,
and that it is unrealistic to expect entrepreneurs in the crisis of businessbuilding (including me, when I build companies!) to accept a challenge to
those values and beliefs.

I was also forced to consider the extent to which my frustration at being
unable to influence Daniel and Kate's method of building their business might
have influenced my view that bias and power were the most significant
issues uncovered in the intervention. These issues were certainly the most
significant for me and it is likely that, as a member of the team, what was
significant for me was also significant for others. But I cannot be sure that
my preoccupation with bias and power were inherently more deserving of
attention than Kate's preoccupation with creating an inclusive
commercialization process, or Daniel's preoccupation with getting a generic
product built.

As I reflected on the overall process, I became aware of the extent to which
the knowledge with which I entered the process coloured my interpretation of
events, and how impossible it therefore is to be objective. It is one thing to
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claim that my theory is derived from data, but the data I hear, see, and record
is always partly a product of my existing beliefs and knowledge.

In validating my conclusions, I surveyed another manager who was
separately interacting with XYZ. Although we agreed on most points, the
other manager was more optimistic about XYZ's chances of success, and
had more faith in the founders' commercial skills. As I re-read my notes, I
became aware of the extent to which my opinion that Kate and Daniel lacked
commercial skills had affected my analysis of every part of the project. What
I saw as "ad-hoc and ineffective" processes, my peer saw as "ad-hoc but
effective".

Conclusions
The outcomes of this research were validated in a number of ways, which
support the theories which emerged and which are documented in this
dissertation. The consistency of the results, particularly through triangulation
and through surveying the opinions of Kate and Eamon, supports the
conclusions which were drawn in the section titled 'Emergent Theory' and
supports the 'Overall Conclusions' which follow this section, and which
expand upon the most significant emergent theory.

The successful use of action research in a high-tech start-up is
demonstrated. But the limitations to the applicability of action research in
that situation are also discovered. These limitations include:
The bias of the entrepreneurs, which is both the strength and weakness
of a start-up, and which leads them to constrain the process.
The difficulty in managing knowledge creation in a start-up where
skills, time, and money are all limited, and where rapid learning is
required.
The difficulty in intervening in an empowering way in a situation where
there is little time available for reflection, and where the entrepreneurs
may need immediate expert assistance, but have limited resources to
pay for it.
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12. Conclusions and further research

Overall conclusions
The bias of the powerful
Although my journey with XYZ provided insight into an array of issues, the
most significant, both for task accomplishment and academically, was the
role which preconceptions to which we cling, and which colour our decisions,
(bias) play in limiting both learning and task accomplishment.

Bias could, in retrospect, have been identified at the start of the project as
likely to be a significant factor. Innovation thrives when biased people
develop their views despite conservative opposition. And entrepreneurial
success is often founded on commitment to the founder's vision in the face of
strong conservative resistance.

Yet bias also destroys many young companies, as the founders refuse to
accept information and opinion which conflicts with their preconceptions

Kate and Daniel showed themselves to be people with the commitment to
their ideas which typifies many successful entrepreneurs. They also showed
an entrepreneur's eclectic approach to building a business, and were happy
to try new approaches to solve their knowledge management problems.

When they were faced, however, with opinion which challenged Daniel's
fundamental approach to the project (product-focus), and Kate's fundamental
approach to developing the knowledge needed to build a business (letting
strategy unfold 'in its own time'), Kate and Daniel used their powerful
positions to control the direction of discussion, action, and ultimately of the
whole business.

Kevin, Natalie, and I undoubtedly brought our own biases to the group and
these may have carried some weight in the early stages of the project. But
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everyone was aware that the business was Daniel and Kate's 'baby', and
when they chose to undermine the group process by limiting actions to those
which supported their point of view, no-one felt empowered to demand a
more equal voice.

It will not be apparent for some time whether the process being followed,
including the emphasis on product, will deliver a thriving business. If it does
so, Daniel and Kate's entrepreneurial vision, and the irresistible force of their
combined bias and power, may prove justified. If not, it may indicate that
they choked the process when it raised issues with which they were
uncomfortable, and so limited their access to new learning, and particularly to
learning through action and reflection.

The influence which Kate and Daniel's preconceptions had on task
accomplishment can be seen in the following diagram:
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Figure 4 Influence of preconceptions held by powerful team members
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My final contact with the XYZ team was in April 2003, fifteen months after the
intervention began. By that time, Kevin and Natalie had both left the
company because XYZ could no longer afford to pay them. XYZ had made
no discernable progress in raising funds or in delivering a targeted product
variant to market. Kate was, however, still enthusing about the potential of
XYZ, and suggested that success was close.

In allowing the group to follow an iterative knowledge-sharing process, Daniel
and Kate demonstrated that an action research approach could add value to
a company such as theirs. In later choking the process off, they
demonstrated that, as their crisis deepened, they preferred to return to
familiar ways of working, which had led to a dead-end before the intervention.

The fact that this was a high-tech start-up must be considered relevant, when
considering bias and power issues. Daniel and Kate are each extremely
intelligent and well-educated, and Kate in particular appreciates the value of
ongoing learning. But the context provided by their attempt to start a hightech business did not allow them the time to learn what they might otherwise
have learnt. Under extreme financial and workload pressure, they were
unable to resist the urge to favour behaviours with which they were familiar.

Knowledge management
This intervention demonstrated the critical role which knowledge creation and
dissemination has in developing a high-tech start-up. The braindump,
technical development document, business plan, and marketing planning
issues were all problems of knowledge management.

Knowledge companies differ from traditional companies in that their product
has little or no physical existence. Such companies face great difficulty in
trying to create knowledge which is unique, protectable, and marketable.
The ability of competitors to quickly copy their products forces knowledge
companies to move quickly and decisively.
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XYZ demonstrated that the process of knowledge creation must be
structured appropriately in a high-tech start-up if useful knowledge is to be
generated quickly enough (before the start-up expends all its funds). The
start-up does not have the luxury that large corporate R&D departments have
of seeking the 'best' answer.

When the knowledge which was being created fitted within the founders'
preconceptions, they were content to allow the action research process to
generate knowledge. That knowledge identified, and resolved, intractable
problems (particularly through the braindump). The action research process
was thus demonstrated to be useful in creating knowledge in a high-tech
start-up.

However, the knowledge which could be created was constrained by the prior
knowledge of the participants, and by their power to influence the extent to
which new knowledge was accepted. These relationships are mapped in
Figure 1 (following page), with the size of the circles representing the relative
influence each team member had over the knowledge creation process.

The levels of technical and commercial knowledge which are described in the
diagram refer to the knowledge which was brought into the project, and
which was specifically relevant to what was being attempted by XYZ (It does
not refer to general technical or commercial aptitude or training).
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Figure 5 Technical and commercial knowledge applied to the project
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It can be seen that the group had people with sufficient pre-existing
knowledge and influence to ensure that new technical knowledge was
recognized and accepted. The group lacked both depth in commercial
knowledge, and people with sufficient influence in that area to ensure that
new commercial knowledge would be recognized and accepted.

Learning under pressure
The inability/unwillingness of Kate and Daniel to learn from standard
commercialization steps was interesting because they recognized the
commercial development process as a learning process. Kate in particular:
Was explicitly committed to learning
Had a need to learn news ways to address problems
Had a great deal of stimuli to learning available
And yet was not able to find a different approach to building the business
than the one which she pre-conceived.
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The constraints on such learning which were apparent included:
Great time pressure
Many tasks to achieve simultaneously
Financial pressure
Personal/relationship pressures
A low base level of commercial knowledge
Although the research did not explore their personal stress, Daniel and Kate
repeatedly referred to the stress they were under, and both Natalie and Kevin
also commented to me about the stress that Kate and Daniel suffered.

That the group was able to learn, despite constraints, was demonstrated by
the success in identifying and dealing with technical problems. The learning
appeared to stop when the pressure increased, and that pressure came from
several sources:
Kate and Daniel had less knowledge of the commercial issues than of
the technical issues.
The financial crisis was more apparent by the time we got to the
commercial issues.
The commercial actions which our discussions pointed to conflicted
strongly with Kate and Daniel's preconceptions about what action was
appropriate.

The strength of Daniel and Kate's negative response to learning opportunities
which challenged their beliefs, suggests that this last factor was the major
constraint on learning.

Clinical role
Although I avoided taking a clinical role in the XYZ intervention, my efforts
demonstrated only that to do so limited the access which the entrepreneurs
had to expertise they were lacking.

I had been involved with XYZ for several months before the intervention
began, and had overestimated both the founders' commercial expertise, and
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their willingness to accept new ideas. Within weeks of the intervention
beginning, it became clear that a 'doctor' role would have given me the status
I needed to gain a stronger voice in the team. By that time, the clients would
no longer accept me in an expert role, whether expressed as a 'doctor' or as
a normal expert consultant.

It is also possible that, had I assumed a clinical role, the XYZ group would
have taken no more notice of my opinions than they did take. Both Kate and
Daniel were self-assured people who were not going to be easily swayed by
opinion which challenged them to accept ideas contrary to their beliefs.
However, a clinical model would have had more chance of success than my
'participant' role had.

The appropriateness or otherwise of a clinical intervention can be related to
the knowledge available in the organization, and to the organization's ability
to learn. In this case, the clients lacked the required commercial knowledge
and, because of the founders' preconceptions, were not able to recognize the
extent of their ignorance or accept help to learn.

Figure 6 Applicability of action research to a high-tech start-up

Highly willing
and able to
learn

AR team identifies
knowledge gaps. The
team works out how to
gain the needed
knowledge

AR team elicits
knowledge from
members, and develops
actions to generate new
knowledge

Unable or
unwilling to
learn

Consultant identifies
knowledge gaps, and
tells the team how to
achieve their goals

Team is self-sufficient.
Calls in consultants only
to achieve specific tasks

Ignorant

Knowledgeable

The above Figure suggests that the action research approach was developed
in situations where much knowledge was presumed to reside in the
organization, and there was a willingness to learn (eg: Revans' mining
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companies, large established organizations, etc). This environment (the top
right quadrant) is ideal for action research.

In a high-tech start-up the client company is more likely to be typified by
commercial ignorance (the left quadrants). In the top left quadrant, action
research would still be appropriate, as the team focused on identifying their
areas of ignorance and seeking ways to bring in the needed knowledge. This
was the area in which I expected to be operating in this intervention.

The XYZ team were, however, locked in the lower left quadrant, when we
came to dealing with commercial issues. They lacked the knowledge, and
were unable to undertake the learning required to lead them to finding that
knowledge. In this situation a clinical approach would have been more likely
to assist the company.

Action research as an approach
This intervention demonstrated both the strengths and the limitations of using
an action research approach

Action research was demonstrably valuable in identifying, describing, and
resolving intractable problems, as long as those problems did not challenge
the founders' beliefs.

When the process led to the founders' beliefs being challenged, the
limitations of a team approach were exposed. The founders were not
prepared to face the learning experiences while they felt so constrained by
time and financial deadlines. Action research can be seen to be a useful
approach for high-tech start-ups, when it is used to resolve agreed problems.
When it identifies issues which challenge the entrepreneurs' beliefs, it is
unlikely to be useful, as the entrepreneurs are unlikely to take the leap to
accept radically new ideas when they have already risked so much.
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An action research process is an effective way to expose gaps in the
expertise of entrepreneurs. Once their opinions and decisions were subject
to scrutiny by the group, the limits of the entrepreneurs' knowledge quickly
became apparent. The inherent chaos of the start-up situation, had
previously allowed the founders to mask their weaker areas by claiming
priority for issues with which they felt more comfortable.
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Further research
This research suggests further issues worthy of study:
Do the results and conclusions of this research hold true for other
high-tech start-up companies?
Are entrepreneurs in high-tech start-ups more or less likely to accept
challenges to their fundamental approach to business than are
entrepreneurs starting other kinds of businesses.
Are some entrepreneurs able to experience double-loop learning while
in the throes of building a high-tech start-up? If so, what differences in
situation, team dynamic, or individual characteristic allow this to occur?
Can processes be developed which will enable entrepreneurs to
mitigate the effects of their unproductive biases, while not obstructing
their creative biases, or disempowering them?
This last question is the most significant because the probability of start-ups
succeeding could be greatly enhanced if entrepreneurs received appropriate
support.

Venture funders already attempt to balance unproductive bias in their
entrepreneurs by appointing experts to assist with non-core tasks
(particularly finance), and by taking control of strategy direction (often without
the entrepreneurs appreciating that this has occurred).

Research which could formalize ways to filter for unproductive bias, and
develop more useful strategies for dealing with it, would be welcomed by
most funders and many entrepreneurs.
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APPENDIX I Literature review road map
Questions considered before starting the XYZ
intervention
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APPENDIX II: Proposal letter to XYZ

GPO Box 4079
Darwin
NT 0801
Ph: 0419 170 057
Email: enzmethotmail.com
12 December2001
Kate Bligh
XYZ
GPO Box 3746
Darwin
NT 0801

Dear Ms Bligh

Process Consulting with XYZ

Thank-you for meeting with me to discuss how I might assist XYZ, as part of my degree
course. I understand that XYZ will not be charged for any work I do as part of the process
consulting which I propose.
As we discussed, it is unclear yet what problem or problems should be addressed. I suggest
that, at the first meeting, we establish where my intervention is most likely to benefit you.
We have discussed ideas such as improving the relationships between you and the Board of
Lorikeet's new shareholder, or identifying the best path to market for your technology. I
believe that we should explore these, and other ideas.
The nature of the consulting I offer is not an expert service I propose to work with you,
Daniel, and Kevin to assist you to work through one or more intractable problems associated
with the work being done for Lorikeet.
I suggest that we meet regularly, perhaps weekly, to progress whatever issue we decide to
work on. The decision about frequency and duration of meetings could be made at our first
meeting. I would also like to feel free to meet with each of you individually, as required, to
canvas your views on particular issues.
The intent of this project is to generate improvements for your company through an iterative
process of action, reflection, and further action. Any academic outcomes are subordinate to
the practical task of addressing problems in your company. I am, however, constrained by
my academic requirement to be a participant in the process, but not an expert.
The practical results of my work will belong to you. I will also be happy to share any
academic outcomes with you, either through a briefing at the end of the project, or through a
report.
For this project to proceed, I will need you to confirm that:
• You wish to proceed
• Daniel and Kevin are also willing to be involved in this project
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• You are willing to commit to regular contact between the four of us (typically weekly for
about twelve weeks). This contact can be during meetings you already hold, or separately.
I offer to:
• Keep confidential anything I learn while working with you, where lack of confidentiality
may compromise your company.
• Respect your need to use your time effectively, by being as unobtrusive as possible in
your normal work.
Please confirm whether you agree to my proposal, and whether you have any other
requirements or suggestions which may help you to maximise the benefits you gain from this
project.

Yours truly

Norman Evans
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APPENDIX III: Acceptance letter from XYZ

XYZ

Nomian Evans
GPO Box 4079
Darwin NT 0801

9 January 2002

Dear Norman
Thank you for your letter dated 12 December 2001 containing a proposal to work as a process
consultant with the Systems Thinking Group team.
On behalf of the group I would like to accept your offer formally.
From the several meetings 'under the belt' since we first met I think the usefulness of your input
to our business tasks is well demonstrated.
I think there you have a high compatibility in business values with the team, and all of us
appreciate your independent catalyst role, as well as your documentation with its different levels
of formal and reflective feedback.
Hence I confirm that the team would like to continue meeting weekly until the proposed twelve
week period is completed.

tour

Dire

ABN 96 080 244 882

http://www.systems-thinking.com.au

Fax +61 (8) 8981-0881
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APPENDIX IV: Sample of Meeting notes and reflections
Meeting of Friday 21 December
Location: Clarence St, Leanyer
Present: Kate (KB), Daniel (DS), Kevin (KC) and Norman (NE)
Purpose: Establish the problem(s) to be addressed, what actions will be taken first, and who
will take those actions. To establish how often we should meet, for now.
Initial discussion: What should we focus on?
DS:
KB:
KC:
NE:

Getting out from under Investments Ltd (lNV), and getting further investors.
Being cashflow positive
Finishing a saleable product by July
Producing cashflow from a saleable product before the cash runs out

After some discussion it was agreed that a more complete product development plan would
be needed if XYZ was to produce a Business Plan. The more complete development plan
would meet KC's need for reassurance that we could make the July deadline. The Business
Plan would demonstrate to KB and NE that there was a viable path to positive cashflows,
and would allow the path to future investment to be made explicit for DS. The group
decided therefore to focus on producing a Business Plan. KC tabled a list of business
processes which could be addressed in the consultancy. NE commented that the list
provided headings for most of the issues which would need to be covered in a Business
Plan, and suggested that, at least, the top levels off the processes would be better
understood if the plan was written.
Comments made during the discussion highlighted two other issues which the group decided
should receive specific focus:
During the discussion of the development plan DS commented "What's the problem
Bligh? You live with me. You should know all these things." NE also commented
that he had noticed that DS and KB seemed to work together well, but that
communication became more of an issue when INV had become involved. He also
noted that the communications issues seemed even more difficult now that KC had
arrived. The group decide to put some effort into clarifying the roles of each of
the project team.
When the Business Plan was mooted, DS commented, "Fuck, more work," The
group decided that it must work out how to produce a Business Plan with
available resources and without slowing the product development.
Everyone agreed that DS carried a model of the entire technical development in his head,
and that KC, KB, and NE did not feel that they understood enough about that development.
KC felt that he was lacking some detail, although he now understood most of the project. KB
and NE felt that they did not understand enough at the overview level.
DS pointed out that KC had been on a 'tour' of the software since he arrived, and DS would
soon be ready to brainstorm the product development path with KC. KB expressed surprise
(and pleasure) that DS was planning to brainstorm with KC. Both KB and KC requested that
DS do a brain dump before the brainstorm. DS agreed.
DS said that he was committed to not repeating an earlier business mistake by assuming
that his developers understood the plan.
KB commented that Ian G had offered to look over any Business Plan we produced.
NE offered to look at various documents held by KB, with a view to contributing to the
structure of a Business Plan, before the next meeting. KB offered to email the information to
NE.
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DS agreed to begin the process of brain-dumping any development information he had not
already shared, to KC.
NE offered to write notes and to send them to only KB, rather than risking wasting
everyone's time. The group agreed that KB would decide which notes might be useful for
the other XYZ people.
The group agreed to DS's suggestion to meet each Friday at 1 pm. The next meeting was
scheduled for Fri 28 Dec.
OBSERVATIONS
I was surprised, and very pleased, that DS who was the most vociferous in his concern
about wasting time in meetings proposed that we meet each week. I took that proposal as a
statement that DS felt we had done useful work in the current meeting.
The meeting was held in a friendly and relaxed manner, until the lack of clarity between KC
and DS regarding the development plan was discussed. Both DS and KC became
passionately assertive about their opinions during that discussion. They each seemed to
listen carefully to the other, and made moves to accommodate the other's needs (DS offered
the brainstorm, KC suggested that DS could pass information whenever he was able to, and
should take as long as he needed). The meeting finished in a friendly, relaxed mode again.
The XYZ people were not sure at first how I wanted the meeting to progress. They
questioned me about process, goals, and roles. I replied by asking them what they felt was
important, and spoke as little as possible, at first. I intervened to ask each to state what
problem we should be addressing, and also offered my view. I next intervened to suggest
that a synthesis of much of the discussion seemed to be heading toward the need for a
Business Plan.
KB chaired much of the discussion, and seemed effective in that role, although she remained
observant of my behaviours, and allowed me to lead the discussion when I wished to.
KC led much of the discussion regarding the development plan. He expressed a high level
of frustration, yet also seemed to want to emphasise to DS that he trusted DS and was not
attempting to challenge OS's mental plan, only to understand it.

REFLECTIONS ON THE FIRST FORMAL MEETING
I was surprised at the extent to which the three XYZ people seemed isolated from
each other in their understanding of the status and direction of the project. I attribute
this isolation to the way the project has developed. OS has been working on the
software for some years, and is the sole repository of most of the technical
knowledge. KB has a variety of business skills, and is used to operating in isolation
from DS. And KC is new to the project. The three seem to be relying on the quality
of their personal relationship to keep the business on course. Although creative
chaos may have been useful until now, the project seems to now be suffering from
lack of documented direction. One symptom of the problem is that KB and OS seem
to repeatedly debate the same issues, without moving to resolution. Another is that,
although DS sees raising additional funds as a priority, no work has been done on
the primary document required for fund-raising (a Business Plan).
Time is still a significant concern to all of the XYZ team. To encourage them to
perceive value in the time being spent, I will:
a) Send my notes only to Kate Bligh. She is in a better position than me to
decide what information will interest the others, and when they will want it.
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She is also best placed among the team to comment on the usefulness or
otherwise of the format of the notes.
Attempt to deliver concrete value early in the process. I can work on
particular tasks which the group agrees should be done, as long as my
doing so does not take learnings away from the XYZ people. My offer to
perform the mechanical task of assembling a Business Plan structure is an
example of an attempt to deliver value of this type.
Attempt to move the discussion at meetings towards formulating actions
which the XYZ people will consider useful, and attempt to demonstrate the
value that can come from refecting on and reassessing actions that we have
taken.

3) It is clear that if I purport to be working with the XYZ people, rather than just using
them as a research subject, I cannot withhold my research data from them. This
presents an immediate challenge to my intention to make my research agenda
transparent. If I observe behaviours amongst the four of us, and report my
observations to the group, I will obviously influence future behaviour, and my role in
the group will be compromised. If I fail to reveal my observations, and my reflections
on those observations, I return the XYZ people to the traditional role of 'research
subjects', and myself to the status of a distanced observer. Each of these options
has significant power and ethical implications:
If I report all of my observations, and my reflections on those observations, I
acquire the power which accrues to those who write histories. For
examples: If I have conflict with another group member, my version of the
conflict will become the recorded version. Also what I consider to be
important will become the focus of the written record, and therefore the likely
subject of future action.
As other group members read what I write, they may change their behaviour
to either accommodate or resist my views. In either case, my role will
become more influential than I wish it to be.
On the other hand, I will also risk being disempowered by the desire to avoid
offending other members of the group, if I know that they will read what I
write.
If I withhold some of my notes, I cannot claim to be truly stepping into their
situation. As the notes are relevant to the problem being addressed in the
consultancy, it is spurious to attempt to separate my roles as consultant and
researcher.
I will accept the process of revealing all of my notes, as I make them. The price I pay is that
it risks creating too influential a position for me, tempts me to sanitize my notes, and risks
offending my XYZ partners to the point where thy may abandon the project. I prefer these
risks to the ethical compromise which comes from claiming to be a part of a team working on
a problem, while actually running a hidden research process in the background.
To mitigate the risks of my approach, I will:
Ensure that I reveal what I discover as soon as possible, so that there are no
surprises when my notes are read.
Challenge the wording of the notes I type, to ensure as much as possible
that they reflect my opinions and impressions, and not a sanitised version.
Attempt to build as much trust as possible with the XYZ team, in the hope
that the project may survive any faux pas I make in my notes.
Assist XYZ to achieve some quick, concrete results, so they feel there is real
value in the process, and are hopefully more tolerant of it.
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e) Invite feedback on the notes from the XYZ team, and be prepared to modify
any of my statements that disagree with the consensus view of what is
occurring.

I was initially surprised at the vehement expression of KC's concern about the
development plan. He seemed to be torn between his desire to reinforce the high level
of trust he felt in DS, and his personal need to understand the project he is working on.
I felt that DS occupied a powerful position in the group because he understood the
project better than anyone, was respected by the others, and expressed himself
energetically.
I am unsure whether my decision to offer to assist with some of the group's tasks will
prove to be a useful one. I am sure it will help the others to see the meetings as a good
investment of their time, but I will have to be careful to avoid slipping into a standard
consultancy mode by solving problems by myself.
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Reflections: 29/12/01
Why does KB want a Business Plan?
Why does KC want the development plan to be more completely laid out?
Why does DS want to get free of Investments Ltd's financial hold over Lorikeet?
Why do I want a Business Plan?
There seems to be a common thread of 'control' running through these questions. KB has
said, and I concur, that it is not clear that we will have covered all the points we need to
cover when the current development phase is completed. We are unsure that our technical
development will pace with our marketing preparation, or with our finances. At a strategic
level, the project is not under control. KC's concern seems similarly rooted. He is unsure
that we will have the product more than 80% developed when we reach the end of the
current cycle. His concern is because he cannot see a path to the final development, and
sees no mechanism to stop us wandering into suboptimal use of development time. From
his point of view, each step we take seems fine, but the technical development path is not
properly controlled. DS is not concerned about the Business Plan or development path. He
carries a model in his head which convinces him that he has adequate control of these
issues (which he well might). He feels that the Investments Ltd Board are taking undue
control of the project, and are slowing it by tying the XYZ team up in unnecessary reporting
and re-justification. DS wishes to regain control, and perceives that the best way to do this is
to find an investor who will be less controlling.
If we can gain better control of the project, both its technical and commercial development,
Investments Ltd may annoy DS less often. If the Business Plan describes a clear
development path for the product and business, KC, KB, and I should all be reassured that
the project is under control.
Trust in DS's vision for the product has got the team to its current position, with the
development making significant progress. Now that commercial deadlines rule the project,
control will become an ongoing issue, unless the whole team can share OS's knowledge that
the overall project is in control.
Can DS share that knowledge, and help to create a Business Plan, without feeling that he is
personally losing control of the development, and without feeling that his co-workers are
displaying insufficient trust? I think so. DS has been giving KC time to become familiar with
the software, and has demonstrated a commitment to getting both KC and KB 'up-to-speed'.
But he has become increasingly pressured by requests from KB and KC for more
information. The control issue is one of timing, not of power. DS seems to be allocating
effort to assisting KC and KB to understand the project better, a precursor to their eventually
sharing control. But KC and KB want to move more quickly, which requires a time
investment by DS that he is loathe to make.
The direction of this consultancy is being significantly set by the time pressures perceived by
all of the participants. It has been possible to bypass much of the early data gathering and
trust-building that such a consultancy requires, because of the knowledge and trust which
the consultant and XYZ team share through their previous business relationship.
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Meeting of Monday 31 December
Location: Clarence St, Leanyer
Present: Kate (KB), Daniel (DS), Kevin (KC) and Norman (NE)
Purpose: To establish whether the process established the previous week still seemed
useful. To report the results of our previous week's activity, to consider the value of that
activity, and to plan activity for the next week.

KB reported that Ian G said he will be happy to look over any Business Plan we produce.
KB noted that she had sent the background materials to NE, who commented that he had
not received the sample Business Plan document he had been expecting.
DS commented that he had been unable to make progress on the brain-dump.
NE tabled the proposed Business Plan structure, and commented on the alternative contents
pages (ie: written for driving product to market, or written to attract new funders).
KC tabled a structure for a technical development plan. He noted that three months of
testing should be allowed for each three months of product development. There was some
discussion of possible ways to get the testing done.
NE tabled a diagram showing the issues the group had identified as needing greater control.

Commercial
development
path
XYZ team

roles

(

Technical
development

Current XYZ locus
of control
Investments
Ltd
relationship

Do we need to spend
time and/or money to
widen the locus of
control?

The group discussed the nature of the technical development plan and concluded that it was
a strategic document which should contain only the major development stages, the timings
and costings for those stages, and the benefits that the product so produced could be
expected to provide. They recognised that the detailed feature development, being
managed through the GANTT chart, would change as the product development progressed,
but that an overarching document (the dev plan) was needed to ensure that meaningful time
and financial budgets could be established.
KB commented that she had not worked in a development company before, and that it was
useful to her to know the priorities of product development.
DS asked KC and KB What do you want from me?"
KB answered, work on the overall [tech dev] plan, and do the brain-dump
KC answered, "a schedule for when we can get together for the brain dump."
The group decided that KC and DS would continue to refine the development plan that KC
had tabled. They noted that the development plan was a strategic document with a different
focus than the GANTT chart:
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• GANTT chart tactical document describing the features of the product and the path to
developing those. A step-by-step document providing daily direction for coding work and
subject to frequent revision.
• Development plan Strategic document describing the overall development path, and
allowing resources to be effectively allocated. It also allows the marketers to plan marketing
activity, and should seldom need revision.
-

-

The group decided that KB and NE would meet around Jan 14 to progress the Business
Plan.
The group discussed the notes which NE was producing. They agreed that KB would post
them on the XYZ server so the others could browse them at will. She would also separately
highlight any issues raised which she believed should be brought to KC and DS's attention.
KC proposed, and DS agreed, that it would be best if DS did not attempt a large brain-dump,
but focused instead on short sessions to gradually pass the information in his head on to KC.
DS and KB discussed the lack of documentation of the work DS had done. They agreed that
DS would document his work and store the documents in one place on the server.

The group agreed to meet again on Jan 7 at 1 pm

OBSERVATIONS
The roles of the four participants in this project seem to be becoming clearer. The
delineation between KB and NE working on the Business Plan, and KC and DS working on
the technical development plan was reaffirmed. But the roles were more closely specified,
particularly vis-à-vis the technical plan.
There was considerable discussion around KC's technical development plan. The
discussion highlighted a fundamental difference in perception between the group members.
The group had no common understanding of the need for, or use of, both a strategic
development document, and a tactical development document. DS felt that the GANTT
chart (the tactical document) should map the whole project adequately, and should be all we
required. Yet he became frustrated that the others wanted a reasonably fixed document
which described the overall project. There was a lot of heat in the discussion until the
conflicting needs of the various parties were reconciled.
Although the GANTT chart had allowed for a considerable amount of testing, KC's comment
that testing required as much time as development seemed to give the whole group pause.
There was an initial air of shock, followed by rapid checking of the existing timings to see
how much testing time had been allowed. When DS pointed out one substantial testing
block (40 days?) the group relaxed. The questions KC raised were not fully answered
however: "Has enough testing time been allowed?", and "Who will do it?"
DS became visibly tense when KB raised her concerns about the lack of documentation of
the software. He was apparently still feeling under heavy time pressure.
The personal relationship between DS and KB (they have been partners for many years)
seems to be, in some ways, a handicap to their communication. In social settings they work
extremely well together, and have great rapport. On the project, they each seem to assume
that the other understands their position, when frequently I do not see that shared
understanding. They often become embroiled in lengthy discussions along the lines of
"What I meant was..... "But, you said..... "You must understand...".
,
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REFLECTIONS
Although I have worked in product development companies my forte is strategic marketing,
and I have difficulty accepting the commercial approach being taken by the XYZ team.
Some work has been done to establish what benefits the product will provide, but very little
effort has been expended to understand the target markets and to ensure that the product
developed will offer the most valued benefits. XYZ is very much a product driven company.
I find it bizarre that the XYZ people have worked on their product for a number of years, with
no formal planning outputs except the GANNT chart I am relieved that the group has
decided to produce both a Business Plan and a strategic development document. This
situation highlights for me the need to achieve a skills balance within new companies. Many
inventors fail to commercialise their products because they focus only on the next
development step, and neglect marketing and/or finance.
The value of "new blood" has also been shown by recent events. KC joined the project a few
months ago and is challenging many of the assumptions which had been made concerning
the direction of the project. His presence, and questions, seem also to have made it easier
for KB and DS to challenge their own direction.
The discussion regarding testing the product was revealing. Although DS has an excellent
understanding of testing processes he had only dealt with the issue at a tactical level. When
KC raised the issue at a strategic level it caused a different type of discussion, and raised
questions which had not hitherto been discussed. It particularly challenged the group to
consider whether the whole development could be completed on time and, if so, how.
Testing is a simple issue. Yet even such an issue as this can be examined from either a
strategic or tactical perspective. This incident highlighted for me the importance of
understanding the difference between the two planning levels, and ensuring that both are
done.
I feel that the group is cooperating well to move this project from being controlled by DS, to
being controlled by XYZ. DS has previously been reluctant to invest the time required for a
quick transfer of control. He seems willing to take the path the group is travelling for now,
albeit with much grumbling, because enough extra value is being generated to justify the
time being spent. Despite his willingness to cooperate, he has not actually acted on the
brain-dump request yet. It is important that the rest of the group support Daniel so that he is
able to transfer some control to KC and KB, without losing control of the parts of the project
which are best left in his hands, and without DS feeling disenfranchised.
DS and KB have vastly different skill sets, and tend to glean varying understandings from the
work issues they face. The difficulty they face in trying to communicate on project issues,
seems to be exacerbated by its contrast with their ease of communication in their personal
life. I wonder whether the benefits of working with someone you trust and know well
personally can be greatly undermined by the higher expectations placed on the other person.
In DS and KB's case, I believe the benefits from their personal relationship outweigh the
risks in their business dealings because each is willing to patiently resolve their
miscommunications.
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18/02/02 Reflections on key themes
Knowledge
Managing knowledge has been the only issue discussed at every meeting of the group since
21/12/01. Most discussion has centred around how to transfer the knowledge held by Daniel
to the others, without slowing the development process. Key factors have been:
1. Daniel held most of the technical knowledge, history of the technical development
process, and history of the development of the business in his head.
2. Kevin felt unable to adequately contribute until he had gained enough information
from Daniel.
3. Kate felt that her attempts to contribute (particularly her attempt to prepare a
business plan) were frustrated by gaps in her knowledge.
4. Daniel felt frustrated because:
Taking time to transfer the knowledge slowed the development work
He felt the efforts he was making to transfer knowledge to Kevin were not
recognized
He felt that Kate should have had more knowledge already, than she
professed to have.
5. Norman was unable to assess much of the knowledge held in the organization
because it was inaccessible (in Daniel's head).
Kevin and Kate each seem to now have enough knowledge to progress their tasks. Kevin
acquired the technical knowledge while working on the software, and Kate acquired the
commercial knowledge while working on the business plan. It is interesting to note that Kate
was not able to acquire the knowledge in the years before she became active in the project,
although she had taken an interest in what Daniel was doing (Hence Daniel's frustration).
The knowledge didn't stick' until Kate had a need to use it. Kevin had immediate need to
use the technical knowledge, and acquired it quickly.
The process to date has focussed on the need to build individual knowledge. Even the task
of preparing a business plan has been handled as a job to be completed, with little
discussion about the types of information it will contain (The exception is the discussion of
the difference between information required for internal use, and that required by a potential
funder. There was some discussion of the different information sets which might be required
to provide each stakeholder with access to appropriate knowledge).
In the last two meetings, the discussion turned to marketing issues. This change may
presage a move toward focussing on the types of knowledge held in the organization, rather
than by its individual members. Similarly, the technical discussion has become more centred
around what benefits the product will provide, and less upon what product features can be
coded. This change may signal that the group is ready to begin accreting its knowledge,
which will be necessary if a coherent business model and product offering are to be
delivered to the market.
'Reciprocal deterministic' mechanisms are evident. As the XYZ team interact with their
customers (Caltex), and partner (INV), it appears that the expectations of each are being
modified in the discussions. The Caltex group are both contributing to specifying the product
(and the business model), and modifying their expectations as they learn what is achievable.
The INV partner is both demanding certain deliverables, and changing its expectations
based on discussion with the XYZ group about what is doable. Part of the problem for XYZ
is that they are both driving their stakeholders, and being driven by them. They will never,
therefore, achieve an 'ideal' product.
As might be expected, given the time constraints pressuring XYZ, the group has given no
time to considering their processes for creating knowledge. Their interest in knowledge is
entirely focused on its immediate value in problem-solving. Similarly, the organization
sacrifices efficiency for adaptability, frequently revisiting the same subjects, to ensure that
action can be taken if the situation changes.
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Business plan
The business plan has become a metaphor within the group for the consensus opinion that
the XYZ project needs to be focused around a guiding document. Although everyone agrees
that the document is needed, it is difficult to change the tyre while the car is in motion. As
the group careens from one issue to another, the lack of a plan becomes more obviously a
problem. Yet no-one wants to stop to write it. The group is handling the issue by having
Kate write the plan, while requiring her to troll for the information she needs as the
development progresses. The possibility that the process of building the plan may lead to
real changes in the development path, and hence the plan is a priority, has not been
considered in any apparent way.
Even if the business plan serves only to document the general direction in which XYZ is
currently heading, it will still be a valuable document both for improving the group's focus,
and for attracting potential investors.

Technical development
The group seems to have had great success in advancing technical development issues.
Much of this success has probably come about because Kevin has become able to
contribute to these issues as he has become familiar with the project. The action research
group can claim no direct part in that change, except in facilitating the transfer of knowledge
from Daniel to Kevin.
The group has identified a number of technical documents which are needed, and committed
resource (Kevin) to producing most of those. The strategic technical document required by
Kate, to feed into the business plan, has also been identified.
A major achievement of the group has been to manage the transfer of technical knowledge
to Kate and Kevin, without unduly slowing the development. It may be expected that
Daniel's frustration will diminish now that Kevin and Kate will have to refer to him less often
for technical information. The next stage, documenting the technical information is unlikely
to cause much debate unless, in the process, issues emerge which challenges the group's
assumptions. One example of this was the discussion regarding testing. After the discussion
on 1 Feb it was clear that much more time and money will be required for testing than was
originally expected.

Exit strategy and funding
If the business intends to seek venture capital funding, the entrepreneurs must structure to
allow for exit strategies for the VCs. But, if a trade sale is anticipated, particularly in a
software development such as Product 2000, the entrepreneurs must also accept that they
may leave the business. The discussion of exit strategies highlights another quandary for
entrepreneurs. It is difficult for them to maintain the sort of passionate commitment needed
to drive a new business, if too much time is spent talking about how to exit from it. But, they
cannot ignore the issue, as the business must be structured to allow a sale.

Meeting process
5th

Apart from the consultant/researcher asking whether the process was still useful (in the
meeting), there has been no discussion of meeting process since the second meeting. It is
unclear whether the clients are happy with the process, or are just being patient.
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18102/02 Reflections on the process
The learning process in the XYZ group has been constrained by the need to find a way to
move knowledge from Daniel to the others without unduly slowing the project. The group
may be following a series of steps:
Learning how to transfer knowledge during high development activity
Learning how to use that knowledge as individuals.
Learning how to manage that knowledge collectively.
As the XYZ team are experienced business people, they are undoubtedly already skilled at
using the knowledge as individuals. Now that they are apparently able to transfer knowledge
'on-the-run' they may quickly move to focusing on finding how to collectively manage their
knowledge.
Power issues have been insignificant thus far. The group was able to show its respect for
Daniel in their handling of the difficult task of winkling knowledge from him. He was also able
to show patience in dealing with the inability of the others to know things which Daniel
thought they should know. Conflict has been open, sometimes loud, and even explosive, but
it has always focused on issues and has been resolved without recriminations amongst the
team. It is unclear whether the tension between Kate and Daniel over the last couple of
weeks was directly related to the project, or whether it came from their private lives, as they
did not discuss their issues in the team. As they have just had a holiday, the rest may have
removed the tensions between them.
Daniel has expressed dissatisfaction with the behaviour of the INV staff, particularly JS, and
considers that INV exert too much power, given the low day-to-day value they offer. It is
unclear whether this issue will grow or subside.
Power within the group is typically allowed to whoever chooses to take it, and this reflects, I
believe, the respect that each person has for each other's abilities.
I believe that the XYZ group have now accepted that I will not play an 'expert' role, and that I
am now freer to contribute my opinions without them unduly swaying the group. I consider it
better nonetheless to continue to err by offering less input than to risk taking undue control.
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24/02/02 Phone meetina between NE and KB
Purpose: KB called to provide feedback on the project proposal. Although KB read and
approved the basic proposal two months ago, the final version included the full literature
review.
KB made the following comments on the project proposal:
She was taken by the concept of adopting a metaphor for the business, and by the concept
of adopting a business model.
She said that the degree of attention they give to process issues is dynamic, and varies with
the time available.
She described my angst about the role of the consultant as the 'mea culpa ground', and
suggested that the proposal focused on it too much, and repetitively.
KB mentioned several times that the XYZ group were people of strong opinions, and unlikely
to be unduly swayed by my views. When I painted a scenario in which I could practice
manipulative intervention, she conceded that this was possible. She said that she hoped
that if XYZ could not 'unstick', instead of being manipulative, I would present the relevant
information to the XYZ people and let them decide what to do with it. She strongly rejected
any possibility that directing the project could become a one-man show. She said that XYZ
had a strong desire to integrate NE within the team, and wouldn't accept an'expert'.
She agreed that a learning organization is desirable, and that knowledge only has value if it
is actioned (she made the latter point twice). She also recommended the importance of
documenting knowledge.
KB said "Cybernetic learning gets the big tick from me."
She said that she liked the action/reflection cycle, and the three expressions of power
(constructive, destructive, and integrative).
KB agreed that the XYZ team were inherently disempowered in the process of trying to get a
business going. She said she read the part about disempowerment
with a sigh of
relief.... Yes, that's how it is."
'...

She said that the project proposal
gives me more to push on things that interest me...
knowledge base, power integration, adopting a metaphor. It formalises some processes we
need to pay attention to."
"...

KB said that it was a revelation to see conventional approaches to building a business set
against what they may do outside of convention. She commented that she had looked a lot
at conventional wisdom (benchmarking, etc). She said "This is putting a framework on my
thinking." She also said "Every part of our lives has the deconstructlreconstruct thing
happening."
KB said that at a recent meeting of start-ups, the others seemed much less developed in
their thinking than were XYZ.
KB said that she places two copies of the documents I send her onto the server. One
contains only the notes and action points. The other contains these plus my observations
and reflections. KC does not read the observations and reflections, because he prefers to
focus only on the task at hand. DS may browse the observations and reflections sometimes.
KB also commented that she tries to take time with DS before each meeting to discuss
issues regarding their personal relationship which have been indicated in the previous
notes/reflections.
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KB approved me submitting the proposal to my course supervisor, and to me giving an
abbreviated version to entrepreneurs in another start-up.

REFLECTIONS
KB is now taking more interest in the process underlying the problem-solving task. As she
says, she is now looking at her business project in new ways. By sharing a discussion of a
range of issues, via the project proposal, I have given KB the opportunity to select areas of
interest to her, although I recognize that I also limited that choice by what I did not discuss.
It is interesting that KB said she is using the notes as input to a dialogue with DS regarding
their personal relationship. Firstly, it is interesting that KB has seen the notes as useful
beyond the apparent task of solving a business problem. And secondly, it is interesting that
she chose to tell me how she is using them.
KB's dismissal of the 'mea culpa' parts of the proposal is to be expected in that she is
unconcerned about the prospect of the consultant being too influential. She is confident in
the ability of the XYZ people to resist 'power-plays'. She was happy to allow me to present
information from which the XYZ people could make decisions. It is fairly normal consulting
practice to present information in ways which will lead the client to choose a direction
favoured by the consultant. It seems that KB trusts me to not do that. I am sure that her
analysis of the group's ability to resist 'power-plays' is correct.
I was surprised that KB found the section on disempowerment useful. On reflection, I see
that it must be reassuring to have the frustrations of dealing with investors recognized as
normal, and not a reflection of poor behaviour by the XYZ group.
It also seems to have been useful for KB to see the project as deconstruction/reconstruction,
rather than just as unremitting chaos. Linking this to KB's appreciation of the
construction/destruction/integration approach to power, and her comment on
disempowerment, suggests that the process framework she is now seeing/building is helping
her to deal with the lack of structure in the business and with the resistance she is
experiencing to her attempts to build the organization.
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18/03/02 Reflections on the project to date
This project has now run for twelve weeks including ten formal meetings and three telephone
meetings
Successes
The transfer of knowledge from DS to KC, and to a lesser extent to KB was successful.
The group has avoided the meetings becoming great time-users. The total time spent in the
formal meetings was less than seventeen hours.
The group has recognized the importance of getting the business plan done.
The group has prepared for a trip to the World Congress on IT, which went well.
The real financial constraints have been made apparent.
Issues not yet resolved
The business plan and marketing plan are not completed
A new funding source has not been found. XYZ is still tied to Investments Ltd.
Project status and options
The process being followed by XYZ to build their business is idiosyncratic. Software coding
and operational business matters are addressed in a very structured way, and the software
development has proceeded quickly by this method. Strategy issues are handled completely
differently. DS and KB are exploring many options, and allowing strategy to emerge. They
are allowing the business to grow in an organic way, and accept the time penalty imposed by
permitting strategy to emerge. Thus, although the product development started about seven
years ago, and the business received major new impetus six months ago, the principals
have not yet written a business plan, finalized a business model, or identified the initial target
customers.
KB gives clues to her reasons for choosing this method of strategy development
"This meeting led to DS and me discussing further how all the models with which we
are presented or which we derive in meetings are not yet 'hitting the spot' for us it's
a constant process of refining (and I know there is little time). Later in the week we
did another business strategy I model brainstorm with other friends and we pushed it
further out again with a higher degree of comfort." (Source: KB comments on
meeting of 11/03)
-

I think demonstrably the URGENCY has been there with DS and me from the
beginning BUT finding the framework to address the options in the order in which
they need to be addressed has always been DEVELOPMENTAL AND difficult. We are
striving on lots of fronts.
(Source: KB comments on meeting of 01/03)
It seems that KB and DS are not happy with existing models for building a business, but are
having difficulty finding a model which both fits their values and will get the business built
within the available resource constraints. The situation would be ideal for them to practice
action learning, if they were not so constrained by the need to deliver quick results.
KB questioned me about when my action research project will be finished. I believe that she
would prefer me to move to an expert' role to assist XYZ to find a model in the time
available. Although the action research approach will undoubtedly lead to XYZ developing
the model they want, the process is likely to be too slow. The impediments are:
KB and DS are constantly in crisis mode. It is difficult for them to allocate time to reflective
strategy.
There is little cash left. July has become a real financial deadline.
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KB and DS lack some of the required expertise in marketing and business planning for start
ups. There is insufficient time for them to both develop that expertise and to meet their
deadline.
The options available seem to be
KB and DS could focus solely on securing the next round of funding. This would require
them to work on the business model, business plan, and marketing strategy exclusively until
these are finished. They would then work on presentation materials to VCs, and arranging
appointments. The process consulting project could continue within this more focused
framework.
NE could abandon the process consulting project, and take over much of the process of
drafting the plans.
Another consultant could be brought in to assist with writing the plans.
The project can continue as it is now
KB has correctly identified that I am impatient with the current process. I see no chance of it
delivering VC funds before the cash runs out. Option 1 would have the advantage of
stretching the cash further as options 2 and 3 would require consultant fees to be paid.
Option 1 is however contrary to the process XYZ has followed to date, and may not be
politically acceptable.
Brai nd u m p
The braindump was a successful project. It included several stages
Gaining DS's commitment to the process.
Although DS agreed that the process was necessary, it competed for his time with other
tasks. By monitoring progress at the weekly meetings the group was able to signal its
commitment to DS and encouraged him to allocate time to the process.
Allocating time
At the meetings the group discussed the effectiveness or otherwise of the braindump, and
encouraged DS to allocate more time until everyone was happy that enough progress was
being made.
Changing the amount of information dumped.
Once KC was receiving information, he found that there was too much to absorb at one time.
The group agreed that DS would dump smaller quantities in each session.
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APPENDIX V: Sample of data processing
Political vs Learning Process issues
Hofstede (1994) suggests that some processes are non-cybernetic, and that these are
characterized by (a) missing, unclear or shifting objectives, (b) accomplishment not being
measurable; and/or (C) feedback information not being usable. He says, "The essence of
non-cybernetic situations is that they are political: Decisions are based on negotiation and
judgment."
The behaviour of the group, and the consultant's reflections can be characterized by whether
they support processes which are primarily political or not, and therefore obstructive or not to
cybernetic learning. Although many could be categorised as either political or cybernetic, the
categorisation used reflects the actual approach as interpreted by the consultant. For
example: "43. KB and DS to plan business strategy meeting" could be approached as a
cybernetic process in which they set objectives for the meeting, and measures of success,
then checked with the participants that the meeting plan was acceptable. In fact, item 43
was political. KB and DS decided what they wished to discuss. Output objectives were
vague, and there was little attempt to decide whether the meeting plan was the most
appropriate.

21/12/0 1
31/12/0 1
07/01/0 1
18/01/02
25/01/02
0 1/02/02
22/02/02
01/03/02
08/03/02
11/03/02

Group focus
Polit. Cyber
2
2
0
4
2
3
3
3
2
3
4
5
4
1
5
2
2
3
2
3

Goals & Obj.
Polit. Cyber
2
0
0
2
0
3
1
0
1
2
0
1
1
0
2
0
0
1
0
1

Actions
Polit. Cyber.
1
4
0
5
0
4
2
2
3
2
3
1
3
1
3
0
2
2
0
1

Observations
Polit.
Cyber
1
1
2
1
1
2
9
1
3
1
2
4
6
0
4
0
4
0
4
0

Reflections
Polit. Cyber
6
1
4
1
2
0
1
2
3
0
3
0
3
0
4
0
2
1
1
3

These data present sets which are too small for statistical analysis. However, graphing the
data can show something of the approach being taken by the group:
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The first meeting was 50% political, as the group established. The political approach to the
issues the group focused on became negligible soon after, and then climbed throughout the
project. The lower period of political focus coincided with the period during which the group
was focused on getting DS's technical knowledge shared. The political approach became
increasingly dominant when we began addressing commercial issues.
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The first peak of political focus in the meeting goals occurs when the group focuses on exit
strategy, which is done without the goals being clearly enunciated. The second peak of
political focus in the group's goals occurs when the group abandons its regular process to
prepare for WCIT, which was handled as an ad-hoc event. The group then had a meeting at
which commercial direction was discussed without the goals being clarified.
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The group's agreed actions included an increasingly political component as the project
progressed. Although the actions were phrased in language which was able to be
interpreted as supporting a learning process, the actions increasingly enacted judgements
and negotiated agreements. The last meetings, on March 8 and 11, swung away from
negotiated agreement.
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My observations have focused mainly on the political side of the project. This probably
reflects my perception that political issues were impeding our ability to achieve progress on
issues. The political focus of the observations reached its only low point in the week when
the braindump was completed, KB announced her deadline to have the business plan done,
and the roles of the participants in the group seemed to have become clear. I perceive the
most significant issues at the meetings since 22/02 to be largely political.
Reflections

0 Reflections
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As for my observations, my reflections are dominated by political issues. My preoccupation
with political issues from 25/01 onward was prompted by the realization that the XYZ group
had a much stronger focus on their process than did I, who was more focused on delivering
a result before the cash ran out. Although the XYZ group were also concerned that the cash
would run out, they were much more prepared to stick with an organic growth process for the
business, and to rely on emergent strategies. At the last two meetings, I saw the group
focus more on issues amenable to process management, and this was mirrored in my
reflections (so to speak).
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APPENDIX VI: Survey of another observer's views
The results of this survey will not be shared with the client without your permission
Please mark your selections with any character
Respondent
answers

Today XYZ is: (pick one only)
Mostly market-focused
Somewhat Market-focused
Somewhat product-focused
Mostly

Researcher
answers
X

product-focused

Six months ago XYZ was:
Mostly market-focused
Somewhat Market-focused
Somewhat product-focused
Mostly product-focused

X

The XYZ organization makes decisions:
Particularly quickly
As fast as expected
Slower than expected
Particularly

X

slowly

The XYZ product development process is:
Very efficient
Somewhat efficient
Somewhat inefficient
Very inefficient

X

The XYZ commercial development process is:
Very efficient
Somewhat efficient
Somewhat inefficient
Very inefficient

X

In teamwork, the XYZ group operate as:
A very effective team
A somewhat effective team
A somewhat ineffective team

X

A very ineffective team
Planning in XYZ is:
Effective and well structured
Ad-hoc but effective
600~
Ad-hoc and ineffective
Well structured but ineffective

X
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Respondent Researcher
answers
answers

Meetings with XYZ are:
Effective and well structured
Ad-hoc but effective
Ad-hoc and ineffective

x

Well structured but ineffective
Overall, the XYZ team is:
More process-focused than output-focused
More output-focused than process-focused
About equally focused on process & output

___________

__________

XYZ's chances of raising VC funds before they spend their current funds are:
Highly likely
Possible
X
Unlikely
Impossible

Technical development planning is:
Completely under control
Largely under control

X

Somewhat under control
Out of control
Six months ago, technical development planning was:
Completely under control
Largely under control
Somewhat under control
Out of control

X
Respondent Researcher
answers
answers

Six months ago, Daniel's 'share' of the technical
knowledge

was:

Less than the knowledge of other team members
About the same as the knowledge of other team
members

More than the knowledge of other team members
Only Daniel knew about technical matters

X

Today, Daniel's 'share' of the technical knowledge is:
Less than the knowledge of other team members
About the same as the knowledge of other team
members

More than the knowledge of other team members
Only Daniel knows about technical matters
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X

XYZs fund-raising efforts so far have
been:
Respondent:

Agree
Strongly

Agree
Somewhat

Disagree
Somewhat

Disagree
Strongly

Agree
Strongly

Agree
Somewhat

Disagree
Somewhat

Disagree
Strongly

Efficient
Focused
Successful
Well prepared

Researcher:

XYZ's business plan writing efforts so far
have been:
Respondent:

Researcher:

x

Efficient
Focused
Successful
Well prepared

x
x
x
Agree
Strongly

Agree
Somewhat

Disagree
Somewhat

Disagree
Strongly

Agree
Strongly

Agree
Somewhat

Disagree
Somewhat

Disagree
Strongly

Efficient
Focused
Successful
Well researched

x

Efficient
Focused

x
x

Successful
Well researched

x

I believe that I know the XYZ group
personally:
extremely well
well
a

Respondent

Researcher

answers

answers

x

little

hardly at all
I believe that I know the XYZ project:
extremely well
well
a

00

6

~

x

little

hardly at all
I give permission for these survey results to be shared with the XYZ group:
X
Agree
Disagree

6=~
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Daniel
is:

Respondent:

Passive
Dominant
Aggressive
Assertive
A leader
A follower
Output-focused
Intelligent
Good team player
Relaxed
Under great stress

Technically competent
Commercially competent
Flexible
Committed to personal growth
Influential in comm. decision-making
Influential in tech. decision-making
Efficient
Focused
Daniel Changed opinions a lot in last 6mths
Become more receptive to new
has:
Learnt new skills
Daniel
is:

7t!i11!.
Researcher:

Passive
Dominant
Aggressive
Assertive
A leader

p

A follower
Output-focused
Intelligent
Good team player
Relaxed
Under great stress
Technically competent
Commercially competent
Flexible
Committed to personal growth

A

Influential in comm. decision-making
Influential in tech. decision-making

Daniel
has:

Efficient
Focused
Changed opinions a lot in last 6mths
Become more receptive to new
Learnt new skills
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A

A
p
A

r,'iIm

Agree
Kate is:

_

Respondent:

Passive
Dominant
Aggressive
Assertive
A leader
A follower
Output-focused
Intelligent
Good team player

Relaxed
Under great stress
Technically competent
Commercially competent
Flexible
Committed to personal growth
Influential in comm. decision-making
Influential in tech. decision-making
Efficient
Focused
Changed opinions a lot in last 6mths
Kate
has: Become more receptive to new ideas
Learnt new skills
Kate
is:

Agree
Stron ly
_

Researcher:

Passive
Dominant
Aggressive
Assertive
A leader
A follower
Output-focused
Intelligent
Good team player
Relaxed

Under great stress
Technically competent

ay,

Lrr"uL'm

-

Commercially competent
Flexible
Committed to personal growth
Influential in comm. decision-making
Influential in tech. decision-making
Efficient
Focused
Kate
has:

Changed opinions a lot in last 6mths
Become more receptive to new ideas
Learnt new skills
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Li11*L!IT
Kevin is:
Respondent:

Disagree
Strongly

Passive
Dominant
Aggressive
Assertive
A leader
A follower
Output-focused
Intelligent
Good team player
Relaxed
Under great stress

Technically competent
Commercially competent
Flexible
Committed to personal growth
Influential in comm. decision-making
Influential in tech. decision-making
Efficient
Focused
Kevin Changed opinions a lot in last 6 mths
has.
Become more receptive to new ideas
Learnt new skills
Kevin
is:

1ikuI!,iei1!1IHt,jii1i1Mi1
Researcher:

Passive
Dominant
Aggressive
Assertive
A leader
A follower

p

Output-focused
Intelligent
Good team player
Relaxed
Under great stress
Technically competent
Commercially competent
Flexible
Committed to personal growth
Influential in comm. decision-making
Influential in tech. decision-making
Efficient
Focused
Kevin Changed opinions a lot in last 6 mths
has:
Become more receptive to new ideas
Learnt new skills
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p

Natalie
is:

I'JirI'iigiFi'

r1!TiTiJr.
Respondent:

Strongly

Passive
Dominant
Aggressive
Assertive
A leader
A follower
Output-focused
ntel I igent
Good team player
Relaxed

Under great stress
Technically competent
Commercially competent
Flexible
Committed to personal growth
Influential in comm.. decision-making
Influential in tech.decision-making
Efficient
Focused
Natalie
has:

Changed opinions a lot in last 6 mths
Become more receptive to new ideas
Learnt new skills

Natalie
is:

I'iiiIthiI'i

r1!it!ir.
Researcher:

Passive
Dominant
Aggressive
Assertive
A leader
A follower
Output-focused
Intelligent
Good team player
Relaxed

-------

A

Under great stress
Technically competent
Commercially competent
Flexible
Committed to personal growth
Influential in comm.. decision-making
Influential in tech. decision-making
Efficient
Focused
Natalie
has:

Changed opinions a lot in last 6 mths
Become more receptive to new ideas
Learnt new skills
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APPENDIX VII: Brief Survey of Kate Bligh's views
Team Effectiveness: How much difference did the team make?
Note: Respondents answers are marked by shading and/or question-mark. Researchers answers are marked with an
asterisk.
No
made
made made no
TASK OUTPUTS
extremely made
difference situation opinion
some
little
effective
worse
diffnce
diffnce
Identifying the need for the transfer of knowledge from Daniel
Managing the 'braindump process
Identifying the need to better document the product development
Managing improvement to the product development documentation
Identifying how close the project was to running out of funds
Identifying a strategy for gaining further funds
Gaining further funds
Developing business strategy
Identifying the need for a business plan
Specifying the business plan content
Writing the business plan
Identifying marketing issues
Producing strategies to deal with marketing issues
Managing resolution of marketing issues
Identifying problems in the process being followed in building the bus.
Improving the process of building the business
LEARNING OUTPUTS
I was challenged to consider new ideas
I know more than I would have known if I had not worked in the team
Working in the team changed my opinion about how to build the bus.
I learnt about how to work with other people
I learnt about how I think and behave
I would be better at building a business in future
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*

*

I

COMMENTS
this use of team' is hard for me
to interpret since the team was
working on these things all the
time not just when the team met
with you.
I have interpreted it as the
extent to which your
participation in the team as a
catalyst enabled these things to
happen.

*
*

*
*

H
*

(I always am!!) created some
space to consider
i.e. with you?
I leant more about working with
my team through the focus of
your mtgs
Generally true of this whole
experience
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